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Abstract
Automatic analysis and recognition of human activities facilitates many applications, and
thus has received great interest from both industry and research communities. The focus
of this thesis is on video-based human activity recognition, i.e. automatic analysis and
understanding of activities performed by people and recorded by video. Different kind of
activities are considered, from one and two arms gestures (e.g . point, wave, clap etc.) to
full-body actions (e.g . walk, run, jump etc.).
The activities are recorded by standard color cameras, multi-view camera setups and
time-of-flight (ToF) range cameras, enabling analysis of both 2D and 3D video data. The
2D image data recorded by standard color cameras captures both activities performed in
simple scenes with controlled settings (i.e. one actor, steady camera, simple and clean
background, and low variation in scale, rotation, viewpoint and illumination) and com-
plex scenes with unconstrained settings (i.e. multiple actors, moving camera, background
clutter, and high variation in scale, rotation, viewpoint and illumination). For acquisition
of 3D data both direct 3D imaging devices (ToF range cameras) and 3D reconstruction
from multiple camera views are applied, to explore challenges of different quality of 3D
data and the advantages of each technology.
The use of both global and local image features are investigated for activity recognition.
A global feature and key-frame based approach is presented to recognize arm gestures in
simple scenes. The method extracts a set of characteristic poses and describes them by
their motion resulting in motion primitives. A probabilistic edit distance is used to classify
a sequence of motion primitives as a gesture. This 2D recognition process is extended into
a view-invariant recognition of arm gestures by use of a ToF range camera that generates
3D data and allows for a 3D equivalent of motion primitives.
For recognition of full-body human actions in complex scenes an approach based on de-
tection of spatio-temporal interest points (STIPs) and local description of image features
is presented. Robust and selective STIPs are detected by applying surround suppres-
sion combined with local and temporal constraints. The approach is especially robust
to camera motion and background clutter, where other detectors fails, and improves the
performance by detecting more repeatable, stable and distinctive STIPs for human actors,
while suppressing unwanted background STIPs.
To give the reader an overview of recent developments in human activity recognition a
survey is presented, which reviews and compares recent approaches for multi-view human
3D body modeling, pose estimation and human activity recognition, and discusses the
application domain and the associated requirements. To compare the proposed methods,
a qualitative assessment of methods which cannot be compared quantitatively is given.
Additionally, some prominent 3D pose estimation techniques are analyzed for application,
where not only the performed action needs to be identified but also a more detailed
description of body parts and joint configuration.
Based on the findings of the prior work on 2D and 3D human activity recognition, the
idea of STIP detection and local description of image features is expanded to the 3D
domain to generate a more robust and descriptive 3D representation of human actions,
which more efficiently deals with the problems of viewpoint changes and occlusion. 4D
(3D space + time) STIPs are detected in multi-view images and novel local 3D motion
descriptors, Histogram of Optical 3D Flow (HOF3D), are extracted from estimated 3D
optical flow in the neighborhood of each 4D STIP and made view-invariant.
Finally, an approach for automatic foreground segmentation and shadow detection is de-
signed and implemented. Foreground segmentation is one of the most used preprocessing
steps for many computer vision algorithms to extract regions of interest, e.g . for activ-
ity recognition, while the impact of shadows is a notorious problem in computer vision.
The work explores a multi-stage approach for foreground segmentation and shadow de-
tection. Firstly, a bottom-up architecture using a novel technique based on gradient and
color models is presented for separating chromatic moving cast shadows from detected
moving objects. Secondly, a top-down architecture based on a tracking system using mu-
tual object-shadow information is developed, in order to enhance the chromatic shadow
detection.
Resume
Automatisk analyse og genkendelse af menneskers bevægelser muliggør et væld af applika-
tioner og har derfor opn̊aet stor interesse fra b̊ade industrien og forskningsmiljøer. Fokus
for denne afhandling er analyse og genkendelse menneskers bevægelser vha. video, dvs.
automatisk analyse og forst̊aelse af bevægelser udført af personer og optaget af video kam-
eraer. Forskellige former for bevægelser bliver behandlet, fra en- og to-arms bevægelser
(som fx at pege, vinke, klappe osv.) til bevægelser med hele kroppen (som fx at g̊a, løbe,
hoppe osv.).
Bevægelserne er optaget med standard farve kameraer, multi-kamera opsætninger og
Time-of-Flight (ToF) dybde kameraer, hvilket muliggør analysering af b̊ade 2D og 3D
data. 2D billede dataen optaget med standard kameraer indeholder b̊ade bevægelser
udført i simple scener med kontrollerede omgivelser og indstillinger (dvs. én person, fast-
monteret kamera, simpel baggrund og ensartet størrelse, rotation, synsvinkel og belysning)
og komplekse scener med ukontrollerede omgivelser og indstillinger (dvs. flere personer,
friholdt kamera, rodet baggrund og stor variation i størrelse, rotation, synsvinkel og
belysning). Til optagelse af 3D data anvendes der b̊ade direkte 3D sensorer (ToF dybde
kameraer) og 3D rekonstruktion fra flere kameravinkler, for at undersøge hvilken betyd-
ning kvaliteten af 3D data har samt fordelen ved hver af teknologierne.
Anvendelse af b̊ade globale og lokale billede features undersøges til genkendelse af bevægel-
ser. En metode baseret p̊a globale feature og key-frame princippet præsenteres til at
genkende armbevægelser i simple scener. Denne metode finder et sæt af karakteristiske
armkonfigurationer og beskriver disse ved hjælp af deres lokale bevægelse. Denne beskriv-
else kaldes bevægelsesenheder. En sekvens af bevægelsesenheder kan klassificeres som en
armbevægelse ved hjælp af Edit Distance algoritmen i en sandsynlighedsbaseret udgave.
Denne 2D metode udvides til en 3D metode ved hjælp af et ToF kamera, der genererer 3D
data. De tredimensionelle bevægelsesenheder gør det muligt at genkende armbevægelser
uanset kameravinklen.
Til genkendelse af bevægelser udført med hele kroppen i komplekse scener præsenteres en
metode, der er baseret p̊a detektion af interesse punkter i tid og rum (STIPs) samt lokalt
beskrivelse af billede features. Robuste og selektive STIPs detekteres ved at undertrykke
omkringliggende punkter kombineret med lokale og temporale begrænsninger. Metoden
er specielt robust overfor kamera bevægelse og rodet baggrund, hvor andre detektorer
fejler, og forbedrer ydeevnen ved at detektere flere gentagende, stabile og særprægede
STIPs for mennesker, mens uønskede baggrunds STIPs bliver frasorteret.
For at give læseren et overblik over den seneste udvikling inden for genkendelse af bevægel-
ser præsenteres en undersøgelse, som gennemg̊ar og sammenligner nylige metoder til 3D
modellering af kroppen, estimering af kropskonfigurationer og genkendelse af bevægelser
ved anvendelse af flere kameraer og diskuterer applikationsomr̊ader samt de tilhørende
krav. For at kunne sammenligne de foresl̊aede metoder, der ikke kan sammenlignes kvan-
titativt, udføres en kvalitativ vurdering. Endvidere analyseres anvendeligheden af promi-
nente 3D teknikker til estimering af kropskonfigurationer, hvor ikke blot den udførte
bevægelse skal genkendes, men ogs̊a en mere detaljeret beskrivelse af konfigurationen af
kropsdele og led.
Baseret p̊a de fundne resultater af det tidligere arbejde p̊a 2D og 3D genkendelse af
bevægelser, udvides idéerne fra detektion af STIP og lokal beskrivelse af billede features
til 3D omr̊adet, for at generere en mere robust og beskrivende 3D repræsentation af
bevægelser, som mere effektivt h̊andterer ændringer i synsvinkel og okklusion. 4D (3D rum
+ tid) STIPs detekteres i billeder optaget fra flere synsvinkler og en ny lokal beskrivelse
af 3D bevægelse, Histogram over Optisk 3D Flow (HOF3D), ekstraheres af estimeret 3D
optisk flow i naboomr̊adet af hvert 4D STIP og gøres invariant i forhold til kameravinklen.
Endelig designes og implementeres en metode til automatisk forgrundssegmentering samt
detektion af skygger. Forgrundssegmentering er en af de mest anvendte data forbehan-
dlingsteknikker for computer vision algoritmer for at ekstrahere interesse omr̊ader, fx til
genkendelse af bevægelser, mens indvirkningen af skygger er et velkendt problem i com-
puter vision. Dette arbejde undersøger en flertrins metode til forgrundssegmentering og
detektion af skygger. Først præsenteres en bottom-up arkitektur, som anvender en ny
teknik baseret p̊a gradient og farve modeller for at kunne separere bevægende objekter
fra de kromatiske skygger de kaster. Herefter udvikles en top-down arkitektur baseret
p̊a et tracking system, som anvender gensidig information om objekter og skygger for at
forbedre detektionen af kromatiske skygger.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
During the last decade vision-based human activity recognition has been an important
topic in the “looking at people” domain [29, 38, 57] of computer vision research. A
large number of methods for automatic human activity recognition have been proposed,
stretching from human model and trajectory-based methods towards holistic and local
feature descriptor-based methods. In recent years a wide range of applications using
human activity recognition has been introduced. Among those, several key applications
are listed below, including:
Advanced Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) Beyond traditional medium like
computer mouse and keyboard, it is desirable to develop better, more natural inter-
faces between intelligent systems and human in which understanding visual human
gesture is an important channel. A few examples are using hand movement to con-
trol the presentation slides [24] or recognizing manufacturing steps to help workers
to learn and improve their skills [39].
Assisted living Pose estimation and activity recognition can also be applied in assisting
handicapped people, elderly people, as well as normal people. For example a system
to detect when a person falls [41] or a robot controlled by blinking [5].
Autonomous mental development Study the development of human mental capa-
bilities by observing its real-time interactions with the environment using its own
sensors and effectors, e.g. study the cognitive development and learning process of
young children [8]. Instead of manually observing the data for analysis, such studies
can utilize the recent advances in pose estimation and activity analysis to automate
the process and enable analysis in a larger scale.
Gesture-based interactive games In which the player use non-intrusive body move-
ment to interact with the games. For example an Interactive Balloon Game [49] or
the well-known Microsoft Kinect Xbox [43].
Intelligent driver assistance systems Looking at driver is a key part required in a
holistic approach for intelligent driver assistance systems [50]. Examples of driver as-
sistance systems using posture and behavior analysis are: Monitoring driver aware-
ness based on head pose tracking [33], combining driver head pose and hands track-
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ing for distraction alert [48], modeling driver foot behavior to mitigate pedal mis-
applications [47], developing smart airbag system based on sitting posture analysis
[51], or predicting driver turn intent [9].
Movies, 3D TV and animation Human motion capture is also applied extensively in
movies, 3D TV and animation. For example in the Avatar movie, in a digital dance
lesson [11] or for recording and representation of data for 3D TV [4].
Physical therapy Modern biomechanics and physical therapy applications require the
accurate capture of normal and pathological human movement without the artifacts
of intrusive marker-based motion capture systems. Therefore marker-less posture
estimation and gesture analysis approaches were also developed to be applied in this
area [40, 31]
Smart environments In which humans and environment collaborate. Smart environ-
ments need to extract and maintain an awareness of a wide range of events and
human activities occurring in these spaces [52]. For example, monitoring the focus
of attention and interaction of participants in a meeting room [32, 55].
Sport motion analysis Several sports like golf, ballet, or skating require accurate body
posture and movement therefore posture estimation and gesture analysis could be
applied to this area for analyzing performance and training.
Video surveillance Video surveillance is used in many places such as critical infras-
tructure, public transportation, office buildings, parking lots, and homes. However
manually monitoring these cameras is becoming a hazard. Therefore approaches for
automatic video surveillance including outdoor human activity analysis, e.g. [35, 54]
will be needed.
Video annotation With the development of hardware technology, a very large amount
of video data can be easily saved. Among those, there are lots of human related
videos such as surveillance videos, sport videos, or movies. Instead of manually
scanning through those large video database to get the needed information, human
motion analysis can be used to annotate those video, e.g. approaches to annotate
video of a soccer game [6] or in more general for outdoor sports broadcasts [22].
For some applications the videos are captured specifically with human motion analysis
and activity recognition in mind. E.g ., autonomous mental development, physical therapy,
and sport motion analysis, which allows physicians and coaches to conduct a much more
thorough analysis. The resolution is usually high, the background is clean and simple (blue
screen) or synchronized video from multiple viewpoints can be recorded, enabling easy and
high quality segmentation of the object of interest. The same goes for advanced human-
computer interaction, gesture-based interactive games, movies, 3D TV and animation,
however, the surroundings and the way the activities are performed are rarely controllable,
leading to a more difficult analysis and recognition. For surveillance applications, video
annotation, smart environments, assisted living and intelligent driver assistance systems
the video is most often captured in unconstrained environments with people doing real-
life motions rather than instructed performances of specific actions. Such unconstrained
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video makes the recognition of human activities a very challenging task. Additionally,
real-time performance is another important issue for several applications.
The computer vision research presented in this thesis does not target a specific application
of human activity recognition but rather presents work on systems that can enable many
different applications.
The focus of this thesis will be specified next (section 1.1), and hereafter the remainder
of this chapter will be structured as follows. Section 1.2 will elaborate on the contents
of the thesis by presenting an outline of each of the chapters and state how the different
methods and chapters relate to each other. In section 1.3 the main contributions of this
thesis will be highlighted. Section 1.4 gives a comparative dataset listing and section 1.5
lists all the publications that have been published in relation to the work of this thesis.
1.1 The focus of this thesis
The work described in this thesis deals with video-based human activity recognition, i.e.
automatic analysis and understanding of activities performed by people and recorded by
video. Different kind of activities are considered from one and two arms gestures (e.g .
point, wave, clap etc.) to full-body actions (e.g . walk, run, jump etc.). The activities are
recorded by standard color cameras, multi-view camera setups and time-of-flight (ToF)
range cameras, enabling analysis of both 2D and 3D video data. The 2D image data
recorded by standard color cameras captures both activities performed in simple scenes
with controlled settings (i.e. one actor, steady camera, simple and clean background,
and low variation in scale, rotation, viewpoint and illumination) and complex scenes with
unconstrained settings (i.e. multiple actors, moving camera, background clutter, and high
variation in scale, rotation, viewpoint and illumination).
Activity recognition in laboratory environments or carefully designed scenes can provide
valuable information about the performance of methods and systems. However, the vari-
ability and challenges of real-life scenes are not investigated in this way, often leading to
less general and less applicable methods. Hence, the work of this thesis also focuses on
scenes that are not carefully constrained. The work on 2D action recognition specifically
targets dynamic outdoor scenes and addresses multiple people. One part of the work
on 2D activity recognition is applied in an office environment, whereas the other part
addresses the challenges of dynamic outdoor scenes.
For acquisition of 3D data both direct 3D imaging devices (ToF range cameras) and 3D
reconstruction from multiple camera views are applied, to explore challenges of different
quality of 3D data and the advantages of each technology. In contrast to 2D activity
recognition, 3D approaches are more confined towards indoor scenes, due to the nature
of the current sensors. ToF range cameras are usually limited to a range up to about 6-7
meters, while 3D reconstruction from multiple camera views are limited to the overlapping
area of the camera views. Hence, the work on 3D activity recognition presented in this
thesis focus solely on indoor scenes.
Human activity recognition is a very active field of research which for example can be
seen by the number of publications reviewed in recent surveys [3, 19, 20, 29, 38, 57].
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The amount of publications within human activity recognition results in surveys and
reviews that focus on specific areas, e.g . [3] focus on body modeling and recognition of
actions and interactions, [19, 20] present a review focusing purely on view-invariant pose
estimation and action recognition, [38] reviews solely 2D action recognition, and [57] both
2D and 3D action recognition. While [29] gives a more broader review of human motion
capture, dealing with tracking, pose estimation and recognition. To give the reader an
overview of recent developments in human activity recognition a survey is presented in
this thesis. The survey reviews and compare recent approaches for multi-view human 3D
body modeling, pose estimation and human activity recognition. Human body modeling
and pose estimation are a important topics to consider, when dealing with human activity
recognition, since some applications requires estimation of exact body pose and positions
of joints and body parts, e.g . HCI, interactive games, physical therapy, sport motion
analysis, movies, 3D TV and animation. Hence, this survey reviews recent work in all
three topics using multi-view videos.
Finally, an approach for automatic foreground segmentation and shadow detection is de-
signed and implemented. Foreground segmentation is one of the most used preprocessing
steps for many computer vision algorithms to extract regions of interest. Although the
methods for human activity recognition described in this thesis do not apply complex
foreground segmentation (the shape-from-silhouette technique for 3D reconstruction from
multi-view video use foreground segmentation achieved by simple background subtrac-
tion), this preprocessing step is very important and crucial for the performance of any
methods for tracking and recognition. Foreground segmentation in long video sequences
of complex and unconstrained scenes is a challenging task, due to diverse type of scenes,
background clutter, camera motion, occluded bodies, unconstrained human motion, in-
teraction, grouping and challenging lighting conditions and illumination variations. To
this end, the impact of shadows is a notorious problem in computer vision. Shadows can
take any size and shape, can exhibit different chromaticity than the background, and their
intensity values can be similar to those of any new object appearing in a scene. Conse-
quently, shadows can be very difficult to detect, and therefore usually detected as a part
of moving objects. The impact of shadows can be crucial for the foreground segmentation,
and cause objects to merge, distort their size, shape, and appearance. This results in a
reduction of computer vision algorithms’ applicability for, e.g ., scene monitoring, object
and activity recognition, target tracking and counting. Although, detection and removal
of shadows is important for successful and precise foreground segmentation, the problem
of shadow detection is still far from being solved.
1.2 Overview of this thesis
This thesis consists of eight chapters with the current chapter being the first. The fol-
lowing six chapters each consists of a previously published text. Each chapter has a brief
introduction explaining the context of the publication. The eighth chapter concludes on
the thesis. The following will give an overview of each of the chapters, presenting and
outline of the used methods and a summary of the results.
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Figure 1.1: An overview of the approach for recognition of human gestures. Motion
is extracted and represented with a four-dimensional feature vector. The feature
vectors are matched to a set of trained motion primitives. This results in a sequence
of primitives representing the gesture performed in the input video. The gesture
recognition step compares an incoming sequence of primitives with a set of trained
gesture models and classifies the gesture.
Chapter 2. 2D Human Gesture Recognition
This first chapter on gesture recognition investigates a key-frame approach for the recog-
nition of arm gestures. The gestures are five one-arm gestures used in the communication
between people over longer distances. The gestures are: point right, move right, move
left, move closer, and raise arm.
Many recent methods recognize gestures or actions directly on image data rather than ex-
tracting joint locations and then recognize gestures based on this representation. Gesture
recognition from silhouette data is an example of this. Another very popular approach in
recent years has been recognition using spatio-temporal interest points or spatio-temporal
volumes that both base the recognition on information from all frames of a sequence, which
is also the approach taken to recognize actions in chapter 4. In chapter 2 an approach
is presented that base the gesture recognition on a small set of characteristic poses (key-
frames) that can be reliably detected. Key-frame approaches base the recognition on a
subset of the entire sequence with the assumption that certain characteristics of a gesture
are more easily recognized than others, and basing the recognition on the frames con-
taining these characteristics yields a more robust result. Recent and extensive surveys on
action recognition are given in [38, 57, 19].
The approach of chapter 2 finds the characteristic arm poses based on the arm motion for
each pose. The representation used for these poses are denoted motion primitives. Figure
1.1 gives an overview of the approach.
Motion is detected using double differencing, i.e. using three consecutive frames to gen-
erate two difference images which are thresholded and combined by a pixel-wise logical
AND. The thresholding utilizes a hysteresis principle to eliminate noise. The result of the
motion detection is a binary blob describing the motion of the arm.
To extract a set of features for the motion blob it is modeled by an ellipse and four
scale invariant features are calculated. The features describe the shape, orientation, and
location of the ellipse with the location defined relative to a reference point on the person.
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Based on the extracted feature vector each incoming frame will be classified as either
belonging to one of the motion primitives or as a noise class.
The representation of the motion primitives is based on a set of training samples for each
pose. To acquire the training data magnetic trackers are placed at the joints of the arm on
training subjects. Each training subject repeats all arm gestures and the trajectories of the
tracker markers are transferred to a computer graphics model of a person. The animations
of the graphics model constitute the training data for the approach. This semi-synthetic
training data (i.e. gestures performed by humans but synthesized with a graphics model)
decouples the training data from the image data used in the recognition process. For
other approaches, like methods based on spatio-temporal interest points, the training
and testing data are typically different but with the exact same image characteristics.
The motion-based primitives and the semi-synthetic training data make the approach
presented in chapter 2 applicable to more diverse input data.
The subsequences defining the motion primitives (three frames for each primitive) are
found manually. The criteria for selection of the subsequences are the following: Firstly,
that the subsequence represents a characteristic and representative 3D configuration. Sec-
ondly, that a certain amount of motion is present in the subsequence. Thirdly, that the
subsequence is representative for as many gestures as possible. The third criteria results
in a small set of 10 robust primitives for the five gestures with each gesture represented
by five to eight of these primitives.
The set of semi-synthetic subsequences that represent the training data for a motion
primitive is processed to find the feature vectors and each primitive is represented by
the mean and covariance for these vectors. The feature vectors of testing video can now
be classified using the Mahalanobis distance. If the minimum Mahalanobis distance is
above a certain threshold then the feature vector is classified as noise. For a test video
this classification will result in a sequence of primitives representing the gesture being
performed in the video.
The classification of a sequence of primitives as one of the five gestures is done using a
novel extension of the edit distance that incorporates the likelihood of each primitive. The
original edit distance expresses the number of operations needed to convert one sequence
into another where possible operations are insertion of a symbol, deletion of a symbol,
or exchange of a symbol with one from the other sequence. Each operation can have an
associated cost which in chapter 2 is extended to a cost dependent on the probability of
each observed symbol, here being each motion primitive. The probability of a motion
primitive is expressed through the number of observations of a given primitive. The edit
distance is furthermore normalized with the length of the sequence of primitives to avoid
bias towards short sequences.
To test the method a set of 550 video sequences is captured, each containing the execution
of a gesture. Two different test setups are used. In the first setup each test video contains
the execution of one gesture. This could imitate gesturing for human-computer interaction
where it is known when commands are being issued. The second test setup imitates the
more realistic problem of not knowing when the execution of the gesture commences and
when it terminates. This is achieved by adding executions of half of a gesture to the
start and end of the original captured video sequences. The gestures used for these half
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Figure 1.2: A schematic overview of the 3D human gesture recognition. Recognition
is based on range and intensity images. 3D motion is extracted and described
by harmonic motion contexts. These are matched to trained motion primitives. A
number of frames are processed this way (illustrated by the feed back loop) resulting
in a sequence of primitives. This sequence is classified against a set a trained gesture
strings.
executions are chosen randomly. The overall recognition rates for the two test setups
respectively are 88.7% and 85.5%. Most of the erroneous classifications are a result of
confusion between the move closer and raise arm gestures. Seen from a fronto-parallel
view the motion of the two gestures are somewhat alike. This issue is one of the motivating
factors for extending the work of chapter 2 into a view-invariant representation which is
presented in chapter 3.
Chapter 3. 3D Human Gesture Recognition
The approach of chapter 2 is in this chapter extended into a view-invariant gesture recog-
nition method based on 3D input data. A time-of-flight range camera is used to produce
both a depth map and an intensity image which allow for the extraction of motion in 3D.
The time-of-flight camera ensures a direct alignment of the depth and intensity informa-
tion as opposed to the classical stereo approaches which have to be carefully calibrated
and establish correspondences between cameras.
Another important difference between the approach presented here and other related
methods is the characteristics of the training data. When addressing invariance to view-
point in gesture recognition the training data often includes video captured from different
viewpoints. A view-invariant representation of the gestures ensures that a test video can
be classified without first recovering the viewpoint of that sequence (see for example [45]
and [56]). The approach presented in chapter 3 reduces the training data to a single
viewpoint while maintaining the ability to recognize gestures from different viewpoints,
say viewpoints rotated ±45 degrees from the training viewpoint.
The recognition is based on the notion of motion primitives. Here, the motion primitives
describe both the amount of motion and the 3D direction of the motion (as opposed to the
binary motion detection of chapter 2). Figure 1.2 shows an overview of the method. The
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motion is detected using a 3D version of optical flow. The detected motion is represented
using motion contexts (an extension of Shape Contexts). The representation is made
invariant to rotation around the vertical axis using spherical harmonic basis functions,
yielding a harmonic motion context representation.
In each frame the motion primitive which best explains the observed data is found. This is
done by calculating the normalized correlation coefficients between the harmonic motion
contexts of the observed data and the motion primitives. A video sequence will in this way
result in a sequence of primitives representing the gesture performed in the video. The
classification of a sequence of primitives is done by use of the probabilistic edit distance
of chapter 2.
The method is used to recognize four one- and two arms gestures, namely ”point right”,
”raise arm”, ”clap”, and ”wave”. These four gestures are represented using 22 motion
primitives. The method is tested on 160 video sequences. The sequences show 10 test
subjects performing two repetitions of each gesture. The gestures are captured from two
viewpoints, one frontal view and one view rotated 45 degrees. As stated above, only data
from the frontal view is used for training while the testing includes both viewpoints. The
test uses the same test protocol as in the 2D gesture recognition system, where one test
is conducted with exactly one gesture per sequence (known start and end times) and one
test has ”noise” gestures (half executions of gestures) added to the beginning and end of
the sequences (unknown start and end times). The method achieves a recognition rate of
94.4% when the start and end times are known and a recognition rate of 86.9% when the
start and end times are unknown.
Chapter 4. 2D Human Action Recognition
Chapter 4 presents an approach for action recognition based on detection of spatio-
temporal interest points (STIPs) and local description of image features. STIPs was
first introduced by Laptev et al. [23] and has become very popular for human action
recognition. Later a number of other methods for STIP detection have been proposed
by other authors [10, 18, 34, 59, 60]. In common for these STIP detectors is that they
are sensitive to camera motion and background clutter, resulting in a larger amount of
detected interest points in the background.
To counter this problem chapter 4 propose a a novel approach for robust and selective
STIP detection, by applying surround suppression combined with local and temporal
constraints. The method separates space and time by first detecting Spatial Interest
Points (SIPs), then suppressing unwanted background points, and finally imposing local
and temporal constraints, achieving a set of selective STIPs which are more robust to
these challenges. This new method is significantly different from existing STIP detection
techniques, which detect interest points directly in a spatio-temporal space, and improves
the performance by detecting more repeatable, stable and distinctive STIPs for human
actors, while suppressing unwanted background STIPs.
For action representation a bag-of-video words (BoV) model of local N -jet features is
applied to build a vocabulary of visual-words. BoV models have become very popular for
representing a large amount of different image features and has successfully been applied
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Figure 1.3: A schematic overview of the system structure and data flow pipeline of
the 2D human action recognition. Spatio-temporal interest points are detected in
the input video, and local N-jet features are extracted at the specific locations. A
bag-of-video words vocabulary is build using spatial pyramids and compressed into
a final set of video-words. Finally, class specific support vector machines classifiers
are trained and used for classification of actions.
by numerous authors [10, 23, 25, 26, 60, 61]. To this end, a novel vocabulary building
strategy is introduced by combining spatial pyramid and vocabulary compression tech-
niques, resulting in improved performance and efficiency. Action class specific Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers are trained for categorization of human actions. Dif-
ferent SVM kernels are tested, where the χ-square achieves the best performance on the
Weizmann dataset. Figure 1.3 gives a schematic overview of the proposed approach.
The selective STIP detector is evaluated separately on MSR I and Multi-KTH by esti-
mating a score for the number of detected STIPs for the actors in comparison to those
detected in the background. This STIP detection ratios: the number of STIPs detected
on the actors with respect to the total number of detected STIPs is compared to other
STIP detectors, and the selective STIP detector shows superior performance on 76.21%
for MSR I and 90.34% for Multi-KTH.
A comprehensive set of experiments on popular benchmark datasets (KTH and Weiz-
mann), more challenging datasets of complex scenes with background clutter and camera
motion (CVC and CMU), movie and YouTube video clips (Hollywood 2 and YouTube),
and complex scenes with multiple actors (MSR I and Multi-KTH), validates the approach
and show state-of-the-art performance. For Weizmann the recognition accuracy is 99.50%;
KTH 96.35%; CVC 100%; CMU 99.42%; Hollywood 2 58.45%; and YouTube 86.98%.
Additionally, cross-data action recognition is reported by training on source datasets
(KTH and Weizmann) and testing on completely different and more challenging target
datasets with shared actions (CVC, CMU, MSR I and Multi-KTH). For this cross-data
evaluation the recognition accuracy for Weizmann is 100%; CVC 96.95%; CMU 91.94%;
MSR I 84.77%; and Multi-HTH 98.40%. This documents the robustness of the proposed
approach in the realistic scenario, using separate training and test datasets, which in
general has been a shortcoming in the performance evaluation of human action recognition
techniques.
Due to the unavailability of ground truth action annotation data for the Multi-KTH
dataset, an actor specific spatio-temporal clustering of STIPs is introduced to address
the problem of automatic action annotation of multiple simultaneous actors. When this
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Figure 1.4: The application domain of human 3D body modeling, pose estimation
and activity recognition, covering: advanced Human-Computer Interaction (HCI),
assisted living, gesture-based interactive games, intelligent driver assistance systems,
movies, 3D TV and animation, physical therapy, autonomous mental development,
smart environments, sport motion analysis, video surveillance and Video annotation.
spatio-temporal clustering technique is used instead of ground truth bounding boxes for
Multi-KTH the recognition accuracy is 94.20%.
Chapter 5. A Survey on Multi-View Human 3D Body Modeling,
Pose Estimation and Activity Recognition
In chapter 5 a survey on human 3D body modeling, pose estimation and activity recogni-
tion from multi-view videos is presented. This survey gives an overview and comparative
study of recent developments. The survey is build upon the application domain of human
3D body modeling, pose estimation and activity recognition, covering: advanced Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI), assisted living, gesture-based interactive games, intelligent
driver assistance systems, movies, 3D TV and animation, physical therapy, autonomous
mental development, smart environments, sport motion analysis, video surveillance and
Video annotation. Figure 1.4 gives illustrative examples of these applications.
The requirements of the different applications are analyzed, revealing that the require-
ments vary significantly depending on the desired application. This results in the need of
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Figure 1.5: Prominent 3D human body model and human motion representations: mo-
tion history volumes, 3D optical flow, Gaussian representation with different levels
of detail, cylindrical/ellipsoid, skeletal and superquadric body model.
approaches, which e.g. can operate on different abstraction levels, in uncontrolled environ-
ments, with high precision, in critical real-time and for large database search. Based on
the application domain and the associated requirements, chapter 5 gives a detailed descrip-
tion and comparison of some prominent and diverse 3D pose estimation techniques, which
represent the contributions to this field well. Furthermore, a quantitative comparison of
several promising multi-view human action recognition approaches is presented, covering
both 2D and 3D multi-view methods, using two publicly available datasets: the INRIA
Xmas Motion Acquisition Sequences (IXMAS) Multi-View Human Action Dataset [56]
and the i3DPost Multi-View Human Action and Interaction Dataset [12]. The qualita-
tive comparison reveals that methods using 3D representations of the data turn out to
outperform the 2D methods. Some of the most prominent 3D human body model and
human motion representations are shown in figure 1.5.
Multi-view camera systems have the advantage that they enable full 3D reconstruction of
the human body, and to some extent handles self-occlusion. In contrast single 3D imaging
devices, like ToF sensors and Kinect, will only acquire 3D surface structure visible from
that single viewpoint. Although the reviewed approaches show promising results for multi-
view human body modeling, pose estimation and action recognition, 3D reconstructed
data from multi-view camera systems has some shortcomings. First of all, the quality
of the silhouettes is crucial for the outcome of applying Shape-from- Silhouettes. Hence,
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shadows, holes and other errors due to inaccurate foreground segmentation will affect the
final quality of the reconstructed 3D data. Secondly, the number of views and the image
resolution will influent the level of details which can be achieved, and self-occlusion is a
known problem when reconstructing 3D data from multi-view image data, resulting in
merging body parts. Finally, 3D data can only be reconstructed in a limited space where
multiple camera views overlap.
Chapter 6. Multi-View Human Action Recognition
Chapter 4 deals with human action recognition using a single camera. Monocular methods
will however always be challenged by larger changes in viewpoint and heavy occlusions.
Chapter 6 introduces a multi-view approach that extends the work of chapter 3 and 4 to
generate a more robust and descriptive 3D representation of human actions, which more
efficiently deals with the problems of viewpoint changes and occlusion.
A 3D data representation is more informative than the analysis of 2D activities carried
out in the image plane, which is only a projection of the actual actions. As a result, the
projection of the actions will depend on the viewpoint, and not contain full information
about the performed activities. To overcome this shortcoming the use of 3D data has been
introduced through the use of two or more cameras. In this way the surface structure or
a 3D volume of the person can be reconstructed, e.g., by Shape-From-Silhouette (SFS)
techniques [46], and thereby a more descriptive representation for action recognition can
be established.
2D human action recognition has moved from model-based approaches to model-free ap-
proaches using local motion features. In this context, methods based on Spatio-Temporal
Interest Points (STIPs) and Bag-of-Words (BoW) are successfully applied to this area.
On the contrary, 3D Human action recognition is more confined towards model-based
approaches or holistic features. To minimize this gap, chapter 6 contribute to the field
of multi-view human action recognition, by introducing a novel 3D action recognition
approach based on detection of 4D (3D space + time) Spatio-Temporal Interest Points
and local description of 3D motion features extracted from reconstructed 3D data ac-
quired by multi-camera systems. Opposed to other methods for 3D action recognition,
which are solely based on holistic features, e.g. [15, 36, 45, 56], the presented approach
extends the concepts of STIP detection and local feature description for building a Bag-
of-Words (BoW) vocabulary of human actions, which has gained popularity in the 2D
image domain, to the 3D case. Figure 1.6 show a schematic overview of the multi-view
approach.
STIPs are detected in multi-view images in a selective manner by surround suppression
of the output of the basic Harris corner detector and imposing local spatio-temporal con-
straints, as described in chapter 4. Hereafter, the multi-view image STIPs are extended
to 4D using 3D reconstructions of the actors and pixel-to-vertex correspondences of the
multi-camera setup. By introducing a novel local 3D motion descriptor, called Histogram
of Optical 3D Flow (HOF3D), estimated 3D optical flow is represented in the neighbor-
hood of each 4D STIP, and four solutions to make the HOF3D descriptor view-invariant
are examined: (i) vertical rotation with respect to the orientation of the normal vector
and (ii) the orientation of the velocity vector, (ii) circular bin shifting with respect to the
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Figure 1.6: A schematic overview of the multi-view human action recognition. Spatio-
Temporal Interest Points (STIPs) are detected in multi-view images in a selective
manner and optical flow is estimated for each view. Hereafter, the multi-view image
STIPs are extended to 4D (3D space + time) and the optical flow to 3D using
3D reconstructions of the actors and pixel-to-vertex correspondences of the multi-
camera setup. The estimated 3D optical flow is represented in the neighborhood
of each 4D STIP using a novel local 3D motion descriptor, called Histogram of
Optical 3D Flow (HOF3D), which is made view-invariant, e.g . by decomposing
the representation into a set of spherical harmonic basis functions. Actions are
recognized by building a Bag-of-Words (BoW) vocabulary of view-invariant HOF3D
descriptors, which is organized in 3D spatial pyramids, and further compressed and
classified using Agglomerative Information Bottleneck (AIB) and Support Vector
Machines (SVM), respectively.
horizontal mode of the histogram and (iv) by decomposing the representation into a set
of spherical harmonic basis functions. The local HOF3D descriptors are divided using 3D
spatial pyramids to capture and improve the discrimination between arm- and leg-based
actions. Additionally, two pyramid divisions based on a horizontal plane estimated as (i)
the center of gravity of the 3D human model and (ii) the center of gravity of the detected
STIPs. Based on these pyramids of HOF3D descriptors a Bag-of-Words (BoW) vocab-
ulary of human actions is build, which is compressed and classified using Agglomerative
Information Bottleneck (AIB) and Support Vector Machines (SVM), respectively.
The approach is evaluated by conducting experiments reported on the publicly avail-
able i3DPost [12] and IXMAS [56] datasets, and show promising state-of-the-art results:
98.44% for i3DPost and 100% for IXMAS. Furthermore, an incremental analysis is pre-
sented investigating the performance boost of applying 3D spatial pyramids (∼5.5%) and
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Figure 1.7: A schematic overview of the foreground segmentation and shadow detection.
The approach consist of two main parts: a bottom-up chromatic shadow detection
module and a top-down shadow tracking module.
vocabulary compression (∼3%). Finally, the view-invariance of the approach is evaluated
by training and testing on all different combination of the 8 cameras used to produce the
i3DPost dataset, showing the recognition accuracy is quite stable over all view combina-
tions (∼91%± 6%).
Chapter 7. Foreground Segmentation and Shadow Detection
A fundamental problem for all automatic video surveillance systems is to detect objects
of interest in a given scene. A commonly used technique for segmentation of moving
objects is background subtraction [29]. This involves detection of moving regions (i.e.,
the foreground) by differencing the current image and a reference background image in
a pixel-by-pixel manner. Usually, the background image is represented by a statistical
background model, which is initialized over some time period. An important challenge
for foreground segmentation is the impact of shadows. Shadows can be divided into
two categories: static shadows and dynamic (moving) shadows. Static shadows occur
due to static background objects (e.g., trees, buildings, parked cars, etc.) blocking the
illumination from a light source. Static shadows can be incorporated into the background
model, while dynamic shadows have shown to be more problematic. Dynamic shadows
are due to moving objects (e.g., people, vehicles, etc.). The impact of dynamic shadows
can be crucial for the foreground segmentation, and cause objects to merge, distort their
size and shape, or occlude other objects. This results in a reduction of computer vision
algorithms’ applicability for, e.g, scene monitoring, object recognition, target tracking
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Figure 1.8: A schematic overview of the bottom-up chromatic shadow detection. Gradi-
ent and color models are used to separate chromatic moving shadows from detected
moving objects. Next, regions corresponding to potential shadows are grouped by
considering the ” bluish effect” and an edge partitioning. Lastly, temporal similari-
ties between local gradient structures and spatial similarities between chrominance
angle and brightness distortions are analyzed for all potential shadow regions, in
order to finally identify umbra shadows
and counting.
Dynamic shadows can take any size and shape, and can be both umbra (dark shadow)
and penumbra (soft shadow) shadows. Penumbra shadows exhibit low values of intensity
but similar chromaticity values w.r.t. the background, while umbra shadows can exhibit
different chromaticity than the background, and their intensity values can be similar to
those of any new object appearing in a scene. When the chromaticity of umbra shad-
ows differs from the chromaticity of the global background illumination, we define this
as chromatic shadow. Consequently, umbra shadows are significantly more difficult to
detect, and therefore usually detected as a part of moving objects. When a shadow has
successfully been detected it is usually removed instantly, since it is the object which is
of interest for further processing and not the shadow. As a result, the information the
shadow brings is lost. An interesting idea is to use this information to improve other
aspects of object and shadow detection and tracking. Concretely, if a detected shadow
is tracked over time instead of being discarded, it could be used to improve the shadow
detection and possible the object detection and tracking as well.
In chapter 7, firstly a bottom-up approach for detection and removal of chromatic moving
shadows in surveillance scenarios is presented [16]. Secondly, a top-down approach based
on a tracking system is proposed in order to enhance the chromatic shadow detection.
Figure 1.7 shows a schematic overview of the entire system.
The bottom-up part consists of a novel technique using gradient and color models for
separating chromatic moving shadows from detected moving objects. A chromatic in-
variant color cone model and an invariant gradient model are built to perform automatic
segmentation while detecting potential shadows. Next, regions corresponding to potential
shadows are grouped by considering ”a bluish effect” and an edge partitioning. Lastly,
temporal similarities between local gradient structures and spatial similarities between
chrominance angle and brightness distortions are analyzed for all potential shadow re-
gions, in order to finally identify umbra shadows. A schematic overview of the bottom-up
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Figure 1.9: A schematic overview of the top-down tracking of foreground objects and
shadows to enhance the chromatic shadow detection. A Kalman filter (KF) is cre-
ated and associated to each foreground object and shadow. Next, an event analysis
of the different data association cases are performed. Based on this event analysis,
a test for temporal consistency in the association between foreground (FG), shadow
(SH) and their respective Kalman Filters is performed. Finally, the tracking results
are used as feedback to improve the object and shadow detection, by recovering
miss-detected shadows.
part is given in Figure 1.8.
In the top-down part, after detection of objects and shadows, both are tracked using
Kalman filters, in order to enhance the chromatic shadow detection. This implies data
association between the blobs (foreground and shadows) and Kalman filters using Prob-
abilistic Appearance Models. Next, an event analysis of the different data association
cases are performed. Based on this event analysis, we test for temporal consistency in the
association between foreground (FG), shadow (SH) and their respective Kalman Filters.
Finally, the tracking results are used as feedback to improve the object and shadow de-
tection, by recovering miss-detected shadows. A schematic overview of the top-down part
is given in Figure 1.9.
Chapter 8. Conclusion
The conclusion of the thesis will summarize and discuss the main contributions and pro-
vide an overview of future research related to human activity recognition.
1.3 Contributions
This section will point out the main contributions presented in this thesis.
Motion primitives for activity recognition In chapter 2 the simple principle of im-
age differencing is used to extract motion primitives which are represented with a
compact four-dimensional feature vector. These simple and compact motion prim-
itives achieves good recognition results on arm gestures but are not limited to this
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type of activities. The motion primitives are a principled representation that can
be used for a wide variety of activities. The gesture recognition by probabilistic edit
distance can also easily be used to classify other actions that are represented by a
set of primitives. In chapter 3 the approach is also used to recognize gestures in 3D
data captured by a time-of-flight sensor.
Synthetic training data for activity recognition The use of a computer graphics
model of a person for generation of training data in action recognition methods
is explored in chapter 2. Real human motion is captured using a motion capture
system and then synthesized using the computer graphics model. The synthetic
data provides sufficient training data to obtain good recognition results and at the
same time decouples the training data from the test data.
Selective spatio-temporal interest points Current spatio-temporal interest point
(STIP) detectors are vulnerable to camera motion and background clutter, and
therefore detects large amounts of STIPs in the background in video of complex
scenes where these effects appear. In chapter 4 a selective STIP detector is in-
troduced, which detects interest points by separating time and space to suppress
background spatial interest points (SIPs) and hereafter impose local and temporal
constraints, resulting in more robust STIPs for actors and less unwanted back-
ground STIPs. The strong aspect of our proposed STIP detection method is, it
can detect dense STIPs at the motion region without being affected by the complex
background. This is an important property to detect actions in complex scenarios.
To represent actions from local features extracted at each STIP, a novel vocabu-
lary building strategy is proposed by combining spatial pyramids and vocabulary
compression. State-of-the-art performance has been achieved using this strategy.
A survey on multi-view approaches In chapter 5 we present a review and compara-
tive study of recent developments in human 3D body modeling, pose estimation and
activity recognition. This survey is different from other surveys [19, 28, 29, 37, 38, 57,
58], in the sense that it focus exclusively on recent work on multi-view human body
modeling, pose estimation and action recognition, both based on 2D multi-view data
and reconstructed 3D data, acquired with standard cameras. The review is orga-
nized with respect to the application domain and the associated requirements, and a
qualitative and quantitative comparison of the methods are presented to inform the
reader on advantages and disadvantages of different approaches. The quantitative
comparison of recent approaches for human action recognition reveals that methods
using 3D data in general seems to outperform methods using 2D video acquired by
multiple cameras. Finally, some of the shortcomings of multi-view camera setups
are discussed and thoughts on future directions of 3D body pose estimation and
human action recognition are outlined to inspire new research in this field.
3D Optical flow for activity recognition chapter 3 and 6 describe how 3D optical
flow efficiently can be estimated for both 3D data acquired by range cameras and
multi-camera setups, respectively. First, Motion is detected by computing optical
flow in the 2D video, and hereafter extended to 3D optical flow using the depth
information acquired from only one viewpoint by a range camera, or by estimat-
ing pixel-to-vertex correspondences for reconstructed 3D data. In case of multiple
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views, the resulting 3D optical flow for each view is combined into 3D motion vector
fields by taking the significance of local motion and its reliability into account. In
comparison to other methods for 3D motion detection, e.g . motion history volumes
[56], 3D optical flow gives detailed 3D motion information represented by both the
amount and direction of the motion.
View-invariant 3D motion description In chapter 3 the estimated 3D optical flow for
human actors is efficiently represented by their motion context. The motion context
is an extended version of the regular shape context [7], and represents 3D optical
flow by using both the location of motion, together with the amount of motion and
its direction. The motion descriptor is made invariant to rotation around the vertical
axis by re-representing the motion context using spherical harmonic basis functions,
yielding a harmonic motion context representation. In chapter 6 a local version of
the descriptor is proposed, denoted Histogram of 3D Optical Flow (HOG3D).
A local descriptor-based strategy for 3D activity recognition The survey presen-
ted in chapter 5 reveals how 3D Human action recognition is confined towards model-
based approaches or holistic features. To minimize this gap, chapter 6 contribute to
the field of 3D human action recognition, by introducing a novel 3D action recogni-
tion approach based on detection of 4D Spatio-Temporal Interest Points and local
description of 3D motion features extracted from reconstructed 3D data acquired by
multi-camera systems. Opposed to other methods for 3D action recognition, which
are solely based on holistic features, e.g. [15, 36, 45, 56], the approach extends the
concepts of STIP detection and local feature description for building a Bag-of-Words
(BoW) vocabulary of human actions presented in chapter 4, which has gained pop-
ularity in the 2D image domain, to the 3D case. Results for two publicly available
datasets shows promising state.of.the.art results.
Foreground segmentation and shadow detection Segmentation has to deal with
shadows to avoid distortions when detecting moving objects. Most approaches for
shadow detection are typically restricted to penumbra shadows, i.e. shadows that
exhibit low values of intensity and similar chromaticity values compared to the back-
ground, hence, such techniques cannot cope well with umbra shadows. These shad-
ows exhibit different chromaticity than the background, and their intensity values
are similar to those of any new object appearing in a scene. Consequently, um-
bra shadows are usually detected as part of moving objects. Chapter 7 contains the
following contributions: combination of an invariant color cone model and an invari-
ant gradient model to improve foreground segmentation and detection of potential
shadows. Extending the shadow detection to cope with chromatic moving cast shad-
ows, by grouping potential shadow regions and considering ”a bluish effect”, edge
partitioning, temporal similarities between local gradient, and spatial similarities
between chrominance angle and brightness distortions. Unlike other methods, the
approach does not make any assumptions about camera location, surface geometries,
surface textures, shapes and types of shadows, objects and background. Experimen-
tal results show promising performance and accuracy for surveillance scenarios with
different shadowed materials and illumination conditions.
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Shadow tracking Chapter 7 also propose tracking of both objects and shadows and
establishing data association between them, and hereby achieve an enhancement of
the chromatic shadow detection by recovering miss-detected shadows. To our best
knowledge, this is the first attempt to introduce shadow tracking and apply this
information to improve object and shadow detection. As a result, a more robust
tracking is obtained by using mutual information and association of object and
shadow, and an improvement of the segmentation for high level processes, such as
detection, tracking and recognition, by avoiding shadows.
1.4 Datasets for Human Action Recognition
The development of new methods within video-based human activity recognition usu-
ally requires large amounts of video data and especially for the purpose of testing and
validation there is a great need for large datasets with ground truth data. With public
datasets of this kind it is also possible to directly compare new methods with state-of-the-
art. Within action recognition especially two datasets have been widely used, namely the
KTH dataset [42] and the Weizmann dataset [13]. This has allowed for direct comparisons
between many methods but with recent publications reporting recognition rates of 100%
for Weizmann and ∼96% for KTH, new and more challenging datasets are needed.
Within the last five years a large amount of datasets have been produced and made
publicly available all targeting different aspects of human activity recognition. A trend
in these datasets is more complex actions and activities sometimes involving multiple
people and also multiple views of the scene. Another interesting feature with some of
these new datasets is the release of implementations of baseline methods accompanying
the datasets. This allows for a more thorough comparison and also significantly reduces
the effort needed to compare already published methods to new datasets.
To give an overview the most popular datasets are listed in the following. This listing
contains the central specifications like video resolution, number of cameras, number of
subjects, actions performed, etc. A brief description of the content of the video and possi-
ble simplifications are also provided. There are other collections of datasets available but
this presentation of datasets has a strong focus on action recognition and presents a pre-
cise and consistent listing of dataset characteristics. Furthermore, all these datasets have
been used in the work of this thesis to evaluate and compare the developed approaches.
Weizmann The Weizmann dataset [42] contains 90 videos separated into 10 actions
performed by 9 persons. The actions are: bend, jumping-jacks, jump, jump-in-
place, run, gallop-sideways, skip, walk, one-hand-waving and two-hands-waving. The
videos are captured of single actors with clean and simple backgrounds.
KTH The KTH dataset [13] consists of 6 different actions: walking, jogging, running,
boxing, clapping and waving. These actions are performed in 4 different but well-
controlled environments with clean and simple backgrounds by 25 different single
actors, resulting in a total of 600 action instances.
CVC The CVC dataset [1] consists of 5 actors performing 7 actions: walking, jogging,
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running (with horizontal and vertical two-way paths), hand-waving, two-hands-
waving, jump-in-place and bending. The dataset is rated “semi-complex” and is
interesting, since it has a textured background.
CMU The CMU dataset [21] is composed of 48 video sequences of five action classes:
jumping-jacks, pick-up, push-button, one-hand-waving and two-hands-waving. The
video data contains 110 actions which are down-scaled to 160 × 120 in resolution.
This dataset has been recorded by a hand-held camera with moving people and
vehicles in the background, and is known to be very challenging.
Hollywood 2 The Hollywood 2 dataset [27] is composed of video clips extracted from
69 Hollywood movies, and contains 12 classes of human actions and 10 classes of
scenes distributed over 3669 video clips, resulting in approximately 20.1 hours of
video in total. The 12 actions are: AnswerPhone, DriveCar, Eat, FightPerson,
GetOutCar, HandShake, HugPerson, Kiss, Run, SitDown, SitUp and StandUp. In
total, there are 1707 action samples divided into a training set (823 sequences)
and a test set (884 sequences), where train and test sequences are obtained from
different movies. The dataset contains approximately 150 samples per action class
and 130 samples per scene class in training and test subsets, and intends to provide a
comprehensive benchmark for human action recognition in realistic and challenging
settings. Hollywood 2 is an expansion of the former Hollywood I human actions
dataset.
UCF YouTube The YouTube dataset [25] is a collection of 1168 complex and challeng-
ing YouTube videos of 11 human actions categories: basketball shooting, volleyball
spiking, trampoline jumping, soccer juggling, horseback riding, cycling, diving, swing-
ing, golf swinging, tennis swinging and walking (with a dog). The dataset has the
following properties: a mix of steady cameras and shaky cameras, cluttered back-
ground, low resolution, and variation in object scale, viewpoint and illumination.
The first four actions are easily confused with jumping, the next two may have sim-
ilar camera motion, and all the swing actions share some common motions. Some
actions are also performed with objects such as a horse, bike or dog. In order to
remove the effect of similar backgrounds, the video sequences are organized into 25
relatively independent groups, where separate groups are either recorded in different
environments or by different photographers.
MSR I The Microsoft research action dataset I (MSR I) [61] consists of 16 video se-
quences and a total of 63 actions: 14 hand-clapping, 24 hand-waving and 25 boxing,
performed by 10 subjects. The sequences contain multiple types of action recorded
in indoor and outdoor scenes with cluttered and moving backgrounds. Some se-
quences contain multiple actions performed by different people. Each video is of
low resolution 320 × 240 with a frame rate of 15 frames per second, and their
lengths are between 32 to 76 seconds.
Multi-KTH The Multi-KTH dataset [53] is a more challenging version of the KTH
dataset. It contains 5 (except running) of the 6 KTH-actions, which have been
recorded by a hand-held camera, with multiple simultaneous actors, a significant
amount of camera motion, scale changes and a more realistic cluttered background.
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IXMAS The INRIA Xmas Motion Acquisition Sequences (IXMAS) Multi-View Human
Action Dataset [56]. It consists of 12 non-professional actors performing 13 daily-life
actions 3 times: check watch, cross arms, scratch head, sit down, get up, turn around,
walk, wave, punch, kick, point, pick up and throw. The dataset has been recorded
by 5 calibrated and synchronized cameras, where the actors chose freely position
and orientation, and consists of image sequences (390× 291) and reconstructed 3D
volumes (64× 64× 64 voxels), resulting in a total of 2340 action instances for all 5
cameras.
i3DPost the i3DPost Multi-View Human Action and Interaction Dataset [12]. This
dataset, which has been generated within the Intelligent 3D Content Extraction and
Manipulation for Film and Games EU funded research project, consists of 8 actors
performing 10 different actions, where 6 are single actions: walk, run, jump, bend,
hand-wave and jump-in-place, and 4 are combined actions: sit-stand-up, run-fall,
walk-sit and run-jump-walk. Additionally, the dataset also contains 2 interactions:
handshake and pull, and 6 basic facial expressions. The subjects have different body
sizes, clothing and are of different sex and nationalities. The multi-view videos have
been recorded by a 8 calibrated and synchronized camera setup in high definition
resolution (1920 × 1080), resulting in a total of 640 videos (excluding videos of
interactions and facial expressions). For each video frame a 3D mesh model of
relatively high detail level (20, 000-40, 000 vertices and 40, 000-80, 000 triangles) of
the actor and the associated camera calibration parameters are available. The mesh
models were reconstructed using a global optimization method proposed by Starck
and Hilton [46].
Other datasets Among other less frequently used datasets are the Synchronized Video
and Motion Capture Dataset for Evaluation of Articulated Human Motion (Hu-
manEva) [44], the CMU Motion of Body (MoBo) Database [14], the Multi-camera
Human Action Video Dataset (MuHAVi) [2] and the KU Gesture Dataset [17]. For
more information regarding available datasets please refer to [30].
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The publications that result from the work of this Ph.D. thesis are listed below. The
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Chapter 2
2D Human Gesture Recognition
This chapter consists of the paper ”Motion Primitives and Probabilistic Edit Distance for
Action Recognition” [A]. The paper presents a key-frame based method to recognize arm
gestures. The gestures represent typical signaling between people over long distances.
The method uses traning data which is synthezised with a computer graphics model of a
human and achieve good recognition results on real test video. References [B-E] descibe
intermediate work resulting in the final outcome in [A].
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Motion Primitives and Probabilistic Edit Distance for Action
Recognition
P. Fihl, M.B. Holte and T.B. Moeslund
Abstract
The number of potential applications has made automatic recog-
nition of human actions a very active research area. Different ap-
proaches have been followed based on trajectories through some
state space. In this paper we also model an action as a trajectory
through a state space, but we represent the actions as a sequence of
temporal isolated instances, denoted primitives. These primitives
are each defined by four features extracted from motion images.
The primitives are recognized in each frame based on a trained
classifier resulting in a sequence of primitives. From this sequence
we recognize different temporal actions using a probabilistic Edit
Distance method. The method is tested on different actions with
and without noise and the results show recognition rates of 88.7%
and 85.5%, respectively.
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2.1 Introduction
Automatic recognition of human actions is a very active research area due to its numerous
applications. As opposed to earlier the current trend is not as much on first reconstructing
the human and the pose of his/her limbs and then do the recognition on the joint angle
data, but rather to do the recognition directly on the image data, e.g., silhouette data
[20, 21, 23] or spatio-temporal features [1, 4, 15].
Common for these approaches is that they represent an action by image data from all
frames constituting the action, e.g., by a trajectory through some state-space or a spatio-
temporal volume. This means that the methods in general require that the applied image
information can be extracted reliably in every single frame. In some situations this will
not be possible and therefore a different type of approach has been suggested. Here an
action is divided into a number of smaller temporal sequences, for example movemes [6],
atomic movements [7], states [5], dynamic instants [16], examplars [11], behaviour units
[9], and key-frames [8]. The general idea is that approaches based on finding smaller units
will be less sensitive compared to approaches based on an entire sequence of information.
For some approaches the union of the units represents the entire temporal sequence,
whereas for other approaches the units represent only a subset of the original sequence.
In Rao et al. [16] dynamic hand gestures are recognized by searching a trajectory in 3D
space (x and y-position of the hand, and time) for certain dynamic instants. Gonzalez et
al. [8] look for key-frames for recognizing actions, like walking and running. Approaches
where the entire trajectory (one action) is represented by a number of subsequences are
Barbic et al. [2] for full body motion, where probabilistic PCA is used for finding transi-
tions between different behaviors, and Bettinger et al. [3] where likelihoods are used to
separate a trajectory into sub-trajectories. These sub-trajectories are modeled by Gaus-
sian distributions each corresponding to a temporal primitive.
2.2 Paper content and system design
In this paper we address action recognition using temporal instances (denoted primitives)
that only represent a subset of the original sequence. That is, our aim is to recognize an
action by recognizing only a few primitives as opposed to recognition based on the entire
sequence (possibly divided into sub-trajectories).
Our approach is based on the fact that an action will always be associated with a move-
ment, which will manifest itself as temporal changes in the image. So by measuring the
temporal changes in the image the action can be inferred. We define primitives as tem-
poral instances with a significant change and an action is defined as a set of primitives.
This approach allows for handling partly corrupted input sequences and, as we shall see,
does not require the lengths, the start point, nor the end point to be known, which is the
case in many other systems.
Measuring the temporal changes can be done in a number of ways. We aim at primitives
that are as independent on the environment as possible. Therefore, we do not rely on
figure-ground segmentation using methods like background subtraction or personalized
models etc. Instead we define our primitives based on image subtraction. Image subtrac-
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Figure 2.1: System overview.
tion has the benefit that it measures the change in the image over time and can handle
very large changes in the environment.
Concretely we represent our primitives by four features extracted from a motion-image
(found by image subtraction). In each frame the primitive, if any, that best explains
the observed data is identified. This leads to a discrete recognition problem since a
video sequence will be converted into a string containing a sequence of symbols, each
representing a primitive. After pruning the string a probabilistic Edit Distance classifier is
applied to identify which action best describes the pruned string. The system is illustrated
in figure 2.1.
The actions that we focus on in this work are five one-arm gestures, but the approach can
with some modifications be generalized to body actions. The actions are inspired by [10]
and can be seen in figure 2.2.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2.3 we describe how our features are
extracted. In section 2.4 we describe how we recognize the primitives, and in section 2.5
we describe how we recognize the actions. In section 2.6 the approach is evaluated on a
number of actions and in section 2.7 the approach is discussed.
2.3 Feature extraction
Even though image subtraction only provides crude information it has the benefit of being
rather independent to illumination changes and clothing types and styles. Furthermore,
no background model or person model is required. However, difference images suffer from
”shadow effects” and we therefore apply double difference images, which are known to
be more robust [22]. The idea is to use three successive images in order to create two
difference images. These are thresholded and ANDed together. This ensures that only
pixels that have changed in both difference images are included in the final output. The
motion extraction process is illustrated in figure 2.3.
Multiple steps between the three successive images used to generate the double differ-
ence image have been investigated (frames 1-2-3, frames 1-3-5, and frames 1-4-7, etc.).
The approach is rather invariant to this choice, i.e., invariant to the frame-rate and the
execution speed of the actions. Frames 1-3-5 are used in this work.
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Figure 2.2: Samples from the five actions. The following describes the actions as seen
from the person performing the action. A - Point right: A stretched arm is raised
to a horizontal position pointing right, and then lowered down. B - Move left:
A stretched arm is raised to a horizontal position pointing right. The arm is then
moved in front of the body ending at the right shoulder, and then lowered down. C
- Move right: Right hand is moved up in front of the left shoulder. The arm is
then stretched while moved all the way to the right, and then lowered down. D -
Move closer: A stretched arm is raised to a horizontal position pointing forward
while the palm is pointing upwards. The hand is then drawn to the chest, and
lowered down. E - Raise arm: The arm is moved along the side of the person,
stretched above the head, and then lowered again.
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Figure 2.3: An illustration of the motion extraction process. (a) Difference images are
calculated from a set of three input frames yielding noisy gray scale images. (b)+(c)
The hysteresis thresholds T1 and T2 are applied. (d) The two thresholded images
from (c) are ANDed together resulting in a single connected motion-cloud.
When doing arm gestures the double difference image will roughly speaking contain a
”motion-cloud”. However, noise will also be present. Either from other movements, e.g.,
the clothes on the upper body when lifting the arm (false positives), or the motion-cloud
will be split into a number of separate blobs, e.g., due to the shirt having a uniform color
(false negatives). Since the two noise sources ”work against each other”, it is difficult to
binarize the difference image. We therefore apply a hysteresis principle consisting of two
thresholds T1 and T2 with T1 > T2. For all difference pixels above T1 we initiate a region
growing procedure which continues to grow until the pixel values falls below T2, see figure
2.4.
The resulting connected motion components are further sorted with respect to their size
to obtain robustness towards noise. This hysteresis threshold helps to ensure that noisy
motion-clouds are not broken up into multiple fragments and at the same time eliminates
small noisy motion blobs. The result is one connected motion-cloud.
We model the motion-cloud compactly by an ellipse. The length and orientation of the
axes of the ellipse are calculated from the Eigen-vectors and Eigen-values of the covariance
Figure 2.4: An illustration of the hysteresis with an upper threshold T1 and a lower
threshold T2. The figure illustrates the advantage of the hysteresis, where most
of the ”motion-blob” of interest is accepted while the smaller ”noise-blobs” are
rejected.
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Figure 2.5: An illustration of the features used for describing the motion-cloud. See
text for details.
matrix defined by the motion pixels. We use four features to represent the motion cloud.
They are independent of image size and the person’s size and position in the image. To
ensure the scale invariance two of the features are defined with respect to a reference
point currently defined manually as the center of gravity of the person. The features are
illustrated in figure 2.5 and defined as follows. Feature 1 is the eccentricity of the ellipse
defined as the ratio between the axes of the ellipse (e2/e1). Feature 2 is the orientation
of the ellipse defined as the angle between the x-axis of the image and the major axis of
the ellipse (φ). Feature 3 is the size of the ellipse defined as the ratio between the length
of the major axis and the distance from the reference point to the center of the ellipse
(e1/d). Feature 4 is the angle between the x-axis of the image through the reference point
and the line from the center of the ellipse to the reference point (θ).
2.4 Recognition of primitives
Each incoming frame is represented by the four extracted features described above. This
feature vector is then classified as a particular primitive or as noise with a Mahalanobis
classifier. From a set of training examples we extract representative feature vectors for
each primitive. The primitives are then formed by the mean and covariance of the rep-
resentative feature vectors, see below. The four features are not equally important and
therefore weighted in accordance with their importance in classification. Experiments
yielded features 2 and 4 as the most descriminative and feature 1 as the least descrimi-
native. This gives the following classifier for recognizing a primitive at time t:
Primitive(t) = arg min
i
[
( ~W · (~ft − ~pi))TΠ−1i ( ~W · (~ft − ~pi))
]
(2.1)
where ~ft is the feature vector estimated at time t, ~pi is the mean vector of the ith primitive,
Πi is the covariance matrix of the ith primitive, and ~W contains the weights and are
included as an element-wise multiplication.
The classification of a sequence can be viewed as a trajectory through the 4D feature space
where, at each time-step, the closest primitive (in terms of Mahalanobis distance) is found.
To reduce noise in this process we introduce a minimum Mahalanobis distance in order
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for a primitive to be considered in the first place. Furthermore, to reduce the flickering
observed when the trajectory passes through a border region between two primitives we
introduce a hysteresis threshold. It favors the primitive recognized in the preceding frame
over all other primitives by modifying the individual distances. The classifier hereby
obtains a ”sticky” effect, which handles a large part of the flickering.
After processing a sequence the output will be a string with the same length as the se-
quence. An example is illustrated in equation 2.2. Each letter corresponds to a recognized
primitive (see figure 2.7) and Ø corresponds to time instances where no primitives are
below the minimum required Mahalanobis distance. The string is pruned by first remov-
ing ’Ø’s, isolated instances, and then all repeated letters, see equation 2.3. A weight is
generated to reflect the number of repeated letters (this is used below).
String = {Ø,Ø, B,B,B,B,B,E,A,A, F, F, F, F,Ø, D,D,G,G,G,G,Ø} (2.2)
String = {B,A, F,D,G} (2.3)
Weights = {5, 2, 4, 2, 4} (2.4)
2.4.1 Learning models for the primitives
In order to recognize the primitives we need to have a prototypical representation of each
primitive, i.e., a mean and covariance in the 4D feature space. As can be seen in figure 2.2
the actions are all fronto-parallel. Ongoing work aims to generalize this work by allowing
for multiple viewpoints. One problem with multiple viewpoints is how to train the system
- it will require a very large number of test sequences. Therefore we have captured all
training data using a magnetic tracking system with four sensors. The sensors are placed
at the wrist, at the elbow, at the shoulder, and at the upper torso (for reference). The
hardware used is the Polhemus FastTrac [18] which gives a maximum sampling rate of
25Hz when using four sensors. The data is converted into four Euler angles: three at the
shoulder and one at the elbow in order to make the data invariant to body size. An action
corresponds to a trajectory through a 4D space spanned by the Euler angles.
The data is input to a commercial computer graphics human model, Poser [19], which
then animates all captured data. This allows us to generate training data for any view
point and to generate additional training data by varying the Euler angles (based on the
training data) and varying the clothing of the model. Figure 2.6 shows a person with
magnetic trackers mounted on the arm, two different visualizations of the 3D tracker data
from Poser, and an example of the test data. Based on this synthetic training data we
build a classifier for each primitive.
2.4.2 Defining the primitives
Defining the number of primitives and their characteristics (”human movement”) is quite
a significant optimization problem. We are aiming at automating this process [17], but in
this work the definition of primitives was done manually.
The primitives are defined based on an evaluation of video sequences showing three differ-
ent people performing the five actions. The criteria for defining the primitives are 1) that
they represent characteristic and representative 3D configurations, 2) that their projected
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Figure 2.6: An illustration of the different types of data used in the system. From left
to right: 1) 3D tracker data is acquired from magnetic trackers mounted on persons
who perform the five actions. 2) The tracker data is animated in Poser from a
fronto-parallel view. 3) The tracker data can be animated from any view point with
different clothings and models. 4) After training the primitives on semi-sythetic
data we recognize actions in real video.
2D configurations contain a certain amount of fronto-parallel motion, and 3) that the
primitives are used in the description of as many actions as possible, i.e., fewer primi-
tives are required. In this way we find 10 primitives that can represent the five actions.
Each primitive is appearing in several actions resulting in five to eight primitives for each
action.
To obtain the prototypical representation we randomly select 20 samples of each primitive
and render the appropriate motion capture data to get a computer graphics representation
of that sample. The double difference images of these samples are calculated and each
of the motion-clouds are represented by the four features. The 20 samples then yields
a mean vector and a 4x4 covariance matrix for each primitive. In figure 2.7 the 10
primitives and their representations are visualized together with the letter denoting the
primitive. We can use the computer generated version of the training samples in stead
of the original real video since the resulting double difference images are comparable and
with this approach we achieve the possibility of generating new training data in a fast
and flexible way without recording new training video.
2.5 Recognition of actions
The result of recognizing the primitives is a string of letters referring to the known prim-
itives. During a training phase a string representation of each action to be recognized
is learned. The task is now to compare each of the learned actions (strings) with the
detected string. Since the learned strings and the detected strings (possibly including
errors!) will in general not have the same length, the standard pattern recognition meth-
ods will not suffice. We therefore apply the Edit Distance method [12], which can handle
matching of strings of different lengths.
The edit distance is a well known method for comparing words or text strings, e.g., for
spell-checking and plagiarism detection. It operates by measuring the distance between
two strings in terms of the number of operations needed in order to transform one into
the other. There are three possible operations: insert a letter from the other string,
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Figure 2.7: The figure of each primitive contains the silhouettes of the 20 samples added
together which gives the gray silhouette. The 20 motion clouds from the double
difference images of the samples are added on top of the silhouette as the white
cloud. The figures furthermore illustrates the mean of the four features for each
primitive by depicting the axes of the fitted ellipse and the distance and direction
from the reference point to the motion cloud.
delete a letter, and exchange a letter by one from the other string. Whenever one of these
operations is required in order to make the strings more similar, the score or distance is
increased. The algorithm is illustrated in figure 2.8 where the strings motions and octane
are compared.
The first step is initialization. The two strings are placed along the sides of the matrix,
and increasing numbers are place along the borders beside the strings. Hereafter the
matrix is filled cell by cell by traversing one column at a time. If the letters at row i and
column j are the same then cell ci,j is assigned the same value as cell ci−1,j−1. Otherwise
cell ci,j is assigned the smallest value of the following three operations:
Insert : ci−1,j + cost (2.5)
Delete : ci,j−1 + cost (2.6)
Exchange : ci−1,j−1 + cost (2.7)
In the original edit distance method the cost equals one.
Using these rules the matrix is filled and the value found at the bottom right corner is
the edit distance required in order to map one string into the other, i.e., the distance
between the two strings. The actual sequence of operations can be found by back-tracing
the matrix. More than one path is often possible.
The edit distance is a deterministic method but by changing the cost of each of the
three operations with respect to likelihoods it becomes a probabilistic method. The edit
distance method has several variations that define cost functions in different ways, e.g.
the Weighted Edit Distance where a cost function is defined for each operation or the
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Figure 2.8: Measuring the distance between two strings using edit distance.
Needleman-Wunsch algorithm [14] where a cost matrix is used to define the similarity be-
tween the symbols (letters) of the applied set of symbols (alphabet). In stead of defining
a fixed cost for an operation or each symbol-pair we define the cost of applying opera-
tions to a primitive based on the actual observations at any given time. The number of
repetitions of a primitive to some extent represent the likelihood of that primitive being
correct. This means, in terms of a cost function, that the cost of deleting or exchanging a
primitive that have been observed multiple times should be increased with the number of
observed repetitions. Concretely we incorporate the weights described above (see equa-
tion 2.4) into the edit distance method by increasing the cost of the delete and exchange
operations by the weight multiplied by β (a scaling factor). The cost of inserting remains
1.
When the strings representing the actions are of different lengths, the method tends to
favor the shorter strings. Say we have detected the string {B,C,D} and want to classify
it as being one of the two actions: a1 = {J,C,G} and a2 = {A,B,C,D,H}. The edit
distance from the detected string to the action-strings will be two in both cases. However,
it seems more likely that the correct interpretation is that the detected string comes from
a2 in a situation where the start and end has been corrupted by noise. In fact, 2 out of
3 of the primitives have to be changed for a1 whereas only 2 out of 5 have to be changed
for a2. We therefore normalize the edit distance by dividing the output by the length of
the action-string, yielding 0.67 for a1 and 0.2 for a2, i.e., a2 is recognized.
The above principle works for situations where the input sequence only contains one action
(possibly corrupted by noise). In a real scenario, however, we will have sequences which
are potentially much longer than an action and which might include more actions after
each other. The action recognition problem is therefore formulated as for each action
to find the substring in the detected string, which has the minimum edit distance. The
recognized action will then be the action that has the substring with the overall minimum
edit distance. Denoting the start point and length of the substring, s and l, respectively,
we recognize the action present in the detected string as:
Action = arg min
k,s,l
PED(Λ, k, s, l) (2.8)
where k index the different actions, Λ is the detected string, and PED(·) is the proba-
bilistic edit distance.
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2.6 Results
2.6.1 Test setup
Two kinds of tests are conducted: one with known start and stop time of action execution,
and another with ”noise” added in the beginning and end of the sequences (unknown start
time). By adding noise to the sequence we introduce the realistic problem of having no
clear idea about when an action commences and terminates which would be the case in
a real situation. To achieve a test scenario that resembles this situation we split the five
actions into halves and add one of these half actions to the beginning and one to the end
of each action to be processed by the system. The added half actions are chosen randomly
resulting in unknown start and end point of the real action.
We use eleven test subjects, whom each performs each gesture 10 times. This leads to 550
sequences. The weighting of the features ~W are set to {1, 4, 2, 4}, and β = 1/8. ~W and β
are determined through quantitative tests. A string representation of each action is found
and since the shortest string contains five primitives and the longest eight primitives, we
only perform the probabilistic edit distance calculation for substrings having the lengths
∈ [3, 15].
2.6.2 Tests
(a) Known start and stop time. (b) Unknown start and stop time.
Figure 2.9: The confusion matrices for the recognition rates (in percent) without added
noise (a) and with added noise (b). Zero values have been left out to ease the
overview of the confusion.
The overall recognition rate for the test with known start time is 88.7%. In figure 2.9(a)
the confusion matrix for the results is shown. As can be seen in the figure, most of the
errors occur by miss-classification between the two actions: move closer and raise arm.
The main reasons for this confusion are the similarity of the actions, the similarity of
the primitives in these actions, and different performances of the actions of different test
subjects (some do not raise their arm much when preforming the raise arm action). As
can be seen in figure 2.2 both actions are performed along the side of the person when
seen from the fronto-parallel view and differs mainly in how high the arm is raised. From
figure 2.7 it can be seen that primitives ’F’, ’G’, ’H’, and ’I’ have similar angles between
the reference point and the motion cloud and ’F’, ’H’ and ’I’ also have similar orientation
of the ellipse. These two features, which are the ones with highest weights, make these
four primitives harder to distinguish.
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Figure 2.9(b) shows the confusion matrix for the test results with noise. The overall
recognition rate for this test is 85.5%. The errors are the same as before but with some
few additional errors caused by the unknown start and end time of the actions.
2.7 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an action recognition approach based on motion primitives
as opposed to trajectories. Furthermore, we extract features from temporally local motion
as opposed to background subtraction or another segmentation method relying on learned
models and a relatively controlled environment. We hope this makes our approach less
sensitive, but have still to prove so in a more comprehensive test.
The results are promising due to two facts. First, the models are generated from synthetic
data (generated based on test subjects) while the test data are real data. In fact, the
test data and training data are recorded several months apart, hence this is a real test
of the generalization capabilities of the action recognition process. This means that we
can expect to use the same scheme when learning models for the next incarnation of the
system, which is aimed at view-invariant action recognition. Secondly, the system does
not break down when exposed to realistic noise. This suggests that the approach taking
has potential to be expanded into a real system setup, as opposed to a lab setup which is
virtually always used when testing action recognition systems.
The primitives used in this work are found manually. This turned out to be quite an effort
due to the massive amount of data and possibilities. Currently we are therefore working
to automate this process [17]. Another ongoing activity is to avoid manually defining the
reference point, see section 2.3, by using the face as a reference for the features [13].
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Chapter 3
3D Human Gesture Recognition
This chapter consists of the paper ”View-Invariant Gesture Recognition using 3D Optical
Flow and Harmonic Motion Context” [A]. The paper presents work that builds on the
gesture recognition of chapter 2, and documents a direct and very interesting extension
of the gesture recognition using motion primitives. The principle of motion primitives for
gesture recognition is in this paper used to develop a view invariant method by use of a
Time-of-flight range camera. References [B-G] descibe intermediate work resulting in the
final outcome in [A].
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View-Invariant Gesture Recognition using 3D Optical Flow and
Harmonic Motion Context
M.B. Holte, T.B. Moeslund and P. Fihl
Abstract
This paper presents an approach for view-invariant gesture recogni-
tion. The approach is based on 3D data captured by a SwissRanger
SR4000 camera. This camera produces both a depth map as well as
an intensity image of a scene. Since the two information types are
aligned, we can use the intensity image to define a region of interest
for the relevant 3D data. This data fusion improves the quality of
the motion detection and hence results in better recognition. The
gesture recognition is based on finding motion primitives (temporal
instances) in the 3D data. Motion is detected by a 3D version of
optical flow and results in velocity annotated point clouds. The 3D
motion primitives are represented efficiently by introducing motion
context. The motion context is transformed into a view-invariant
representation using spherical harmonic basis functions, yielding a
harmonic motion context representation. A probabilistic Edit Dis-
tance classifier is applied to identify which gesture best describes
a string of primitives. The approach is trained on data from one
viewpoint and tested on data from a very different viewpoint. The
recognition rate is 94.4% which is similar to the recognition rate
when training and testing on gestures from the same viewpoint,
hence the approach is indeed view-invariant.
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3.1 Introduction
Automatic analysis of humans and their actions has received increasingly more attention
in the last decade [20]. One of the areas of interest is recognition of human gestures for
use in for example Human Computer Interaction.
Many different approaches to gesture recognition have been reported [19]. They apply
a number of different segmentation, feature extraction, and recognition strategies. E.g.
[25] and [28] extract and represent human gestures/actions by velocity histories of tracked
keypoints and ballistic dynamics, respectively, while gestures are recognized, e.g., through
Hidden Marcov Models (HMMs) [2, 26, 27] or Dynamic Baysian Networks (DBNs) [3, 35].
These methods are virtually all based on analyzing 2D data, i.e., images. A consequence
of this is that approaches only analyze 2D gestures carried out in the image plane, which
is only a projection of the actual gesture. As a result, the projection of the gesture will be
dependent on the viewpoint, and not contain full information about the performed gesture.
To overcome this shortcoming the use of 3D data has been introduced through the use of
two or more cameras, see for example [5, 7]. In this way, e.g., the surface structure or a 3D
volume of the person can be reconstructed, and thereby a more descriptive representation
for gesture recognition can be established. We follow this line of work and also apply 3D
data. To avoid the difficulties inherent to classical stereo approaches (the correspondence
problem, careful camera placement and calibration) we instead apply a Time-of-Flight
(ToF) range camera – SwissRanger SR4000. Each pixel in this camera directly provides a
depth value (distance to object). Even though the technology in range cameras is still in
its early days, e.g., resulting in low resolution data, the great potential of such sensors has
already resulted in them being applied in a number of typical computer vision applications
like face detection [6], face tracking [17], shape analysis [13, 21], robot navigation [24]
and gesture-based scene navigation [29]. In [1] a survey of recent developments in ToF-
technology are presented. It discusses applications of this technology for vision, graphics,
and HCI.
The development of range cameras has progressed rapidly over the last few years, leading
to the release of new and improved camera models from some of the main manufacturers:
MESA Imaging [18], PMD Technologies [23] and 3DV Systems [33]. Recently, MESA
Imaging released the new SwissRanger SR4000 range camera with higher frame rate (up
to 54 fps) and resolution (176× 144 pixels). 3DV Systems is aiming at a consumer class
range camera with similar size and look as a regular web-camera and a integrated sensor
capable of producing 1 mega pixels color images, while PMD Technologies made a camera
version with improved operating range (up to 40 m) for e.g. pedestrian detection in cars.
The SwissRanger camera that we apply also provides an amplitude value corresponding to
an intensity value for each pixel. This means that at any given time instant both a depth
image and an intensity image are present. For some applications these two information
types compliment each other and are therefore both used. For example in [21] where
the objective is to segment planar surfaces in 3D (range) data, the edges in the intensity
image are applied to improve the result. Similar benefits of applying both data types can
be seen in [6, 17, 8]. We also apply both data types and will show how they compliment
each other.
Applying 3D data allows for analysis of 3D gestures. However, we are still faced with the
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problem that a user has to be fronto-parallel with respect to the camera. A few works
have been reported without the assumption on the user being fronto-parallel. E.g. in
[30] where 5 calibrated and synchronized cameras are used to acquire data (the publicly
available IXMAS data set), which is further projected to 64 evenly spaced virtual cameras
used for training. Actions are described in a view-invariant manner by computing R
transform surfaces and manifold learning. Similarly, [7] use the same data set to compute
motion history volumes, which are used to derive view-invariant motion descriptors in
Fourier space. Another example is seen in [5] where 3D Human Body Shapes are used for
view-independent identification of human body postures, which are trained and tested on
another multi-camera dataset.
The need for multiple calibrated and synchronized cameras followed up by an exhaustive
training phase for multiple viewpoints is obviously not desirable. Instead we aim at a
view-invariant approach which is trained by examples from one camera viewpoint and
able to recognize gestures from a very different viewpoint, say ±45◦. Another issue we
want to combat is the often used assumption of known start- and end points. That is,
often the test data consists of N sequences where each sequence contains one and only
one gesture. This obviously makes the problem easier and it favors a trajectory-based
approach, where each gesture is represented as a trajectory though some state-space with
known start and end point. For real-life scenarios the start and end point is normally
not known. To deal with this issue we follow the notion of recognition through a set
of primitives [10, 11, 34, 37]. Concretely, we define a primitive as a time instance with
significant 3D motion.
Figure 3.1: An overview of the range and intensity based gesture recognition system.
Note that the feedback loop illustrates that a number of frames are processed before
recognition of gestures commences.
3.1.1 Our approach
So, we represent gestures as an ordered sequence of 3D motion primitives (temporal in-
stances). We focus on arm gestures and therefore only segment the arms (when they
move) and hereby suppress the rest of the (irrelevant) body information. Concretely we
extract the moving arms using a 3D version of optical flow to produce velocity annotated
point clouds and represent this data efficiently by their motion context. The motion con-
text is an extended version of the regular shape context [4], and represents the velocity
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annotated point cloud by using both the location of motion, together with the amount of
motion and its direction. We make the primitives invariant to rotation around the verti-
cal axis by re-representing the motion context using spherical harmonic basis functions,
yielding a harmonic motion context representation. In each frame the primitive, if any,
which best explains the observed data is identified. This leads to a discrete recognition
problem since a video sequence of range data will be converted into a string containing a
sequence of symbols, each representing a primitive. After pruning the string a probabilis-
tic Edit Distance classifier is applied to identify which gesture best describes the pruned
string. Our approach is illustrated in Figure 7.1.
3.1.2 Structure of the paper
This paper is organized as follows. Data acquisition and preprocessing is presented in Sec-
tion 3.2, followed up by how we perform motion detection in 3D. In Section 3.3 we describe
the concept of motion primitives, and how they are represented compactly by introduc-
ing motion context. Furthermore, we show how the motion context can be transformed
into a view-invariant representation using spherical harmonic basis functions, yielding a
harmonic motion context representation. In Section 3.4 we describe the classification of
motion primitives, and how we perform gesture recognition by introducing a probabilis-
tic edit distance classifier. Finally, we present experimental results in Section 7.5 and
concluding remarks in Section 7.6.
3.2 Segmentation
3.2.1 Data acquisition and preprocessing
We capture intensity and range data using a SwissRanger SR4000 range camera from
MESA Imaging. The camera is based on the Time-of-Flight (ToF) principle and emits
radio-frequency modulated (30 MHz) light in the near-infrared spectrum (850 nm), which
is backscattered by the scene and detected by a CMOS CCD. The resolution is 176× 144
pixels with an active range of 0.3 to 5.0 meters and a field of view of 43.6◦ × 34.6◦. The
distance accuracy is typically in the order of ±1 centimeter, depending of the distance
range and illumination. Figure 3.2 shows an intensity and a range image of one time
instant of a ”clap” gesture.
Due to the different reflection properties of materials and the light condition in a captured
scene, scattering effects of the active illumination emitted by the camera occurs, hence
some noise will be present in the data. To deal with these noise effects we have applied
a number of preprocessing techniques proposed in [31]. The preprocessing consists of the
following steps: smoothing of the distance images with a distance-adaptive median filter,
thresholding on the amplitude values, and edge point removal. Especially, the removal of
edge points is of high importance in the case of gesture recognition. Edge points arise
in the case where reflected light from the foreground and the background hits the same
pixel simultaneously. The camera sensor is controlled as a so-called 1-tap sensor. This
means that in order to obtain distance information, four consecutive exposures have to be
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Figure 3.2: An intensity and a range image produced by the SwissRanger SR4000
camera, where the pixel values correspond to a distance in the range image.
performed [22]. If the distance a pixel ”sees” changes in this time window, the distance
calculation is falsified. The measurement returned by the pixel will be a falsified distance
somewhere between the foreground and the background. Fast moving objects in the scene
may therefore cause errors in the distance calculations. This error is inversely proportional
to the frame rate. The problem especially occurs in regions of a scene that contain objects
with high velocity and distance gradients; in our case a fast moving arm. The pixel could
then see the arm for the first two taps and a wall for the last two. Thus, the edges of the
moving arm are poorly defined and lead to incorrect distance measurement. Concretely,
when visualizing the range data as a 3D point cloud, the points origin from these regions
are ”stretching” backwards along the edges of the moving arm. Since we are interested
in gesture recognition where a lot of motion is obviously present, the ToF data can easily
be corrupted by a significant amount of neighboring edge points.
3.2.2 3D motion detection
We detect movements (of the arms) using a 3D version of optical flow to produce velocity
annotated point clouds [32]. Optical flow is the pattern of apparent motion in a visual
scene caused by the relative motion between an observer and the scene. The main benefit
of optical flow compared to other motion detection techniques, like double differencing [36]
which we have used in an earlier versions of this work [8], is that optical flow determines
both the amount of motion and its direction in form of velocity vectors. The following
description of the motion detection is inspired by [32] and to some extent quoted or
paraphrased. However, the full description along with some additional information and
comments are included in this section, as this is an important part of our approach and
for the convenience of the reader.
The technique computes the optical flow of each image pixel as the distribution of apparent
velocity of moving brightness patterns in an image. The flow of a constant brightness
profile can be described by the constant velocity vector v2D = (vx, vy)
T as outlined in
Equation 3.1.
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I(x, y, t) = I(x+ δx, y + δy, t+ δt)
= I(x+ vx · δt, y + vy · δt, t+ δt) (3.1)
⇒ ∂I
∂x
· vx +
∂I
∂y
· vy = −
∂I
∂t
Usually, the estimation of optical flow is based on differential methods. They can be clas-
sified into global strategies which attempt to minimize a global energy functional [9] and
local methods, that optimize some local energy-like expression. A prominent local optical
flow algorithm developed by Lucan and Kanade [16] uses the spatial intensity gradient of
an image to find matching candidates using a type of Newton-Raphson iteration. They
assume the optical flow to be constant within a certain neighborhood, which allows to
solve the optical flow constraint equation (Equation 3.1) via least square minimization.
A characteristic of the Lucas-Kanade algorithm, and that of other local optical flow algo-
rithms, is that it does not yield a very high density of flow vectors, i.e. the flow information
fades out quickly across motion boundaries and the inner parts of large homogenous areas
show little motion. However, its advantage is the comparative robustness in presence of
noise. In the case of the data obtained by ToF cameras, with low resolution and often af-
fected by a high amount of noise, this is a very important property. We use a hierarchical
implementation of the Lucas-Kanade algorithm [12] which has successfully been applied
in [32].
Figure 3.3: An input image overlaid with the estimated 2D optical flow vectors.
The optical flow is computed for each frame Fi of a sequence of intensity images pro-
vided by the SwissRanger camera (F1,F2, . . . ,Fn) and based on data from two consec-
utive frames (Fi,Fi−1). Each pixel of frame Fi is annotated with a 2D velocity vector
v2D = (vx, vy)
T as shown in Figure 3.3, which results in pixel correspondences between
frame Fi and frame Fi−1. As a 3D point is available for each pixel these pixel correspon-
dences can be directly transformed into 3D point correspondences (pik,p
i−1
l ) which can
be used to compute 3D velocities v3D = (vx, vy, vz)
T = pik − pi−1l . Figure 6.4 presents
multiple viewpoints of a 3D point cloud of a time instant in a sequence annotated with
3D velocity vectors. In Figure 6.4(left) the moving arms are present in the data, but so is
a large amount of noise due to erroneous depth values often produced by the SwissRanger
camera. Furthermore, points origin from most of the human body is present due to small
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movements or deviations in the distance measurements. These insignificant and erro-
neous velocity vectors are eliminated to some extent by simple filtering and thresholding
as shown in Figure 6.4(right).
Figure 3.4: Left: Three different viewpoints of a 3D point cloud annotated with 3D
velocity vectors. The data has been extracted from a time instant of a ”clap” ges-
ture. Right: The same three viewpoints of the velocity annotated point cloud after
filtering and thresholding to remove insignificant and erroneous velocity vectors.
The points are illustrated with black dots while the velocity vectors are color coded.
Blue represents a low velocity while red represents a high velocity. Note: the scale
of the sub-figures varies for illustrative purpose.
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3.3 Motion primitives
3.3.1 Motion context
After motion detection we are left with a velocity annotated point cloud in 3D, which
is represented efficiently using a motion oriented version of shape context. We call this
representation the motion context.
A shape context [4] is based on a spherical histogram. This histogram is centered in a
reference point and divided linearly into S azimuthal (east-west) bins and T colatitudinal
(north-south) bins, while the radial direction is divided into U bins. Figure 3.5 gives an
example of the shape context descriptor.
Figure 3.5: A horizontal and a vertical cross-section of a shape context descriptor.
Usually, the value of a bin is given by the number of 3D points falling within that particular
bin. However, the motion context extends the regular shape context to represent the
velocity annotated point cloud by using both the location of motion, together with the
amount of motion and its direction. For each bin in the shape context we accumulate
the annotated velocity vectors, of each 3D point falling within that particular bin, into
an orientation histogram. Specifically, we introduce a Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF).
The idea of HOF is the same as in the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) used in
the popular Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [15]. However, we extend this to
3D and in contrast to use gradient vectors, we use velocity vectors. We divide the HOF
representation into s azimuthal (east-west) orientation bins and t colatitudinal (north-
south) bins, where each bin is weighted by the length of the velocity vectors falling within
the bin. This results in a S × T × U × s × t dimensional feature vector for each frame.
The HOF representation and how it is divided into azimuthal and colatitudinal bins is
illustrated in Figure 3.6.
In SIFT, partially illumination invariance is imposed by thresholding and normalizing the
feature vector. In the same way we impose partially invariance towards the velocity of
movements, like in the case where two individuals perform the same gesture at different
speed. Hence, the feature vector will have greater emphasis to the location and orientation,
while reducing the influence of large velocity values.
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Figure 3.6: The HOF descriptor and how it is divided into 8 azimuthal and 4 colatitu-
dinal bins illustrated by a top-view in 2D and 3D.
3.3.2 View-invariant representation: harmonic motion context
By introducing spherical harmonics we can eliminate one of the two rotational parameters
in a shape context descriptor. Similarly, the motion context descriptor can be transformed
by using this technique first for each of the HOF descriptors, and thereafter for the entire
motion context representation. We eliminate the rotation around the vertical axis, see
Figure 3.5 and 3.6, and hereby make our representation invariant to variations in this
parameter.
Any given spherical function, i.e. a function f (θ, φ) defined on the surface of a sphere
parameterized by the colatitudinal and azimuthal variables θ and φ, can be decomposed
into a weighted sum of spherical harmonics as given by Equation 6.9.
f (θ, φ) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
Aml Y
m
l (θ, φ) (3.2)
The term Aml is the weighing coefficient of degree m and order l, while the complex func-
tions Y ml (·) are the actual spherical harmonic functions of degree m and order l. In Figure
3.7 some examples of higher order spherical harmonic basis functions are illustrated.
The following states the key advantages of the mathematical transform based on the
family of orthogonal basis functions in the form of spherical harmonics. The complex
function Y ml (·) is given by Equation 6.10.
Y ml (θ, φ) = K
m
l P
|m|
l (cos θ) e
jmφ (3.3)
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of some higher order spherical harmonic basis functions of degree
m and order l. Blue indicates positive values and red negative values.
The term Kml is a normalization constant, while the function P
|m|
l (·) is the associated
Legendre Polynomial. The key feature to note from Equation 6.10 is the encoding of
the azimuthal variable φ. The azimuthal variable solely inflects the phase of the spher-
ical harmonic function and has no effect on the magnitude. This effectively means that
||Aml ||, i.e. the norm of the decomposition coefficients of Equation 6.9 is invariant to
parameterization in the variable φ.
The actual determination of the spherical harmonic coefficients is based on an inverse
summation as given by Equation 6.11, where N is the number of samples (S × T ). The
normalization constant 4π/N originates from the fact, that Equation 6.11 is a discretiza-
tion of a continuous double integral in spherical coordinates, i.e. 4π/N is the surface area
of each sample on the unit sphere.
(Aml )fu =
4π
N
2π∑
φ=0
π∑
θ=0
fu (θ, φ) Y
m
l (θ, φ) (3.4)
In a practical application it is not necessary (or possible, as there are infinitely many)
to keep all coefficient Aml . Contrary, it is assumed the functions fu (fu are the spherical
functions for each of the given spherical shells u ∈ [0;U − 1]) are band-limited, hence it
is only necessary to keep coefficient up to some bandwidth l = B.
The band-limit assumption effectively means, that each spherical shell is decomposed
into (B + 1)2 coefficients (i.e., the number of terms in the summation
∑B
l=0
∑l
m=−l in
Equation 6.9). By using the fact, that ||Aml || = ||A−ml || and only saving coefficients
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for m ≥ 0, the number of describing coefficients for each spherical shell is reduced to
(B + 1)(B + 2)/2 coefficients (i.e., the number of terms in the summation
∑B
l=0
∑l
m=0).
Given the U different spherical shells, the dimensionality of the feature vector becomes
D = U(B + 1)(B + 2)/2.
However, since each bin of the spherical motion context representation consists of an
embedded spherical function in form of a HOF representation, we first transform each of
the inner HOF representations up to some bandwidth B1, and thereafter we transform
the entire motion context up to some bandwidth B2. Hence, the dimensionality of each
transformed HOF representation D1 and the transformed motion context D2 becomes
D1 = (B1 + 1)(B1 + 2)/2 and D2 = U(B2 + 1)(B2 + 2)/2, respectively. When the HOF
representations have been transformed, each cell in the motion context consists of an
array of spherical harmonic coefficients. This means that the second transformation has
to be done with respect to these coefficients, hence the resulting dimensionality of the
final feature vector becomes
D = D1D2 = U(B1 + 1)(B1 + 2)(B2 + 1)(B2 + 2)/4 (3.5)
Concretely we set U = 4, B1 = 4 and B2 = 5, resulting in 4× 315 coefficients (see Figure
3.8).
The spherical motion context histogram is centered in a reference point, which is estimated
as the center of gravity of the human body, and the radial division into U bins is made
in steps of 25 cm. Furthermore, we set S = 12, T = 6, s = 8 and t = 4.
Figure 3.8: An example of a harmonic motion context representation. Where each of the
4 stacked images shows the spherical harmonic coefficients for the 4 radial divisions
in the motion context, respectively.
3.4 Classification
The classification is divided into two main tasks: recognition of motion primitives by use
of the harmonic motion context descriptors, and recognition of the actual gestures using
an ordered sequence of primitives (see Figure 7.1).
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3.4.1 Recognition of primitives: correlation
A motion primitive is recognized by matching the current harmonic motion context with
a known set, one for each possible primitive. The actual comparison of two harmonic
motion contexts is done by the normalized correlation coefficient as given by Equation
3.6. To this end each harmonic motion context is represented as a vector h1 and h2 of
length n containing the (stacked) spherical harmonic coefficients for a specific primitive
at time, t:
match(h1,h2, t) =
n
∑
h1h2 −
∑
h1
∑
h2√[
n
∑
(h1)2 − (
∑
h1)2
][
n
∑
(h2)2 − (
∑
h2)2
] (3.6)
The system is trained by generating a representative set of descriptors for each primitive.
A reference descriptor is then estimated as the average of all these descriptors for each
class (primitive).
The classification of a sequence can be viewed as a trajectory through the feature space
where, at each time-step, the closest primitive (in terms of the normalized correlation co-
efficient) is found. To reduce noise in this process we introduce a minimum coefficient in
order for a primitive to be considered in the first place. Furthermore, to reduce the flick-
ering observed when the trajectory passes through a border region between two primitives
we introduce a hysteresis threshold. It favors the primitive recognized in the preceding
frame over all other primitives by modifying the individual distances. The classifier hereby
obtains a ”sticky” effect, which handles a large part of the flickering.
After processing a sequence the output will be a string with the same length as the
sequence. An example is illustrated in Equation 3.7. Each letter corresponds to a rec-
ognized primitive and Ø corresponds to time instances where no primitives are detected.
The string is pruned by first removing ’Ø’s, isolated instances, and then all repeated let-
ters, see Equation 3.8. A weight is generated to reflect the number of repeated letters
(this is used below).
String = {Ø,Ø, B,B,B,B,B,E,A,A, F, F, F, F,Ø, D,D,G,G,G,G,Ø} (3.7)
String = {B,A, F,D,G} (3.8)
Weights = {5, 2, 4, 2, 4} (3.9)
3.4.2 Recognition of gestures: probabilistic edit distance
The result of recognizing the primitives is a string of letters referring to the known prim-
itives. During a training phase a string representation of each gesture to be recognized
is learned. The task is now to compare each of the learned gestures (strings) with the
detected string. Since the learned strings and the detected string (possibly including er-
rors!) will in general not have the same length, the standard pattern recognition methods
will not suffice. We therefore apply the Edit Distance method [14], which can handle
matching of strings of different lengths.
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The edit distance is a well known method for comparing words or text strings, e.g., for
spell-checking and plagiarism detection. It operates by measuring the distance between
two strings in terms of the number of operations needed in order to transform one to the
other. There are three possible operations: insert a letter from the other string, delete
a letter, and exchange a letter by one from the other string. Whenever one of these
operations is required in order to make the strings more similar, the score or distance is
increased by one. The algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.9 where the strings motions
and octane are compared.
The first step is initialization. The two strings are placed along the sides of the matrix,
and increasing numbers are placed along the borders beside the strings. Hereafter the
matrix is filled cell by cell by traversing one column at a time. Each cell is given the
smallest value of the following four operations:
Insert: The value of the cell above + 1
Delete: The value of the cell to the left + 1
Exchange: The value of the cell up-left + 1
No change: The value of the cell up-left + 0. This is the case when the letters in question
in the two stings are the same.
Using these rules the matrix is filled and the value found at the bottom right corner is
the edit distance required in order to map one string into the other, i.e., the distance
between the two strings. The actual sequence of operations can be found by back-tracing
the matrix. Note that often more paths are possible.
Figure 3.9: Measuring the distance between two strings using edit distance.
When the strings representing the gestures are of different lengths, the method tends to
favor the shorter strings. Say we have detected the string {B,C,D} and want to classify
it as being one of the two gestures: #1 = {J,C,G} and #2 = {A,B,C,D,H}. The
edit distance from the detected string to the gesture-strings will be two in both cases.
However, it seems more likely that the correct interpretation is that the detected string
comes from gesture #2 in a situation where the start and end has been corrupted by
noise. In fact, 2 out of 3 of the primitives have to be changed for gesture #1 whereas only
2 out of 5 have to be changed for gesture #2. We therefore normalize the edit distance
by dividing the output by the length of the gesture-string, yielding 0.67 for gesture #1
and 0.2 for gesture #2, i.e., gesture #2 is recognized.
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The edit distance is a deterministic method but by changing the cost of each of the three
operations with respect to likelihoods it becomes a probabilistic method1. Concretely we
apply the weights described above, see Equation 3.9. These to some extent represent the
likelihood of a certain primitive being correct. The higher the weight the more likely a
primitive will be. We incorporate the weights into the edit distance method by increasing
the score by the weight multiplied by β (a scaling factor) whenever a primitive is deleted
or exchanged. The cost of inserting remains 1.
The above principle works for situations where the input sequence only contains one ges-
ture (possibly corrupted by noise). In a real scenario, however, we will have sequences
which are potentially much longer than a gesture and which might contain more gestures
after each other. The gesture recognition problem is therefore formulated as for each ges-
ture to find the substring in the detected string, which has the minimum probabilistic edit
distance. The recognized gesture will then be the one of the substrings with the minimum
distance. Denoting the start point and length of the substring, s and l, respectively, we
recognize the gesture present in the detected string as:
Gesture = arg min
k,s,l
PED(Λ, k, s, l) (3.10)
where k index the different gestures, Λ is the detected string, and PED(·) is the proba-
bilistic edit distance.
3.5 Test and results
For testing purpose we use a vocabulary consisting of 22 primitives. This is illustrated in
Figure 3.10. The criteria for finding the primitives are 1) that they represent characteristic
and representative 3D configurations, 2) that their configurations contain a certain amount
of motion, and 3) that the primitives are used in the description of as many gestures as
possible, i.e., fewer primitives are required. By use of this vocabulary of primitives we
describe 4 one- and two-arms gestures: ”point right”, ”raise arm”, ”clap” and ”wave”.
We test the system on data recorded of 10 test subjects, each performing the four gestures
2 times from a 0◦ and ±45◦ viewpoint with respect to the camera. A total of 160 video
sequences have been recorded. Figure 3.11 shows an example of the visual differences that
occur when a gesture is performed from these two viewpoints.
To evaluate the view-invariance of the system, the data which is used to train the motion
primitives is only from the 0◦ viewpoint. The overall matching rate is 94.4%. The error
distribution can be seen in the confusion matrix in Figure 3.12. In comparison, when only
testing on sequences from 0◦ we obtain a recognition rate of 95.0%.
No significant increase in error can be observed when training and testing on sequences
from different viewpoints, i.e., the approach supports view-invariant gesture recognition.
The errors observed in both tests are mainly due to personal variations when performing
gestures like “point right” and “raise arm”. I.e., some tend to raise their arm above
the shoulder while pointing while some do not stretch their arm fully when raising their
1This is related to the Weighted Edit Distance method, which however has fixed weights.
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Figure 3.10: The vocabulary consisting of 22 primitives. The primitives are illustrated
by range images of the arm configurations and their directions, which are color
coded. The color can vary slightly due to error pixels and normalization.
Figure 3.11: Range data examples of a time instance from a video sequence including a
person carrying out a ”clap” gesture shown from a 0◦ and +45◦ camera viewpoint.
Figure 3.12: Test results (given in percentages) for the 4 gestures recorded from a 0◦
and ±45◦ viewpoint with respect to the camera.
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arm. Another example is in the case of a ”clap” gesture, where one of the arms might
not be visible or segmented properly due to a too extreme viewpoint when the individual
performs this gesture. Hence a ”clap” gesture might be classified to be more likely another
gesture. In some of these cases the test person turn more than 45◦ with respect to the
camera. As a result most of the arm is hidden behind the body and therefore nearly
invisible, hence only very little and poorly defined motion is present.
3.5.1 Unknown start and end time
For each sequence we add ”noise” in both the beginning and end of the sequence. By
doing so, we introduce the realistic problem of having no clear idea about when a gesture
commences and terminates which would be the case in a real situation. To achieve a test
scenario that resembles this situation we split the gestures into halves and add one of
these half gesture to the beginning and one to the end of each gesture to be processed by
the system. The added half gestures are chosen randomly resulting in unknown start and
end point of the real gesture.
Figure 3.13: Test results when the start and end time for each gesture are unknown
(given in percentages) for the 4 gestures recorded from a 0◦ and ±45◦ viewpoint
with respect to the camera.
Figure 3.13 shows the confusion matrix for the test results with unknown start and end
time. The overall recognition rate for this test is 86.9%, and when only testing on se-
quences from 0◦ we obtain a recognition rate of 88.8%. The errors are the same as before
but with a few additional errors caused by the unknown start and end time of the gestures.
Especially, some ”wave” gestures seem to cause falsified classifications. The main part
of these errors is caused by confusion between ”wave” and ”clap” gestures performed at
±45◦. If the introduced ”noise” include the half of a gesture with movements of the arms
in front of the body, like a ”clap” gesture, this might lead to such errors as the arms have
the same start and end positions for these two gestures.
When comparing our ToF-based 3D gesture recognition approach to 2D methods, the
main advantages of our approach are that, by applying 3D data, it is able to build a more
descriptive representation in comparison to projected 2D data. This also enables view-
invariant representation and recognition. In contrast to other view-invariant methods,
which rely on multiple calibrated and synchronized cameras followed up by an exhaustive
training phase for multiple viewpoints, our approach is able to recognize gestures by
using only one ToF sensor (one viewpoint). Furthermore, we are able to handle unknown
gesture commencement and termination, along with variation in gesture speed. The 10
test subjects perform gestures at variable execution time, due to how each individual
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perform a certain gesture. Our approach is robust in term of gesture speed variation,
since the edit distance metric only needs a few correct matches of each primitive, and can
handle missing primitive instances, to correctly classify a given gesture. However, it should
be noted that more correct primitive matches strengthens the metric due to the assigned
probabilities. In comparison to our previous studies [8], the new motion detection carries
more information, and the enhanced view-invariant representation (motion context) is
more descriptive and distinctive. The results document this by an improvement in the
overall recognition rate.
3.6 Conclusion
The contributions of this paper are twofold. Firstly, motion is detected by 2D optical flow
estimated in the intensity image but extended to 3D using the depth information acquired
from only one viewpoint by a range camera. We show how gestures can be represented
efficiently using motion context, and how gesture recognition can be made view-invariant
through the use of 3D data and transforming a motion context representation using spher-
ical harmonics. Secondly, for the gesture recognition system we also address the problem
of not knowing when a gesture commences and terminates. This is done by recognizing
a gesture not through a trajectory based approach, but by representing a gesture as a
sequence of discrete primitives, and applying a probabilistic edit distance classifier to
identify a given gesture.
The presented approach is trained on gestures from 0◦ viewpoint and tested on gestures
seen from both 0◦ and ±45◦ viewpoints. The overall recognition rate is 94.4% with known
start and end time of gestures, and 86.9% when the start and end time are unknown. These
results state the robustness and view-invariance of the system.
A noticeable extension to the current state of this work would be to develop an automatic
primitive selection scheme for the training phase. E.g. a clustering technique could be
interesting to investigate further for this purpose.
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Chapter 4
2D Human Action Recognition
This chapter consists of the paper ”Selective Spatio-Temporal Interest Points” [A]. The
paper presents a spatio-temporal interest point detector for human action recognition
in complex scenes, which especially is robust to camera motion and background clutter,
where other detectors fails. The Detector separates the space and time domain to suppress
background interest points spatially and impose temporal constraints in a second step.
Reference [B] describes intermediate work resulting in the final outcome in [A].
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Selective spatio-temporal interest points
B. Chakraborty, M.B. Holte, T.B. Moeslund and J. Gonzàlez
Abstract
Recent progress in the field of human action recognition points to-
wards the use of Spatio-Temporal Interest Points (STIPs) for local
descriptor-based recognition strategies. In this paper, we present a
novel approach for robust and selective STIP detection, by apply-
ing surround suppression combined with local and temporal con-
straints. This new method is significantly different from existing
STIP detection techniques and improves the performance by de-
tecting more repeatable, stable and distinctive STIPs for human
actors, while suppressing unwanted background STIPs. For action
representation we use a bag-of-video words (BoV) model of local
N -jet features to build a vocabulary of visual-words. To this end,
we introduce a novel vocabulary building strategy by combining
spatial pyramid and vocabulary compression techniques, resulting
in improved performance and efficiency. Action class specific Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers are trained for categorization
of human actions. A comprehensive set of experiments on popu-
lar benchmark datasets (KTH and Weizmann), more challenging
datasets of complex scenes with background clutter and camera
motion (CVC and CMU), movie and YouTube video clips (Holly-
wood 2 and YouTube), and complex scenes with multiple actors
(MSR I and Multi-KTH), validates our approach and show state-
of-the-art performance. Due to the unavailability of ground truth
action annotation data for the Multi-KTH dataset, we introduce
an actor specific spatio-temporal clustering of STIPs to address the
problem of automatic action annotation of multiple simultaneous
actors. Additionally, we perform cross-data action recognition by
training on source datasets (KTH and Weizmann) and testing on
completely different and more challenging target datasets (CVC,
CMU, MSR I and Multi-KTH). This documents the robustness
of our proposed approach in the realistic scenario, using separate
training and test datasets.
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4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Human action recognition
In this paper, we address the task of human action recognition in complex scenes in diverse
and realistic settings (background clutter, camera motion, occlusions and illumination
variations). During the last decade action recognition has been an important topic in
the “looking at people” domain [47, 52, 70]. A large number of methods for human
action recognition have been proposed, stretching from human model and trajectory-
based methods towards holistic and local descriptor-based methods.
(a) KTH (b) Weizmann (c) CVC (d) CMU
(a) YouTube (b) Hollywood 2 (c) MSR I (d) Multi-KTH
Figure 4.1: Example images with superimposed STIPs from the eight action datasets ap-
plied for evaluation of our approach: KTH, Weizmann, CVC, CMU, YouTube, Hol-
lywood 2, MSR I and Multi-KTH. The examples give an indication of the described
challenges and differences in the datasets: simple scenes (KTH and Weizmann),
semi-complex (CVC), and scenes of high complexity (CMU, YouTube, Hollywood 2,
MSR I and Multi-KTH).
Most of these previous approaches for human action recognition are constrained to well-
controlled environments. Among the proposed action recognition techniques, one type
of approach uses motion trajectories to represent actions and it requires target track-
ing [2, 49]. However, due to the difficulty in building robust object tracker only limited
success has been achieved. Another type of approach uses sequences of silhouettes or
body contours to model actions [47, 15] and it requires background subtraction. Boiman
and Irani [5] extract densely sampled local video patches for detecting irregular actions in
videos with simple background. Rodriguez et al. [54] designed a novel method to analyze
the filtering responses of different actions. This approach has difficulties in aligning non-
repetitive actions in complex scenes. Moreover, some researchers model the configuration
of the human body and its evolution in the time domain [23, 79], and others solely perform
action recognition from still images by computing pose primitives [65, 75].
The research trend in the field of action recognition has, recently, led to more robust
techniques [6, 25, 28, 37, 43, 48, 57, 73, 74, 76], which to some extent are applicable
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for action recognition in complex scenes. Action recognition in complex scenes is an
extremely difficult task, due to several challenges, like background clutter, camera motion,
occlusions and illumination variations. To address these challenges, several methods,
like tree-based template matching [25], tensor canonical correlation [28], prototype based
action matching [37], a hierarchical approach [48], incremental discriminant analysis of
canonical correlation [73], latent pose estimation [74] and generalized Hough transform [76]
have been proposed. Most of these methods are very complex and require preprocessing,
like segmentation, tree data structure building, target tracking, background subtraction
or a human body model. Other methods [8, 12, 18, 17, 21, 26, 31, 36, 41, 39, 40, 45, 50,
53, 55, 56, 61, 64, 67, 68, 69, 77] for action recognition in complex scenes, which demand
less or no preprocessing, apply STIP detectors and local descriptors to characterize and
encode the video data, and thereby perform action classification.
4.1.2 Spatio-temporal interest points
The extraction of appropriate features is critical to action recognition. Ideally, visual
features are able to handle the following challenges for robust performance: (i) scale,
rotation and viewpoint variations of the camera, (ii) performance speed variations for
different people, (iii) different anthropometry of the actors and their movement style
variations, and (iv) cluttered backgrounds and camera motion. The ultimate goal is to
be able to perform reliable action recognition applicable for video indexing and search,
intelligent human computer interaction, video surveillance, automatic activity analysis
and behavior understanding. Recently, the use of STIPs has received increasing interest
for local descriptor-based action recognition strategies. STIP-based methods avoid the
temporal alignment problem, are exceptionally invariant to geometric transformations,
and therefore distorted less by changes in scale, rotation and viewpoint than image data.
Features are locally detected, thus inherently robust to occlusion and do not suffer from
conventional figure-ground segmentation problems (imprecise segmentation, object split-
ting and merging etc.). Additionally, partial robustness to illumination variations and
background clutter are incorporated.
Laptev and Lindeberg first proposed STIPs for action recognition [34], by introducing
a space-time extension of the popular Harris detector [22]. They detect regions having
high intensity variation in both space and time as spatio-temporal corners. The STIP
detector of [34] usually suffers from sparse STIP detection. Later several other methods
for detecting STIPs have been reported [11, 24, 51, 71, 72]. Dollár et al. [11] improved
the sparse STIP detector by applying temporal Gabor filters and select regions of high
responses. Dense and scale-invariant spatio-temporal interest points were proposed by
Willems et al. [71], as a spatio-temporal extension of the Hessian saliency measure, previ-
ously applied for object detection [4, 38]. Instead of applying local information for STIP
detection Wong and Cipolla [72] propose a global information-based approach. They
use global structural information of moving points and select STIPs according to their
probability of belonging to the relevant motion. Although promising results have been
reported, these methods are quite vulnerable to camera motion and cluttered background,
since they detect interest points directly in a spatio-temporal space.
Hence, STIP-based methods have some shortcomings. First of all, (i) STIPs focus on
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local spatio-temporal information instead of global motion, thus the detection of STIPs
on human actors in complex scenes might fall on cluttered backgrounds, especially if the
camera is not fixed. Secondly, (ii) the stability of STIPs varies due to the local properties
of the detector, and therefore some STIPs can be unstable and imprecise, as a result
they have low repeatability or the local descriptors can become ambiguous. Thirdly, (iii)
redundancy can occur in the local descriptors extracted from the surrounding image re-
gion of two adjacent STIPs. According to Schmid et al. [58] robust interest points should
have high repeatability (geometric stability) and information content (distinctiveness of
features). Furthermore, Turcot and Lowe [66] investigate and report that it is better to
select a small subset of useful features for recognition problems, than a larger set of un-
reliable features which represent irrelevant clutter. We address these three shortcomings,
by first (i) detecting Spatial Interest Points (SIPs), then (ii) suppressing unwanted back-
ground points, and finally (iii) imposing local and (iv) temporal constraints, achieving a
set of selective STIPs which are more robust to these challenges.
Input Video STIP Detection
Local Motion 
Descriptors
Level 0
Vocabulary
Compression
Level 1
BoV Model Class Specific SVMs
Clapping
Waving
Jumping
Running
Boxing
Walking
Action Classification
SVM walking
SVM waving
SVM running
Figure 4.2: A schematic overview of the system structure and data flow pipeline of our
approach.
4.1.3 Local descriptors
Several local descriptors have been proposed in the past few years [11, 71, 29, 30, 35, 36,
60]. Local feature descriptors extract shape and motion in the neighborhoods of selected
STIPs using image measurements, such as spatial or spatio-temporal image gradients or
optical flow. Laptev et al. [36] introduced a combined descriptor to characterize local mo-
tion and appearance by computing histograms of spatial gradient (HOG) and optic flow
(HOF) accumulated in space-time neighborhoods of detected interest points. Willems
et al. [71] proposed the Extended SURF (ESURF) descriptor, which extends the image
SURF descriptor [3] to videos. The authors divide 3D patches into cells, where each cell
is represented by a vector of weighted sums of uniformly sampled responses of the Haar-
wavelets along the three axes. Dollár et al. [11] proposed a descriptor along with their
detector. The authors concatenate the gradients computed for each pixel in the neigh-
borhood into a single vector and apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to project
the feature vector onto a low dimensional space. Compared to the HOG-HOF descriptor
proposed by Laptev et al. [36], it does not distinguish the appearance and motion fea-
tures. The 3D-SIFT descriptor was developed by Scovanner et al. [60]. This descriptor
is similar to the Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) descriptor [42], except
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that it is extended to video sequences by computing the gradient direction for each pixel
spatio-temporally in three-dimensions. Another extension of the popular SIFT descriptor
was proposed by Kläser et al. [29]. It is based on histograms of 3D gradient orientations,
where gradients are computed using an integral video representation. Another popular
descriptor is the N -jets [30, 33]. An N -jet is the set of partial derivatives of a function up
to order N , and is usually computed from a scale-space representation. The N -jets is an
inherently strong local motion descriptor, where the two first levels implicitly represent
velocity and acceleration.
4.1.4 Vocabulary building strategies
Bag-of-video words (BoV) models have become popular for generic action recognition [11,
34, 39, 40, 72, 78], whereas other techniques based on co-occurrence of STIP based motion
features are also used [46]. The basic BoV model computes and quantizes the feature
vectors, extracted at the detected STIPs in the video, into video-words. Finally, the
entire video sequence is represented by a statistical distribution of those video-words. For
classification, discriminative learning models such as SVM [11] and generative models,
e.g. pLSA [72], have achieved excellent performance for action recognition. Since the BoV
model does not provide a spatio-temporal distribution of features, the spatial correlogram
and spatio-temporal pyramid matching are applied [40, 45] to capture the spatio-temporal
relationship between local features. Additionally, vocabulary compression techniques are
used to reduce the final feature space [39, 40]. We introduce a novel vocabulary building
strategy by first applying a spatial pyramid and then compress the vocabulary at each
pyramid level, achieving a compact and efficient pyramid representation of actions. This
is different from [40], where first a vocabulary is computed, then it is compressed, and
finally a spatial correlogram and a spatio-temporal pyramid are applied.
4.1.5 Complex scenes
While reliable human action recognition in simple scenes (KTH [59] and Weizmann [19])
has been achieved [8, 17, 26, 28, 37, 73], the task remains unsolved for complex scenes.
These datasets have been recorded in well-controlled environments with clean or sim-
ple background, controlled lighting conditions, and no camera motion nor occlusions.
In contrast, Real world human actions are often recorded in scenes of high complexity,
with cluttered background, illumination variations, camera motion and occluded bodies.
Hence, these datasets do not correspond very well to real world scenarios. The men-
tioned properties make action recognition in complex scenes much more challenging. New
datasets for the purpose of evaluation of action recognition algorithms in complex and
semi-complex scenes have therefore been produced (CMU [27], CVC [1], YouTube [39],
Hollywood 2 [45], MSR I [78] and Multi-KTH [67]). We utilize all these datasets for
evaluation of our approach (see Figure 4.1).
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4.1.6 Cross-data evaluation
Conventional approaches usually build a classifier from labeled examples and assume the
test samples are generated from the same distribution, which is rarely the case in realistic
scenarios. In contrast, cross-data evaluation is highly necessary for commercial systems,
where the classifier is trained on a specific dataset during a learning phase and then set up
for operation in the field. Additionally, it also prevents the algorithm to benefit from the
internal data correlation during the evaluation. Cross-data evaluation is more challenging,
since the two dataset have usually been recorded in two different occasions. Only a few
authors have recently reported cross-data evaluation [8, 17, 67]. The problem is related
to transfer learning known from machine learning, which attempts to develop methods to
transfer knowledge learned in one or more source tasks and use it to improve learning in
a related target task [63, 10]. We conduct a comprehensive set of cross-data experiments
to carry out a more realistic evaluation of our approach.
4.1.7 Our approach and contributions
In this work we follow the recent progress and employ a STIP and local descriptor-based
recognition strategy. A schematic overview of our approach is outlined in Figure 4.2.
(1) We introduce a novel approach for selective STIP detection, by applying surround
suppression combined with local and temporal constraints, achieving robustness to camera
motion and background clutter. For action representation we use a BoV model of local
N -jet features, extracted at the detected STIPs, to build a vocabulary of visual-words. (2)
To this end, we introduce a novel vocabulary building strategy by combining (i) a pyramid
structure to capture spatial information, and (ii) vocabulary compression to reduce the
dimensionality of the feature space, resulting in improved performance and efficiency.
Action class-specific SVM classifiers are trained and applied for categorization of natural
human actions. (3) We evaluate our approach on both popular benchmark datasets
(KTH and Weizmann), more challenging datasets (CVC, CMU), movie and YouTube
video clips (Hollywood 2 and YouTube) and perform an exhaustive cross-data evaluation,
trained on source dataset (KTH and Weizmann) and tested on more challenging target
datasets (CVC, CMU, MSR I and Multi-KTH). Due to the unavailability of ground truth
action annotation data for the Multi-KTH dataset, we introduce an actor specific spatio-
temporal clustering of STIPs to address the problem of automatic action annotation of
multiple simultaneous actors. To observe the performance our automatic STIP clustering-
based annotation, we manually annotate the ground truth actions and compare the action
recognition accuracies. Finally, we compare our approach to the most popular action
recognition techniques and show beyond state-of-the-art performance.
4.1.8 Paper structure
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We describe our STIP detector and
local descriptor-based action representation in section 4.2. Section 6.4 outlines our vo-
cabulary building strategy and narrates the applied classifier for action categorization.
Experimental results and comparisons, along with our technique for spatio-temporal clus-
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tering of STIPs for automatic action annotation of Multi-KTH, are reported in section 7.5,
followed up by concluding remarks in section 6.6.
4.2 Selective spatio-temporal interest points
Spatial Interest Points (SIPs) Suppressed SIPs Temporal suppression
Figure 4.3: A schematic overview of the spatio-temporal interest point detection module
and the associated data flow pipeline.
4.2.1 Detection of spatial interest points.
Existing STIP detectors [11, 24, 34, 71, 72] are vulnerable to camera motion and mov-
ing background in videos, and therefore detect unwanted STIPs in the background (see
Figure 4.4). Cao et al. [8] have recently reported, that of all the STIPs detected by
Laptev’s STIP detector [34], only about 18% correspond to the three actions performed
by the actors in the MSR I dataset [78], while the rest of the STIPs (82%) belong to
the background. To overcome this problem, we first detect the spatial interest points
(SIPs), then perform background suppression and impose local and temporal constraints
(see Figure 4.3). We apply the basic Harris corner detector [22] and compute the first set
of interest points with corner strength Cσ, where σ is the spatial scale. Apart from the
detected SIPs on the human actors, the obtained spatial corners Cσ contain a significant
amount of unwanted background SIPs (see Figure 4.3).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.4: STIP detection results for the Multi-KTH dataset. (a) Laptev et al. [34], (b)
Dollár et al. [11], (c) Willems et al. [71] and (d) Our approach. Due to background
clutter and camera motion (a), (b) and (c) detect quite a large number of STIPs in
the background compared to our approach.
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4.2.2 Suppressing background interest points
The main idea of our spatial interest point suppression originates in the fact that most
corner points detected in the background texture or on non-human objects follow some
particular geometric pattern, while those on humans do not have this property. For sup-
pression we use a surround suppression mask (SSM) for each interest point, taking the
current point under evaluation as the center of the mask. We then estimate the influence
of all surrounding points of the mask on the central point, and accordingly, a suppression
decision is taken. The idea is motivated by Grigorescu et al. [20], where surround suppres-
sion is used for texture edges to improve object contour and boundary detection in natural
scenes. The similar concept of surround suppression based on center surround saliency
measure is been adopted in tracking [14], spatio-temporal saliency algorithm [44] and
detection of suspicious coincidences in visual recognition [16]. We implement surround
suppression by computing an inhibition term for each point of Cσ. For this purpose we
introduce a gradient weighting factor 4Θ,σ(x, y, x− u, y − v), which is defined as:
4Θ,σ(x, y, x− u, y − v) = (4.1)
|cos(Θσ(x, y)−Θσ(x− u, y − v))|
where Θσ(x, y) and Θσ(x− u, y − v) are the gradients at point (x, y) and (x− u, y − v),
respectively; u and v define the horizontal and vertical range of the SSM. If the gradient
orientations at point (x, y) and (x − u, y − v) are identical, the weighting factor attains
its maximum (4Θ,σ = 1), while the value of the factor decreases with the angle difference
and reaches a minimum (4Θ,σ = 0), when the two gradient orientations are orthogonal.
Hence, the surrounding interest points which have the same orientation, as that of (x, y),
will have a maximal inhibitory effect.
For each interest point Cσ(x, y), we define a suppression term tσ(x, y) as the weighted
sum of gradient weights in the suppression surround of that point:
tσ(x, y) =
∫ ∫
Ω
Cσ(x− u, y − v) (4.2)
×4Θ,σ (x, y, x− u, y − u)dudv
where Ω is the image coordinate domain. We now introduce an operator Cα,σ(x, y), which
takes its inputs: the corner magnitude Cσ(x, y) and the suppression term tσ(x, y):
Cα,σ(x, y) = H(Cσ(x, y)− αtσ(x, y)) (4.3)
where H(z) = z when z ≥ 0 and zero for negative z values. The factor α controls the
strength of the surround suppression. If no interest points have been detected in the
surrounding texture of a given point, the response of the operator retains the original
corner magnitude Cσ(x, y). However, if a large number of interest points are detected in
the surrounding background texture, the suppression term tσ(x, y) will be higher, resulting
in a suppression of the current interest point under evaluation.
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Figure 4.5: Responses at position (x′, y′) and (x′′, y′′) along the line passing through
(x, y) [20]. Non-maxima suppression retains the value in the central position (x, y),
if it is greater than the values at (x′, y′) and (x′′, y′′).
4.2.3 Imposing local constraints
We select a final set of interest points from the surround suppression responses Cα,σ
(Equation 6.4) by applying non-maxima suppression, similar to Grigorescu et al.’s method
for suppressing gradients [20]. Non-maxima suppression thins the areas in which Cα,σ is
non-zero to one-pixel wide candidate contours as follows: for each position (x, y), the two
responses Cα,σ(x
′, y′) and Cα,σ(x
′′, y′′) in adjacent positions (x′, y′) and (x′′, y′′), which are
intersection points of a line passing through (x, y) with orientation Θσ(x, y) and a square
defined by the diagonal points of an 8-neighborhood, are computed by linear interpolation
(see Figure 4.5). A point is kept, if the response Cα,σ(x, y) is greater than that of the two
adjacent points, i.e., it is a local maximum of the neighborhood. Otherwise its value is set
to zero. Figure 4.6 shows an example of the performance of our inhibitive SIP detector.
As can be seen in Figure 4.6.b some background SIPs might remain in Cα,σ. However,
these static SIPs can be removed by imposing temporal constraints.
4.2.4 Scale adaptive SIPs
Scale selection plays an important role in the detection of spatial interest points. Auto-
matic scale selection can be achieved based on the maximization of normalized deriva-
tives expressed over scale, or by the behavior of entropy or error measures evaluated
over scale [7, 38]. Instead of applying an automatic scale selection, as in [32], we ap-
ply a multi-scale approach [36] and compute suppressed SIPs in five different scales
Sσ = {σ4 ,
σ
2
, σ, 2σ, 4σ}. We follow the idea of scale selection presented by Lindeberg [38]
to keep the best set of SIPs obtained for each scale. The best scales are selected by
maximizing the normalized differential invariant,
κ̃norm = σ
2γ
0 LyLxx. (4.4)
where L = g(·;σ0, τ0)⊗ I, i.e. the image I is convoluted with the Gaussian kernel g; Ly is
the first order y derivative and Lxx is the second order x derivative of L. Lindeberg [38]
report that γ = 7
8
performs well in practice to achieve the maximum value of (κ̃norm)
2 for
spatial interest point detected at multiple scales. After computing the suppressed SIPs
in the scale-space in Sσ, we apply this scale selection procedure based on the normalized
differential invariant (Equation 6.5), and keep the n best SIPs as our final set of suppressed
SIPs.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Performance of our SIP detector with α = 1.5. Detected SIPs (a) before
suppression and (b) after suppression.
4.2.5 Imposing temporal constraints
After obtaining the final set of spatial interest points we impose temporal constraints to
neglect static SIPs. We consider two consecutive frames at a time and remove the common
interest points, since static interest points do not contribute any motion information:
PTα,σ = CTα,σ\{CTα,σ ∩ CT−1α,σ } (4.5)
where CTα,σ is the set of interest points in the T
th frame. To avoid the camera motion
we have used an interest point matching algorithm along with a temporal Gabor filter
response to remove the static interest points (Equation 4.5). The remaining points are
the final set of detected STIPs, which are used to extract local features. The pseudo code
for the full STIP detection is described in Algorithm 1. Parallelization can be adopted for
speed optimization by parallel computation of the for loops in each algorithm (Algorithm
1,3,2,4 and 5).
4.2.6 Local feature descriptors
We use local N -jet features [30] extracted at the detected STIPs. We extract N -jet
features of order-2 in five different temporal scales. Consequently, we end up with a
10-dimensional feature vector,
Fnorm(g(·;σ0, τ0) · I) = {L, σLx, σLy, . . . , τ 2Ltt} (4.6)
at locally adopted scale level (σ0, τ0) for the image sequence I; where g(·;σ0, τ0) is the
Gaussian kernel at spatio-temporal scale (σ0, τ0) and σ0 is identical to the scale of the
STIP detector; L = g(·;σ0, τ0)⊗I, i.e. the image I is convoluted with the Gaussian kernel
g; Lx is the first order x derivative and Lxx is the second order x derivative of L etc.
These features are computed with a fixed spatial scale σ0 but with five different temporal
scales ( τ
4
, τ
2
, τ, 2τ, 4τ). We do not increase the order of N -jet, like Laptev et al. [33], since
the two first levels represent velocity Lxt and acceleration Ltt information, while higher
order spatial or temporal derivatives are sensitive to noise and do not bring significant
additional motion information. The experimental results reported in section 7.5 document
our feature selection by showing state-of-the-art performance.
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Algorithm 1 STIP detection from an image stack.
Require: An image stack (H × W × N): iS;
(contains all the video frames)
Array containing spatial scales: sA;
Alpha: α;
Mask: m;
Ensure: Detected STIPs: stip
1: sip = {}; stip = {};
2: N = size(iS, 3); (Total no. of frames)
3: for i = 1→ N do
4: for j = 1→ size(sA) do
5: sip← sip ∪ {SCD(iS(:, :, i), sA(j), α,m), sA(j)};
6: end for
7: stip← stip ∪ blobDetector(iS(:, :, i), sip);
8: end for
9: stip = temporalConstraint(iS, stip);
10: Return(stip);
Algorithm 2 SCD: Selective STIP detection.
Require: An image (H × W): image;
Spatial scale: σ;
Alpha: α;
Mask: mask;
Ensure: Detected selective spatial interest points: sip
1: cp = harrisCorner(image, σ);
2: cornerPoints = find(cp > 0);
3: cp = cp(cornerPoints);
4: Θ = gradient(image);
5: sip = {};
6: for Each point (x, y, σ) ∈ cornerPoints do
7: 4Θmask = |cos(Θmask −Θmask(x,y))|;
8: t(x, y) = cpmask ⊗4Θmask ;
9: cp(x, y) = H(cp(x,y) − αt(x,y));
10: (x′, y′) = round(line(x, x+ 1, y,Θ(x, y)));
11: (x′′, y′′) = round(line(x, x− 1, y,Θ(x, y)));
12: if (cp(x, y) > cp(x′, y′)) ∧ (cp(x, y) > cp(x′′, y′′)) then
13: sip← sip ∪ (x, y, σ);
14: end if
15: end for
16: Return(sip);
4.3 Vocabulary building and classification
We apply a BoV model to learn the visual vocabularies of the extracted local motion
features. We extend the idea of [39] by introducing pyramid levels in the feature space,
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Algorithm 3 blobDetector: Corner strength detection using Gaussian blob.
Require: An image (H × W): im;
Corner points: corners;
Ensure: Detected selective spatial interest points based on Gaussian blob strength:
cornerPoints
1: cornerPoints = {};
2: for Each point (X, Y, σ) ∈ corners do
3: bS = σ1.75 ∗ Ly,im(X, Y ) ∗ Lxx,im(X, Y );
4: if (bS > τ) then
5: cornerPoints← cornerPoints ∪ (X, Y, σ);
6: end if
7: end for
8: Return(cornerPoints);
Algorithm 4 temporalConstraint: Imposed temporal constraint on the selected spatial
corner points
Require: An image stack (H × W × N): iS;
Spatial corner points: cp;
Ensure: Detected STIPs: stip
1: for i = 1→ H do
2: for j = 1→ W do
3: gabor(i, j, :) = gaborF iler1D(iS(i, j, :));
4: end for
5: end for
6: for i = N → 2 do
7: f1 = iS(:, :, i); f2 = iS(:, :, i− 1);
8: g1 = gabor(:, :, i); g2 = gabor(:, :, i− 1);
9: im1 = iS(:, :, i); im2 = iS(:, :, i− 1);
10: cpf1 ← cpf1\pointMatch(cpf1 , cpf2 , g1, g2, im1, im2);
11: end for
12: Return(cp)
but instead of applying a pyramid at feature level, as in [40], we apply it at STIP level.
This makes the problem of grouping the local features much simpler yet robust, since
our STIPs are detected in a selective and robust manner. Finally, we apply vocabulary
compression, at each pyramid level, to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space (see
Figure 4.7).
4.3.1 Pyramid structure
Let IT be the T
th frame of the image sequence I and P Tα,σ (Equation 4.5) the set of detected
STIPs in this frame. We then quantize this set of STIPs into q levels, S = {s0, s1, . . . , sq−1}
[45]. For each of these levels, the STIPs are divided based on center of mass information.
Accordingly, we group the motion features into different levels of the pyramid. The
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Algorithm 5 pointMatch: Detect the set of matching corner points in two consecutive
frames.
Require: Image frames: im1, im2;
Corner strengths: cp1, cp2;
Gabor strength: g1, g2;
Ensure: Detected matching STIPs: mS
1: mP = {};
2: cornerPoints1 = find(cp1 > 0);
3: cornerPoints2 = find(cp2 > 0);
4: for Each point (x1, y1, σ1) ∈ cornerPoints1 do
5: H = σ1;
6: for Each point (x2, y2, σ2) ∈ cornerPoints2 do
7: similarity = min(cp1(x1,y1),cp2(x2,y2))
min(cp1(x1,y1),cp2(x2,y2))
;
8: W = σ2;
9: if similarity > τsim then
10: a1 = cropRect(im1, x1, y1, H,W );
11: a2 = cropRect(im2, x2, y2, H,W );
12: sC = crossCorrelation(a1, a2);
13: if (sC > τcorr) ∧ (g1(x1, y1) > τgabor) then
14: mP ← mP ∪ (x1, y1, σ1);
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: Return(mS);
structure of our 2-level pyramid is illustrated in Figure 6.7. The horizontal division helps
to capture the distinguishing characteristics of arm and leg-based actions, whereas the
vertical division distinguishes the actions within each of these arm and leg-based action
classes.
4.3.2 Vocabulary compression
After dividing the motion features into the described pyramid levels, we create initial
vocabularies of a relatively large size (about 400 words). To reduce the final feature
dimensionality, we use vocabulary compression, as in [39], but at each level of the pyramid
to achieve a compact yet discriminative visual-word representation of actions.
Let A be a discrete random variable which takes the value of a set of action classes
A = {a1, a2, . . . , an}, and Ws be a random variable which range over the set of video-
words Ws = {w1, w2, . . . , wm} at pyramid level s. Then the information about A captured
by Ws can be expressed by the Mutual Information (MI), I(A,Ws). Now, let Ŵs =
{ŵ1, ŵ2, . . . , ŵk} for k < m, be the compressed video-word cluster of Ws. We can measure
the loss of quality of the resulting compressed vocabulary Ŵs, as the loss of MI:
Q(Ŵs) = I(A,Ws)− I(A, Ŵs) (4.7)
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Figure 4.7: A schematic overview of the vocabulary building module and the associated
data flow pipeline.
Pyramid level 0 Pyramid level 1 
with two divisions
Figure 4.8: Spatial pyramid of level 2.
To find the optimal compression Ŵs we use an Agglomerative Information Bottleneck
(AIB) approach.
4.3.3 AIB compression
AIB [62] iteratively compresses the vocabulary Ws by merging the visual-words wi and
wj which cause the smallest decrease in MI, I(A,Ws). The algorithm can be summarized
as follows:
• Initiate Ŵs ≡ Ws, i.e., by taking each video-word
of Ws as a singleton cluster.
• Pair-wise distance computation: for every {wi, wj} ∈ Ŵs, i < j, the distance dij
(which is a measure of MI) is computed:
dij = (p(wi) + p(wj)) · JSΠ[p(a|wi), p(a|wj)] (4.8)
where JSΠ[p(a|wi), p(a|wj)] is the Jensen-Shannon divergence for a M class distri-
bution, pi(x), each with a prior πi, and is defined as:
JSΠ[p1, p2, . . . , pM ] ≡ H[
M∑
i=1
πipi(x)]−
M∑
i=1
πiH[pi(x)] (4.9)
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where H[p(x)] is Shannon’s entropy:
H[p(x)] = −
∑
x
p(x) log p(x) (4.10)
• Merging: select the pair of video-words {wα, wβ} for which the distance dαβ is
minimum and merge them. Hence, we merge the video-words which result in the
minimum MI loss by optimizing the global criterion in Equation 6.12.
AIB is a greedy algorithm in nature and optimizes the merging of only two word clusters at
every step (local optimization). Hence, it optimizes the global criteria defined in Equation
6.12. We use the described vocabulary compression at each level of the pyramid per class,
and obtain a final class-specific compact pyramid representation of video-words.
We use AIB for the vocabulary compression instead of Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) based dimensionality reduction, since PCA is a linear model, whereas the rela-
tionship among the video words are highly non-linear in nature. Besides, PCA based
dimensionality reduction will work on the first level cluster (k-means) of the bag-of-words
model to reduce the final bag-of-words histogram dimensionality. Hence, it will not take
inter and intra cluster similarities into account. Unlike PCA, the agglomerative informa-
tion bottleneck (AIB) method presented in the article, is non-linear and it yields a set
of compressed clusters from the first level clusters, such that the set of resulting com-
pressed clusters maximally preserves the original information among them. Additionally,
AIB based compression explores the mutual information present among video words and
apply compression based on this information. Hence, in this case, AIB based compression
is analytically more appropriate than PCA.
To empirically support our selection of AIB based compression, we have conducted ex-
periments on the Weizmann dataset using PCA based dimensionality reduction. The
obtained average accuracy is quite low (∼40% in the range of 30%–70% compression)
compared to the recognition rate of AIB (∼99% in the same range of compression), which
documents that AIB is a far better choice.
4.3.4 Action classification
After compression of the video-words at each pyramid level we compute a histograms of
the video-words, using the extracted local motion features, and concatenate them to a
final feature set for SVM learning. We design a class specific χ-square kernel-based SVM,
SVMai(k, h
ai
Wai
) [9], where ai is the i
th action class A, k is the SVM kernel and haiWai
is
the histogram of action class ai, computed using the class-specific video-words Wai . For
a test set aTest we detect its action class:
i∗aTest = argmaxjSVMaj(k, h
aTest
Waj
),∀aj ∈ A (4.11)
We conduct experiments using different SVM kernels, and observe that the χ-square
and intersection kernel are the best perfoming SVM kernels for all the datasets. Hence,
we apply the χ-square kernel for all our experiments on human action recognition in
section 7.5. Table 4.1 shows the average recognition accuracy for the Weizmann dataset
using a number of different SVM kernels.
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Table 4.1: Average recognition accuracy for the Weizmann dataset using different SVM
kernels. We have used a Polynomial kernel of degree 3.
SVM Kernel Recognition rate (%)
χ-square 99.50
Intersection 97.78
Radial basis function 87.77
Polynomial 78.67
Linear 58.89
4.4 Experimental results
4.4.1 Human action datasets
To test our proposed approach for action recognition we conduct a comprehensive set of
experiments using a number of publicly available human action datasets (see Figure 4.1),
which are categorized as follows.
Single actor benchmark
To conduct benchmark testing we choose the two most popular human action datasets:
KTH [59] and Weizmann [19]. Both of these datasets contain single actors and clean
backgrounds. The KTH dataset consists of 6 different actions: walking, jogging, running,
boxing, clapping and waving. These actions are performed in 4 different but well-controlled
environments by 25 different actors, resulting in a total of 600 action instances. The
Weizmann dataset contains 90 videos separated into 10 actions performed by 9 persons.
The actions are: bend, jumping-jacks, jump, jump-in-place, run, gallop-sideways, skip,
walk, one-hand-waving and two-hands-waving.
Single actor with complex background
In this category we choose the CVC action dataset [1] and the CMU action dataset [27].
The CVC dataset consists of 5 actors performing 7 actions: walking, jogging, running
(with horizontal and vertical two-way paths), hand-waving, two-hands-waving, jump-in-
place and bending. The dataset is rated “semi-complex” and is interesting, since it has
a textured background. The CMU dataset is composed of 48 video sequences of five ac-
tion classes: jumping-jacks, pick-up, push-button, one-hand-waving and two-hands-waving.
The test data contains 110 videos (events) which are down-scaled to 160 × 120 in reso-
lution. This dataset has been recorded by a hand-held camera with moving people and
vehicles in the background, and is known to be very challenging.
Movie and YouTube video clips
To evaluate our approach in different challenging stettings, we conduct experiments on
movie and YouTube video clips. Concretely, we use the Hollywood 2 human actions and
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scenes dataset [45] and the YouTube action dataset [39]. The Hollywood 2 dataset is
composed of video clips extracted from 69 Hollywood movies, and contains 12 classes
of human actions: AnswerPhone, DriveCar, Eat, FightPerson, GetOutCar, HandShake,
HugPerson, Kiss, Run, SitDown, SitUp and StandUp. In total, there are 1707 action
samples divided into a training set (823 sequences) and a test set (884 sequences), where
train and test sequences are obtained from different movies. The dataset intends to pro-
vide a comprehensive benchmark for human action recognition in realistic and challenging
settings. The YouTube dataset is a collection of 1168 complex and challenging YouTube
videos of 11 human actions categories: basketball shooting, volleyball spiking, trampoline
jumping, soccer juggling, horseback riding, cycling, diving, swinging, golf swinging, tennis
swinging and walking (with a dog). The dataset has the following properties: a mix of
steady cameras and shaky cameras, cluttered background, low resolution, and variation
in object scale, viewpoint and illumination. The first four actions are easily confused with
jumping, the next two may have similar camera motion, and all the swing actions share
some common motions. Some actions are also performed with objects such as a horse,
bike or dog.
Multiple actors with complex background
We use two multiple actor datasets: the Microsoft research action dataset I (MSR I) [78]
and the Multi-KTH dataset [67]. MSR I consists of 16 video sequences and a total of 63
actions: 14 hand-clapping, 24 hand-waving and 25 boxing, performed by 10 subjects. The
sequences contain multiple types of action recorded in indoor and outdoor scenes with
cluttered and moving backgrounds. Some sequences contain multiple actions performed
by different people. Each video is of low resolution 320 × 240 with a frame rate of 15
frames per second, and their lengths are between 32 to 76 seconds. The Multi-KTH
dataset is a more challenging version of the KTH dataset. It contains 5 (except running)
of the 6 KTH-actions, which have been recorded by a hand-held camera, with multiple
simultaneous actors, a significant amount of camera motion, scale changes and a more
realistic cluttered background.
4.4.2 Automatic action annotation for Multi-KTH
Detected STIPs STIP Clustering Automatic Action 
Annotation
Figure 4.9: A schematic overview of the spatio-temporal clustering module and the
associated data flow pipeline.
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Figure 4.10: Plots of the detected STIPs for the Multi-KTH dataset, and detection
of linear patterns in the XT-space. (a) k-means clustered STIPs in the 3D spatio-
temporal XYT-space and (b) ungrouped STIPs in the 2D spatio-temporal XT-space;
(c) line segments in XT-space caused by actions like walking, jogging or running;
(d) candidates with high responses in the Hough space; (e) detected line segment
using the Hough transfrom and (f) blobs obtained by morphological operations.
When multiple actors appear simultaneously in a scene, it is necessary to group the de-
tected STIPs into actor-specific clusters. An excellent example is the Multi-KTH dataset,
where five actors are present in the scene. Based on this dataset we introduce a spatio-
temporal clustering technique for actor-specific STIP grouping and evaluate its perfor-
mance in section 4.4.8. This spatio-temporal clustering is only a part of Multi-KTH
dataset for automatic annotation.
Actor-specific STIP clustering
The actions present in the Multi-KTH dataset can be divided into two main groups: the
actions with moving actors, like walking and jogging, and the actions with static actors,
like boxing, waving and clapping. These two different nature of actions can be analyzed in
the 2D spatio-temporal XT-space (see Figure 4.10.b). The actor-specific STIP clustering
exploits the 2D spatio-temporal XT-space and consist of two main steps:
1. detection of lines in the XT-space and cluster STIPs accordingly,
2. after the first set of STIP clusters have been estimated, the associated STIPs are
excluded and the resulting subset is clustered using morphological operations and a
spatio-temporal distance measurement.
The surround suppression effect of our STIP detector, resulting in a low detection rate
of unwanted background STIPs, facilitates STIP clustering in the XT-space. This will
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Figure 4.11: Actor-specific STIP clustering in the XT-space.
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Figure 4.12: Automatic annotation of STIPs detected for multiple simultaneously actors
for a number of frames from the Multi KTH dataset.
simply not be possible with a high number of background STIPs. Figure 4.9 illustrates
the concept of the spatio-temporal clustering.
The spatio-temporal XT-space
A plot of the detected STIPs in 3D spatio-temporal XYT-space for the Multi-KTH se-
quence is shown in Figure 4.10.a. As can be seen, actor-specific clustering of the STIPs is
non-trivial due to camera motion and occlusions. Hence, successful clustering cannot be
accomplished by commonly used methods, e.g., k-means or Mean Shift clustering. Instead,
we project the 3D spatio-temporal STIPs onto a 2D spatio-temporal XT-space, as shown
in Figure 4.10.b, which reveals some interesting and useful patterns. The XT-space can
be seen as the top-down view of the 3D spatio-temporal XYT-space (Figure 4.10.a), with
the horizontal and vertical axes representing the X-position and the time T, respectively.
Hence, the T-axis demonstrates the evolution of STIPs in time.
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Table 4.2: STIP detection ratios (%): the number of STIPs detected on the actors
with respect to the total number of detected STIPs, estimated for the MSR I and
Multi-KTH datasets using our approach and state-of-the-art methods.
Method MSR I Multi-KTH
Our approach 76.21 90.34
Laptev el al. [34] 18.73 48.16
Dollár et al. [11] 21.36 16.03
Willems et al. [71] 24.02 20.24
Detection of lines in XT-space
Actions like walking, jogging or running create lines in the XT-space. Hence, we detect
line segments in XT-space to cluster STIPs detected for the actors. This is valid, since
actors with a certain target destination move in a linear pattern for those actions. Hough
transform [13] is applied for the detection of these linear patterns (i.e., line segments)
and the candidates with high response in the Hough Space are kept. Furthermore, a
post candidate approval is applied based on the slope of the lines. Figure 4.10 shows
this process and the intermediate results. As can been seen, the erroneously detected
(magenta colored) line can be discarded according to its steep slope. Furthermore, Line
segments for the crossing actors are detected but due to a high amount of camera motion,
it is not possible to detect good candidates for the other actors performing upper body
acations, like boxing, clapping and waving.
STIP clustering in XT-space
We use the detected lines to cluster the STIPs by applying a point-line distance measure
d(x, t), and threshold according to a maximum distance dmax for each line segment:
d(x, t) =
|(p− q1)× (p− q2)|
|q2 − q1|
< dmax (4.12)
where p is the current STIP under evaluation, and q1 and q2 are two points lying on
a detected line. The maximum distance dmax is set according to the size of the actors
appearing in the dataset. After clustering the first set of STIPs, we exclude them and
use the remaining STIPs for further clustering. We merge the new subset of STIPs by
morphological operations (see Figure 4.10.f) and use the resulting blobs to cluster the
STIPs, by considering the spatio-temporal distance between a STIP and the contours.
Figure 4.11 shows the resulting actor-specific STIP clustering in the XT-space, and in
figure 4.12 the grouped STIPs are superimposed on a number of frames from the Multi-
KTH dataset.
4.4.3 Evaluation of STIP detector
We evaluate our STIP detector by estimating a score for the number of detected STIPs
for the actors in comparison to those detected in the background. Cao et al. [8] have
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recently reported that of all the STIPs detected by Laptev’s STIP detector [34], only
18.73% correspond to the three actions performed by the actors in the MSR I, while the
rest of the STIPs (81.27%) belong to the background. Ground truth bounding boxes
are used to determine if a STIP belongs to an action instance. We evaluate our STIP
detector on MSR I in a similar way, and detect 76.21% STIPs for the actors. We observe
that our detector tends to detect more points in the background, when applied to the
sequences of MSR I with several moving people in the background. Our STIP detector
is designed to detect interest point for people, hence it will also consider moving people
in the background as candidates. We also conduct this experiment for the Multi-KTH
dataset by manually annotating ground truth bounding boxes, and find that 89.35%
STIPs belong to the actors (see Figure 4.4). This is consistent with the concept of our
STIP detector, and documents the effectiveness of our incorporated surround suppression
followed up by imposing local and temporal constraints. Table 4.2 shows STIP detection
ratios of the state-of-the-art methods, and clearly documents the superior performance of
our STIP detector.
The time complexity of our STIP computation highly depends on the size of the input
video. For a video of size (160 × 120 × 550), the STIP computation, executed on a
standard dual core Desktop PC (Intel(R) Core(TM)2 CPU 6400@2.13 GHz 6 GB RAM)
using MATLAB R2010, takes approximately 10 min.
Figure 4.13 shows the perfomance of the STIP detector in complex scenarios. Despite
of the camera movement, the STIP detector performs well (Figure 4.13(a) and (b)).
However, in some cases, due to the combination of complex backgorund, low resolution
and large background motion, the STIP detector loses focus and detects a larger number
of background STIPs (Figure 4.13(c)) or an insufficient number of actor STIPs (Figure
4.13(d)).
4.4.4 Vocabulary building
The purpose of this experiment is to reveal the optimal initial vocabulary size and com-
pression rate for our vocabulary building strategy. We divide each dataset into 50%
training, 20% validation and 30% testing partitions. The final training of the SVMs uses
both the training and validation sets. The recognition rates are computed by averaging
over 50 random instances of these sets. We conduct experiments using a similar vocab-
ulary size range as Liu et al. [39], with an initial vocabulary size of 50 video-words and
incrementing it up to 400. We weight the initial vocabulary size according to the pyra-
mid level using a weight factor 2−s, where s is the pyramid level. The vocabulary size is
weighted to avoid the empty/singleton cluster creation in finer levels of the pyramid. We
reduce the dimensionality of the final feature vectors for the SVM classifiers by applying
vocabulary compression at each pyramid level. To choose the optimal vocabulary size and
compression rate, we vary the initial vocabulary size range [50–400] with an increment of
20, and for each of these vocabularies we vary the compression rate from 0% to 95% with
an increment of 5%. Figure 4.14.a shows the resulting 3D plot of the recognition rate as
a function of the initial vocabulary size and the compression rate, for the KTH dataset.
The maximum recognition rate indicates the optimal vocabulary size and compression
rate. We observe that the best result is obtained at a compression rate upto 65%, and
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Figure 4.13: Performance of the STIP detector in sequences with complex scenarios.
Successful STIP detection is shown for frames of the (a) YouTube and (b) Hollywood
2 dataset, respectively. Additionally, the failure frames of (c) YouTube and (d)
Hollywood 2 are also shown. In (a) and (b) our STIP detector successfully handles
camera motion and the STIPs are detected only in the motion of interest. On the
contrary, in the frames of (c) and (d), due to high background motion and difference
in scene resolution the STIP detector loses the focus on the motion of the human
actors.
the performance starts to degrade rapidly above 80%. In Figure 4.14.b the recognition
rate, as a function of the initial vocabulary size for the three other single actor datasets:
CMU, CVC and Weizmann, is shown. We obtain approximately 100% recognition rate in
the initial vocabulary size range [230–300] for the Weizmann, CMU and CVC datasets,
which is similar to the the middle peak in Figure 4.14.a for KTH.
4.4.5 Benchmark testing
We use the KTH and Weizmann datasets for benchmark testing, and achieve an accuracy
of 96.35% for KTH and 99.50% for Weizmann. Table 4.3 shows a comparison of the
recognition rates of our approach and several other state-of-the-art methods for these two
datasets. It should be noted that we achieve state-of-the-art recognition rate for KTH.
We obtained this recognition with an initial vocabulary size of 350 and a 60% compression
rate. The main reasons for this improvement are the selective STIP detection and the
spatial pyramids, which capture the local characteristics of actions, and thereby reduce
interclass confusion. The accuracy for Weizmann is approximately 100%, which is com-
parable to the state-of-the-art. Lin et al. [37] report a clear 100% recognition rate for
Weizmann. However, this work applies a template matching technique, using holistic fea-
tures extracted from global boundary box-based interest regions. Furthermore, it requires
background subtraction and target tracking. In contrast, our approach uses local features
and does not require any preprocessing. Since, Weizmann is a simple datasets without
any further challenges, it favors global and holistic methods. In contrast, our approach
is applicable for all types of scenes, including very challenging scenes of high complexity,
which we will validate in the following.
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Table 4.3: State-of-the-art recognition accuracies (%) for the KTH, Weizmann and
YouTube datasets. *Liu et al. [41] test on 8 out of the 11 YouTube actions.
Method KTH Weiz. YouTube
Our approach 96.35 99.50 86.98
Lui et al. [43] 96.00 - -
Yu et al. [77] 95.67 - -
Kim et al. [28] 95.33 - -
Wu et al. [73] 95.10 98.90 -
Cao et al. [8] 95.02 - -
Kaâniche et al. [26] 94.67 - -
Kovashka et al. [31] 94.53 - -
Gilbert et al. [17] 94.50 - -
Sadek et al. [55] 94.30 - -
Liu & Shah [40] 94.16 - -
Sun et al. [64] 94.00 97.80 -
Saghafi et al. [56] 93.94 - -
Shao et al. [61] 93.89 - -
Liu et al. [39] 93.80 - 71.20
Uemura et al. [67] 93.70 - -
Lin et al. [37] 93.43 100.00 -
Yuan et al. [78] 93.30 - -
Liu et al. [41] 92.30 - 76.10*
Yao et al. [76] 93.00 92.20 -
Schindler et al. [57] 92.70 100.00 -
Laptev et al. [33] 91.80 - -
Jhuang et al. [24] 91.70 98.80 -
kläser et al. [29] 91.40 84.30 -
Yang et al. [75] 87.30 99.40 -
Wong et al. [72] 86.62 - -
Willems et al. [71] 84.26 - -
Niebles et al. [50] 81.50 - -
Dollár et al. [11] 81.17 - -
Schüldt et al. [59] 71.72 - -
Gorelick et al. [19] - 99.64 -
Thurau et al. [65] - 94.40 -
Ali et al. [2] - 92.60 -
bregonzio et al. [6] - - 64.00
We analyze the error-frames of the 0.50% videos of the Weizmann dataset, which are miss-
classified. Similarly, we analyze the miss-classified frames from the confusion matrix for
KTH. Figure 4.15 shows some example error-frames. Due to low resolution only a limited
number of STIPs are detected for the important body parts (arms and legs), which are
taking major part in actions like boxing and running. In these few cases this results in
miss-classification.
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Figure 4.14: Revealing the influence of the vocabulary size and compression on the
average action recognition rates. (a) A 3D Plot of the recognition rate, as a function
of the initial vocabulary size and the compression rate, for the KTH dataset. (b)
Recognition rates, as a function of the initial vocabulary size, for the three single
actor datasets: CMU, CVC and Weizmann. The compression rate is fixed to 65%,
i.e., 35% of the initial vocabulary size is used.
(a) KTH boxing (b) KTH running (c) KTH waving (d) Weiz. skip (e) Weiz. walking
Figure 4.15: Error-frames of the videos that are miss-classified for the KTH and Weiz-
mann datasets. The first three frames depict miss-classified boxing, running and
waving actions from the KTH dataset, respectively. The last two error-frames are
skip and walking actions from the Weizmann dataset. These frames show cases
which result in miss-classification. Due to low resolution only a limited number of
STIPs are detected for the important body parts (arms and legs), which are taking
major part in these actions.
4.4.6 Evaluation on complex scene
The main objective of this evaluation is to test the capability of our method to handle
background clutter. For this purpose we choose the CMU action dataset and the CVC
Action dataset with textured background. Despite the presence of strong background
texture and clutter, we achieve a 100.0% accuracy rate for CVC and 99.42% for CMU
(see Table 4.5). The high performance for both of these dataset is consistence with the
theoretical foundation of our proposed STIP detector. The detector’s selective behav-
ior, achieved by incorporating surround suppression and imposing local and temporal
constraints, results in robustness to background texture and clutter.
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Table 4.4: The average precision (%) and mean average precision (MAP) for the actions
of Hollywood 2, using our approach in comparison to the state-of-the-art.
Action Marszalek [45] Han [21] Wang [69] Gilbert [17] Ullah [68] Our
AnswerPhone 13.10 15.57 - 40.20 26.30 41.60
DriveCar 81.00 87.01 - 75.00 86.50 88.49
Eat 30.60 50.93 - 51.50 59.20 56.50
FightPerson 62.50 73.08 - 77.10 76.20 78.20
GetOutCar 8.60 27.19 - 45.60 45.70 47.37
HandShake 19.10 17.17 - 28.90 49.70 52.50
HugPerson 17.00 27.22 - 49.40 45.40 50.30
Kiss 57.60 42.91 - 56.60 59.00 57.35
Run 55.50 66.94 - 47.50 72.00 76.73
SitDown 30.00 41.61 - 62.00 62.40 62.50
SitUp 17.80 7.19 - 26.80 27.50 30.00
StandUp 33.50 48.61 - 50.70 58.80 60.00
MAP 35.50 42.12 47.70 50.90 55.70 58.46
Table 4.5: Recognition accuracies (%) for cross-data evaluation trained on KTH and
tested on other datasets: Weizmann, CVC, CMU, MSR I and Multi-KTH. The first
row presents results when training and testing on the same dataset for Weizmann,
CVC and CMU.
Method Weizmann CVC CMU MSR I Multi-KTH
Our approach (÷ cross-data) 99.50 100.00 99.42 - -
Our approach 100.0 96.95 91.94 84.77 98.40
Yuan et al. [78] - - 70.00 - -
Cao et al. [8] - - - 60.00 -
Gilbert et al. [18] - - - - 75.20
Gilbert et al. [17] - - - - 68.80
Uemura et al. [67] - - - - 65.40
4.4.7 Action recognition in movie and YouTube video clips
Next, we conduct experiments on movie and YouTube video clips, using the YouTube
and Hollywood 2 action datasets. We achieve 99.13% recognition rate for the YouTube
actions. Table 4.3 shows the comparison with other state-of-the-art method for this
dataset. Our approach is far superior compared to the other reported methods, due to
our STIP detector’s capability to handle complex and challenging scenes with camera
motion, cluttered background, and variation in scale, viewpoint and illumination.
For the Hollywood 2 dataset, the performance is evaluated as suggested in [45], i.e., by
computing the average precision (AP) for each of the action classes and reporting the mean
AP over all classes (MAP). Table 4.4 shows the AP for the actions in comparison to other
state-of-the-art methods. The Hollywood 2 dataset contains very complex scenes from
movies with no ground truth information available, and moreover the different instances
of an action are sometimes viewed from different camera angles.
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Notes: “Answerphone and Handshake are quite small, and therefore need a very complex
set of compound features in order to classify the action over the background noise. In
contrast, FightPerson and DriveCar use more global contextual features and therefore
they work with lower level features.”
4.4.8 Cross-data experiments
We perform exhaustive cross-data evaluation to test our proposed method in more realistic
scenarios and use the KTH and Weizmann datasets for training data. We observe that
the Weizmann dataset is not appropriate for training, and results in a poor 40% and 45%
recognition rate for CVC and CMU, respectively. This is due to inadequate training data
since Weizmann contains a very limited number of action instances per category compared
to KTH. Table 4.5 shows the accuracy rates obtained using KTH as training. These cross-
data results validate that our approach is applicable for more practical scenarios, where
training and test data are coming from different sources.
The KTH dataset has only one common action, two-hands-waving, with the CMU action
dataset. We use the KTH running sequence as negative data and obtain a 91.94% recog-
nition rate. It is noticeable, that the accuracy is actually higher for Weizmann (100%)
and CMU (99.42%), than when training and testing on the same dataset, due to the suf-
ficient action instances for training. Additionally, for CMU we only recognize one action,
two-hands-waving, compared to five actions when both training and testing on CMU.
On the contrary, the accuracy decreases by 3% for CVC, due to its lower inter-dataset
correlation with KTH. For the Multi-KTH dataset we manually annotate the action la-
bels as ground truth, using bounding boxes, and obtain 98.40% accuracy. We perform
another test using our automatic action annotation described in section 4.4.2, and obtain
a 94.20% recognition rate, which is comparable to the results of the manual annotation.
For the MSR I dataset we achieve 84.77% accuracy. The difficult part of MSR I is that
some sequences contain moving people in the background depicted by the bounding box
of the agent performing the action, which result in unwanted STIP in the background,
and thereby a lower recognition rate compared to the other datasets. In conclusion, these
results outperform the state-of-the-art significantly (see Table 4.5) and hereby validate
the robustness of our method in more realistic action recognition scenarios. Although
these datasets are very complex and contain several practical challenges: cluttered and
moving backgrounds (including people and vehicles), camera motion and multiple actors,
our approach performs robustly.
4.5 Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a novel approach for human action recognition in com-
plex scenes. Our approach is based on selective STIPs which are detected by suppressing
background SIPs and imposing local and temporal constraints, resulting in more robust
STIPs for actors and less unwanted background STIPs. We apply a BoV model of lo-
cal N-jet descriptors extracted at the detected STIPs and introduce a novel vocabulary
building strategy by combining a spatial pyramid and vocabulary compression. Action
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class-specific SVM classifiers are trained to finally identify human actions.
The strong aspect of our proposed STIP detection method is, it can detect dense STIPs
at the motion region without affected by the complex background. This is an important
property to detect actions in complex scenarios. Regarding the weak aspect, our method
suffers in the presence of other motion (presence of multiple actors) together with the
region of action. In this scenario we detect several STIPs from different motion region
results in poor classification.
In the current system, we use greedy approach for vocabulary compression. Sometimes,
the time complexity is higher with this approach. A non-greedy method for vocabulary
compression might be an interesting inclusion for the future work. Our automatic action
annotation using STIP clustering works well for the multi-KTH dataset, yet it is not
generalized for other multi-actor action datasets. The automatic action annotation for
multi-actor datasets is a very difficult and challenging task. We could include more com-
plex shape matching algorithm along with a human model in the XT-space to minimize
the overlap in the STIP clusters of the moving and non-moving actors.
We have reported superior action recognition results in comparison to the state-of-the-
art, when testing on benchmark datasets of simple scenes (96.35% accuracy for KTH and
99.50% for Weizmann), and similar performance for complex scenes (CVC and CMU).
Additionally, we have shown state-of-the-art performance and proven the applicability of
our approach for action recognition in movie and YouTube video clips by significantly
outperforming other methods evaluated on the YouTube action dataset, and showing the
highest mean average precision for the Hollywood 2 dataset. A comprehensive cross-data
evaluation has been performed by separating the training (KTH) and test datasets (CVC,
CMU, MSR I and Multi-KTH). To our best knowledge we are the first to report exhaustive
cross-data evaluation. Compared to state-of-the-art we have reported superior results by
raising the recognition rates from approximately 60–75% to 85–100%.
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Chapter 5
A Survey on Multi-View Human
Action Recognition
This chapter consists of the paper ”Human 3D Body Modeling, Pose Estimation and
Activity Recognition from Multi-View Videos: Comparative Explorations of Recent De-
velopments” [A]. The paper presents a review and comparative study of recent research on
multi-view human 3D body modeling, pose estimation and activity recognition. The work
has been conducted in collaboration with Prof. Mohan Trivedi and Cuong Tran from The
Computer Vision and Robotic Research Laboratory (CVRR), University of California,
San Diego (UCSD), who have high expertice in 3D body modelling and pose estimation.
Reference [B] describes intermediate work resulting in the final outcome in [A].
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Human 3D Body Modeling, Pose Estimation and Activity
Recognition from Multi-View Videos: Comparative Explorations
of Recent Developments
M.B. Holte, C. Tran, M.M. Trivedi and T.B. Moeslund
Abstract
This paper presents a review and comparative study of recent multi-
view approaches for human 3D body modeling, pose estimation and
activity recognition. We discuss the application domain of human
body modeling, pose estimation and activity recognition and the
associated requirements, covering: advanced Human-Computer In-
teraction (HCI), assisted living, gesture-based interactive games,
intelligent driver assistance systems, movies, 3D TV and animation,
physical therapy, autonomous mental development, smart environ-
ments, sport motion analysis, video surveillance and Video anno-
tation. Next, we review and categorize recent approaches which
have been proposed to comply with these requirements. We report
a comparison of the most promising methods for multi-view hu-
man action recognition using two publicly available datasets: the
INRIA Xmas Motion Acquisition Sequences (IXMAS) Multi-View
Human Action Dataset and the i3DPost Multi-View Human Ac-
tion and Interaction Dataset. To compare the proposed methods,
we give a qualitative assessment of methods which cannot be com-
pared quantitatively, and analyze some prominent 3D pose esti-
mation techniques for application, where not only the performed
action needs to be identified but a more detailed description of the
body pose and joint configuration. Finally, we discuss some of the
shortcomings of multi-view camera setups and outline our thoughts
on future directions of 3D body pose estimation and human action
recognition.
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Figure 5.1: The application domain of human body modeling, pose estimation and
activity recognition.
5.1 Introduction
“Looking at People” is a promising field within computer vision with many applications.
Most rely on pose estimation (which again rely on human body modeling) and recognition.
It is therefore interesting to get an overview of recent progress in these fields including
how the different methods compare. In recent years a wide range of applications using
3D human body modeling, pose estimation and activity recognition has been introduced.
Among those, several key applications are illustrated in Fig. 5.1 including:
• Advanced Human-Computer Interaction (HCI): Beyond traditional medium like
computer mouse and keyboard, it is desirable to develop better, more natural inter-
faces between intelligent systems and human in which understanding visual human
gesture is an important channel. A few examples are using hand movement to con-
trol the presentation slides [48] or recognizing manufacturing steps to help workers
to learn and improve their skills [69].
• Assisted living: Pose estimation and activity recognition can also be applied in
assisting handicapped people, elderly people, as well as normal people. For example
a system to detect when a person falls [72] or a robot controlled by blinking [4].
• Gesture-based interactive games: In which the player use non-intrusive body move-
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ment to interact with the games. For example an Interactive Balloon Game [86] or
the well-known Microsoft Kinect Xbox [73].
• Intelligent driver assistance systems: Looking at driver is a key part required in a
holistic approach for intelligent driver assistance systems [89]. Examples of driver as-
sistance systems using posture and behavior analysis are: Monitoring driver aware-
ness based on head pose tracking [61], combining driver head pose and hands track-
ing for distraction alert [85], modeling driver foot behavior to mitigate pedal mis-
applications [82], developing smart airbag system based on sitting posture analysis
[90], or predicting driver turn intent [14].
• Movies, 3D TV and animation: Human motion capture is also applied extensively
in movies, 3D TV and animation. For example in the Avatar movie, in a digital
dance lesson [26] or for recording and representation of data for 3D TV [3].
• Physical therapy: Modern biomechanics and physical therapy applications require
the accurate capture of normal and pathological human movement without the ar-
tifacts of intrusive marker-based motion capture systems. Therefore marker-less
posture estimation and gesture analysis approaches were also developed to be ap-
plied in this area [70, 58]
• Autonomous mental development: Study the development of human mental capa-
bilities by observing its real-time interactions with the environment using its own
sensors and effectors, e.g. study the cognitive development and learning process
of young children [11]. Instead of manually observing the data for analysis, such
studies can utilize the recent advances in pose estimation and activity analysis to
automate the process and enable analysis in a larger scale.
• Smart environments: In which humans and environment collaborate. Smart envi-
ronments need to extract and maintain an awareness of a wide range of events and
human activities occurring in these spaces [91]. For example, monitoring the focus
of attention and interaction of participants in a meeting room [59, 95].
• Sport motion analysis: Several sports like golf, ballet, or skating require accurate
body posture and movement therefore posture estimation and gesture analysis could
be applied to this area for analyzing performance and training.
• Video surveillance: Video surveillance is used in many places such as critical infras-
tructure, public transportation, office buildings, parking lots, and homes. However
manually monitoring these cameras is becoming a hazard. Therefore approaches for
automatic video surveillance including outdoor human activity analysis, e.g. [63, 93]
will be needed.
• Video annotation: With the development of hardware technology, a very large
amount of video data can be easily saved. Among those, there are lots of human re-
lated videos such as surveillance videos, sport videos, or movies. Instead of manually
scanning through those large video database to get the needed information, human
motion analysis can be used to annotate those video, e.g. approaches to annotate
video of a soccer game [6] or in more general for outdoor sports broadcasts [44].
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Many approaches have been proposed to comply with the requirements of these appli-
cations, and based on different kinds of sensor systems for data acquisition: marker-
based systems, laser-range scanners [100], structured light [24], Time-of-Flight (ToF) sen-
sors [46, 80], the Microsoft Kinect sensor [73] and multi-camera systems [27]. Table 5.1
gives an overview of the application domain of human body modeling and motion analysis
and the associated requirements. As can be seen, the requirements vary significantly de-
pending on the desired application. This results in the need of approaches, which e.g. can
operate on different abstraction levels, in uncontrolled environments, with high precision,
in critical real-time and for large database search.
A number of surveys has been published during the last decade reviewing approaches for
human motion capture, body modeling, pose estimation and activity recognition in more
general [39, 56, 57, 67, 68, 99, 100]. This paper differs from these, in the sense that it
focus exclusively on recent work on multi-view human body modeling, pose estimation
and action recognition, both based on 2D multi-view data and reconstructed 3D data,
acquired with standard cameras. Multi-view camera systems have the advantage that
they enable full 3D reconstruction of the human body, and to some extent handles self-
occlusion. In contrast single 3D imaging devices, like ToF sensors and Kinect, will only
acquire 3D surface structure visible from that single viewpoint. We give a more detailed
description and comparison of some prominent and diverse 3D pose estimation techniques,
which represent the contributions to this field well. Additionally, we present a quantitative
comparison of several promising multi-view human action recognition approaches using
two publicly available datasets: the INRIA Xmas Motion Acquisition Sequences (IXMAS)
Multi-View Human Action Dataset [96] and the i3DPost Multi-View Human Action and
Interaction Dataset [27].
5.1.1 Human Body Modeling and Pose Estimation
Vision-based pose estimation and tracking of articulated human body is the problem of
estimating kinematic parameters of the body model (such as joints position and joints
angle) from a static image or a video sequence. Typically, the shape and dimension of
body parts are assumed fixed and the interdependence between body parts are only the
kinematic constraints at body joints. Related research studies in this area include body
pose estimation, hand pose estimation and head pose estimation. Among those, the most
extensive subfield is body pose estimation, which refers to the articulated body model
normally with torso, head, and 4 limbs but without details of hand, foot, or facial varia-
tion. Several important applications explicitly required detailed 3D posture information
including movies and 3D animation, sport motion analysis, physical therapy, as well as
some application in advanced HCI or smart environments (e.g. robot controls or appli-
cations using pointing gesture). Moreover, the output 3D pose information is also a rich
and view-invariant representation for action recognition [68]. Developing an efficient and
robust body pose estimation system however is a challenging task. One major reason is
the very high dimensionality of the pose configuration space, e.g. in [13], 19 DoF (Degree
of Freedom) are used for the body model and 27 DoF are used for the hand model. As
concluded in [75], although human tracking is considered mostly solved in constrained
situations, i.e. has large number of calibrated camera (> 10), people wear tight clothes,
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram of a generic human body pose estimation system. Dash line
means that the underlying kinematic model can be used or not. Gray boxes show
the focus of this paper, which are model based methods using voxel data and aim
to extract full 3D posture.
and the environment is static, there are still remaining key challenges including track-
ing with fewer cameras (< 4), dealing with complex environments, variations in object
appearance (e.g. general clothes, hair, etc.), automatically adapting to different body
shapes, and automatically recovering from failure.
Some surveys of several techniques for human body pose modeling and tracking can
be found in [56, 57, 67, 100], each with different focus and taxonomy. Werghi [100]
provided a general overview of both 3D human body scanner technologies and approaches
dealing with such scanned data, which focus on one or more of the following topics:
body landmark detection, segmentation of body scanned data, body modeling and body
tracking. Poppe [67] survey on pose estimation techniques, in which they mentioned
the division into 2D approaches and 3D approaches, depends on the goal to achieve 2D
pose or 3D pose representation; The division into model-based approaches and model-free
approaches, depends on whether a priori kinematic body model is employed. Moeslund et
al. [56] split the pose estimation process into initialization, tracking, pose estimation, and
recognition. In [57], they also provided an updated review of advances in human motion
capture for the period from 2000 to 2006. We see that it is not easy to have a unified
taxonomy for the broad area of human body modeling and tracking. Quite similar to [56],
we categorize related research studies based on the common components in a generic body
pose estimation system. As shown in Fig. 5.2, we first need a component to extract useful
features from the input vision data, and then a procedure to infer body pose from extracted
features. In this paper, we focus on representative model-based approaches using multi-
view video input and aim to extract real 3D posture. In comparison to monocular view,
multi-view data can help to reduce the self occlusion issue and provide more information
to make the pose estimation task easier as well as to improve the accuracy. The underlying
kinematic body model in model-based approaches can help to improve the accuracy and
robustness although it also raises the issue of model initialization and re-initialization.
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Figure 5.3: Common steps in model-based methods for articulated human body pose
estimation using multi-view input. Dashed boxes mean that some methods mayor
may not have all of these steps.
5.1.2 Human Action Recognition
While 2D human action recognition has received high interest during the last decade,
3D human action recognition is still a less explored field. Relatively few authors have so
far reported work on 3D human action recognition [39, 57, 68, 99]. Human actions are
performed in real 3D environments, however, traditional cameras only capture the 2D
projection of the scene. Vision-based analysis of 2D activities carried out in the image
plane will therefore only be a projection of the actual actions. As a result, the projection
of the actions will depend on the viewpoint, and not contain full information about the
performed activities. To overcome this shortcoming the use of 3D representations of
reconstructed 3D data has been introduced through the use of two or more cameras [1,
27, 37, 74, 96]. In this way the surface structure or a 3D volume of the person can be
reconstructed, e.g., by Shape-from-Silhouette (SfS) techniques [79], and thereby a more
descriptive representation for action recognition can be established.
The use of 3D data allows for efficient analysis of 3D human activities. However, we are
still faced with the problem that the orientation of the subject in the 3D space should
be known. Therefore, approaches have been proposed without this assumption by intro-
ducing view-invariant or view-independent representations. Another strategy which has
been explored is the application of multiple views of a scene to improve recognition by
extracting features from different 2D image views or to achieve view-invariance.
The ultimate goal is to be able to perform reliable action recognition applicable for,
e.g., video annotation, advanced human computer interaction, video surveillance, driver
assistance, automatic activity analysis and behavior understanding. We contribute to
this field by providing a review and comparative study of recent research on 2D and 3D
human action recognition for multi-view camera systems (see Table 5.5 and 5.6), to give
people interested in the field an easy overview of the proposed approaches, and an idea
of the performance and direction of the research.
Methods for 3D human action recognition can either be model-free or model-based. Mostly
a model-free strategy is applied, which have the advantage that it can use a wide range
of image, static shape/pose, motion or statistical features, and does not depend on a
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Figure 5.4: Prominent 3D human body model and human motion representations [13,
32, 55, 81, 96].
predefined human body model. However, the approaches usually do not capture any
information about the 3D human body pose, joint positions etc. This limits it’s usability
to a specific set of applications, where the exact pose and joint configuration of the body
parts are not explicitly required (see Fig 5.1 and Table 5.1). Whereas, the model-based
methods, which requires a human body model and is usually applied in conjunction with
human body modeling and pose estimation, allows for description of the exact pose of the
respective body parts. This opens up for another set of applications.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 5.2 is a review of selected recent
model-based methods for human body pose estimation using multi-view data. Section 5.3
gives a review of 2D and 3D approaches for human action recognition, followed up by a
description of multi-view dataset and a quantitative comparison of promising methods.
Finally in Section 5.4, we present a discussion and directions of future work.
5.2 3D Human Body Modeling and Pose Estimation
As mentioned earlier in Section 5.1.1, in this paper we focus on model-based approaches
using multi-view video input and aim to extract real 3D posture. Figure 5.3 shows common
steps in model-based approaches for human pose estimation using multi-view input includ-
ing: camera calibration/data capture, voxel reconstruction, initialization/segmentation
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(segment voxel data into different body parts), modeling/estimation (estimating pose us-
ing the current frame only), and tracking (use temporal information from the previous
frames in estimating body pose in the current frame). In each step, different methods
may have different choices of approaches: There are methods using 3D features (e.g.
voxel data) reconstructed from multiple views while others may still use 2D features (e.g.
silhouette, contour) extracted from each view. They may have manual or automatic ini-
tialization step. Some methods may not have tracking step. Some methods are for a
generic purpose while others are application specific for efficiency. Table 5.2, 5.3 and
5.4 are a summary of selected representative model based methods for human body pose
estimation using multi-view data (see Fig. 5.4). In the following section, we will discuss
in more details the factors mentioned above.
5.2.1 Using 2D vs. 3D features from multi-view
Among multi-view approaches, some methods use 3D features reconstructed from multiple
views [9, 12, 13, 16, 17, 20, 55, 81], e.g. volumetric (voxel) data, while others still use
2D features [36, 45, 66], e.g. color, edges, silhouette. Since the real body pose is in 3D,
using voxel data can help avoiding the repeated projection of 3D body model onto the
image planes to compare against the extracted 2D features. Furthermore, reconstructed
voxel data help to avoid the image scale issue. These advantages of using voxel data allow
the design of simple algorithms and we can make use of our knowledge about shapes and
sizes of body parts. For example, Mikic et al. [55] used specific information about shape
and size of head and torso to have a hierarchical growing procedure (detecting head first,
then torso, then limbs) for body model acquisition that can be used effectively even when
there is a large displacements between frames. Several methods are based on voxel data,
which only indicates that voxel data is a strong cure for body pose estimation. Of course,
there is an additional computational cost for voxel reconstruction but efficient techniques
for this task have also been developed [9, 17, 16, 76].
5.2.2 Tracking-based vs. single frame-based approaches
The modeling and tracking steps can be considered as a mapping from input space of
voxel data Y and information in the predefined model (e.g. kinematic constraints) C to
the body model configuration space Θ:
M : (Y,C) 7→ Θ (5.1)
The body model configuration contains both static parameters (i.e. shape and size of
each body component) and dynamic parameters (i.e. mean and orientation of each body
component), in which the static parameters are estimated in the initialization step. Meth-
ods are different in the way they use and implement the mapping procedure M. Methods
that have modeling step but no tracking step are also called single frame-based meth-
ods, e.g. [81] while methods with tracking step are called tracking-based methods, e.g.
[9, 13, 19, 25, 49, 55, 86]. Because the tracker in tracking based methods would be lost
over long sequences, multiple hypotheses at each frame can be used to improve the robust-
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ness of tracking. Single frame based approach is a more difficult issue because it does not
make any assumptions on time coherence. However, we see that tracking-based methods
encounter the issue of initialization or re-initialization of the tracked model.
5.2.3 Manual vs. automatic initialization
Some methods have automatic initialization step like [16, 31, 55, 81, 86] while others
require a priori known or manually initialized static parameters, e.g. [13, 20, 25, 49, 102].
In [55], the specific shape and size of the head was used to design a hierarchical growing
procedure for initialization. In [19], a database of human body shapes was used for initial
pose-shape registration. In [8, 86], the user was asked to start at a specific pose (e.g.
stretch pose) to aid the automatic initialization. In [81], Sundaresan et al. discovered an
interesting property of Laplacian Eigenspace (LE) transformation: By mapping into high
dimensional (e.g. 6D) LE, voxel data of body chains like limbs, which have their length
greater than their thickness, will form an 1-D smooth curve which can then be used to
segment voxel data into different body chains. They then use a spline fitting process
to segment the curves which results in the segmentation of their respective body chains.
This is however a single frame based approach: The segmented voxel clusters are then
registers to their actual body chain using a probabilistic registration procedure at each
frame. Their results seem to be sensitive to noise in the voxel data (loss of track in the
test with the public HumanEvaII dataset).
On the other hand, the Kinematically Constrained Gaussian Mixture Model (KC-GMM)
method proposed by Cheng and Trivedi [13] is a tracking based method and showed good
results on the HumanEvaII dataset (won the first prize in the Workshop on Evaluation
of Articulated Human Motion and Pose Estimation - CVPR EHuM2 2007 competition).
However it requires a careful manual initialization. An framework combining KC-GMM
method and LE-based voxel segmentation was proposed in [83] for a more powerful human
body modeling and tracking system. The LE based voxel segmentation was used to fill
in the gap of an automatic initialization of KC-GMM method. Regarding the LE-based
method, combining with a tracking based method like KC-GMM instead of doing voxel
segmentation at every frame helps to overcome the sensitization to voxel noise to some
extent.
5.2.4 Generic purpose vs. application specific approaches for
efficiency
Depending on applications, human pose tracking may focus on different body parts in-
cluding full body pose, upper body pose [57, 67], hand pose [21], and head pose [60].
Due to the complexity of human body pose estimation task, there are trade-offs between
developing a generic approach versus an approach integrated to some specific cases for
efficiency. For example, the KC-GMM method [13] is for generic purpose and was applied
successfully for both HumanEvaII body data and synthesized hand data. However, this
method is not real-time because of a required manual initialization step and related com-
putational cost. For efficiency, some methods are designed for application specific. For
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example [86, 8] focus on situations in which most of the influential information of body
motion carried by the upper body and arms while the user typically in a fixed position.
These situations arise in several realistic applications such as driver activity analysis and
user activity analysis in a smart teleconference or meeting room. In [86], the problem
of upper body pose tracking is broken into two sub-problems: First track the extrem-
ities including head and hands blobs. Then the 3D movements of head and hands are
used to infer the corresponding upper body movements as an inverse kinematics problem.
Since the head and hand regions are typically well defined and undergo less occlusion,
tracking is more reliable. Moreover by breaking the high dimensional search problem of
upper body pose tracking into two sub-problems, the complexity is reduced considerably
to achieve real-time performance. However they need to deal with possible ambiguity due
the kinematic redundancy of body model.
Another type of approaches for efficiency is to use a prior motion model from training
sequences. Some representative approaches using prior motion models are [9] learning
prior motion model with Variable Length Markov Model (VLMM), which can explain
high-level behaviors over a long history or [49] using coordinated mixture of factor analyzer
to learn the prior model. Compared to approaches for generic body motions [13, 19, 25,
31, 55], these approaches use the prior motion models to reduce the search space for a
more efficient and robust pose tracking. However the downside is that these methods are
limited to the type of motions in training data (i.e. have difficulties if there are “unseen”
movements)
5.3 Multi-View Human Action Recognition
In this section we review and compare multi-view approaches for human action recognition
(see Table 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7). First we will give an outline of approaches which solely apply
2D multi-view image data, then full 3D-based techniques, followed up by a description
of publicly available multi-view datasets and a comparison of several promising meth-
ods based on evaluations on the INRIA Xmas Motion Acquisition Sequences (IXMAS)
Multi-View Human Action Dataset [96] and the i3DPost Multi-View Human Action and
Interaction Dataset [27].
5.3.1 2D Approaches
One line of work concentrates solely on the 2D image data acquired by multiple cameras.
Action recognition can range from pointing gesture to complex multi-signal actions, e.g.,
including both coarse level of body movement and fine level of hand gesture. Matikainen et
al. [54] proposed a method for multi-user, prop-free pointing detection using two camera
views. The observed motion are analyzed and used to refer the candidates of pointing
rotation centers and then estimate the 2D pointer configurations in each image. Based on
the extrinsic camera parameters, these 2D pointer configurations are merged across views
to obtain 3D pointing vectors.
In the work of Souvenir et al. [78], the acquired data from 5 calibrated and synchronized
cameras, is further projected to 64 evenly spaced virtual cameras used for training. Ac-
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tions are described in a view-invariant manner by computing R transform surfaces of
silhouettes and manifold learning. Gkalelis et al. [28] exploits the circular shift invariance
property of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) magnitudes, and use Fuzzy Vector
Quantization (FVQ) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to represent and classify
actions. Another approach was proposed by Iosifidis et al. [38], where Binary body masks
from frames of a multi-camera setup used to produce the i3DPost Multi-View Human
Action Dataset [27], are concatenated to multi-view binary masks. These masks are
rescaled and vectorized to create feature vectors in the input space. FVQ is performed to
associate input feature vectors with movement representations and LDA is used to map
movements in a low dimensionality discriminant feature space.
Some authors perform action recognition from image sequences in different viewing an-
gles. Ahmad et al. [2] apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of optical flow ve-
locity and human body shape information, and then represent each action using a set
of multi-dimensional discrete Hidden Markov Models (HMM) for each action and view-
point. Cherla et al. [15] show how view-invariant recognition can be performed by using
data fusion of two orthogonal views. An action basis is built using eigenanalysis of walk-
ing sequences of different people, and projections of the width profile of the actor and
spatio-temporal features are applied. Finally, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is used for
recognition. A number of other techniques have been employed, like metric learning [87]
or representing action by feature-trees [71] or ballistic dynamics [94]. In [97] Weinland
et al. propose an approach which is robust to occlusions and viewpoint changes using
local partitioning and hierarchical classification of 3D Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(3DHOG) volumes.
Others use synthetic data rendered from a wide range of viewpoints to train their model
and then classify actions in a single view, e.g. Lv et al. [53], where shape context is applied
to represent key poses from silhouettes and Viterbi Path Searching for classification. A
similar approach was proposed by Fihl. et al. [23] for gait analysis.
Another topic which has been explored by several authors the last couple of years is
cross-view action recognition. This is a difficult task of recognizing actions by training on
one view and testing on another completely different view (e.g., the side view versus the
top view of a person in IXMAS). A number of techniques have been proposed, stretching
from applying multiple features [50], information maximization [51], dynamic scene ge-
ometry [30], self similarities [41, 42] and transfer learning [22, 52]. For additional related
work on view-invariant approaches please refer to the recent survey by Ji et al. [39].
5.3.2 3D Approaches
Another line of work utilize the full reconstructed 3D data for feature extraction and
description. Figure 5.4 shows some examples of the more prominent model and non-
model-based representations of the human body and its motion. These will be reviewed
in the following along with a number of other recent 3D approaches.
Johnson and Hebert proposed the spin image [40], and Osada et al. the shape distribu-
tion [62]. Ankerst et al. introduced the shape histogram [5], which is a similar to the 3D
extended shape context [7] presented by Körtgen et al. [47], and Kazhdan et al. applied
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spherical harmonics to represent the shape histogram in a view-invariant manner [43].
Later Huang et al. extended the shape histogram with color information [34]. Recently,
Huang et al. made a comparison of these shape descriptors combined with self similarities,
with the shape histogram (3D shape context) as the top performing descriptor [35].
A common characteristic of all these approaches is that they are solely based on static
features, like shape and pose description, while the most popular and best performing 2D
image descriptors apply motion information or a combination of the two [57, 99]. Some
authors add temporal information by capturing the evolvement of static descriptors over
time, i.e., shape and pose changes [10, 18, 33, 44, 65, 96, 98, 101]. The common trends
are to accumulate static descriptors over time, track human shape or pose information,
or apply sliding windows to capture the temporal contents [57, 65, 96, 99]. Cohen et
al. [18] use 3D human body shapes and Support Vector Machines (SVM) for view-invariant
identification of human body postures. They apply a cylindrical histogram and compute
an invariant measure of the distribution of reconstructed voxels, which later was used by
Pierobon et al. [65] for human action recognition. Another example is seen in the work
of Huang and Trivedi [33], where a 3D cylindrical shape context is presented to capture
the human body configuration for gesture analysis of volumetric data. The temporal
information of an action is modeled using HMM. However, this study does not address
the view-independence aspect. Instead, the subjects are asked to rotate while training
the system.
More detailed 3D pose information (i.e. from tracking the kinematics model of the human
body) is a rich and view-invariant representation for action recognition but challenging
to derive [68]. Human body pose tracking is itself an important area with many related
research studies. Among these, research started with monocular view and 2D features,
and more recently (about 10 years ago) multi-view and 3D features like volumetric data
have been applied for body pose estimation and tracking [84]. One of the earliest methods
for multi-view 3D human pose tracking using volume data was proposed by Mikic et al.
[55], in which they use a hierarchical procedure starting by locating the head using its
specific shape and size, and then growing to other body parts. Though this method showed
good visual results for several complex motion sequences, it is also quite computationally
expensive. Cheng and Trivedi [13] proposed a method that incorporates the kinematics
constraints of a human body model into a Gaussian Mixture Model framework, which
was applied to track both body and hand models from volume data. Although this
method was highly rated with good body tracking accuracy on HumanEva dataset [74],
it requires a manual initialization and could not run in real-time. We see that there are
always trade-offs between achieving detailed information of human body pose and the
computational cost as well as the robustness. In [77], Song et al. focus on gestures with
more limited body movements. Therefore they only use the depth information from two
camera views to track 3D upper body poses using a Bayesian inference framework with
a particle filter, as well as classifying several hand poses based on their appearance. The
temporal information of both upper body and hand pose are then inputted into a Hidden
Conditional Random Field (HCRF) framework for aircraft handling gesture recognition.
To deal with the long range temporal dependencies in some gestures, they also incorporate
a Gaussian temporal smoothing kernel into the HCRF inference framework.
The Motion History Volume (MHV) was proposed by Weinland et al. [96], as a 3D exten-
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sion of Motion History Images (MHIs) (see Fig. 5.4). MHVs are created by accumulating
static human postures over time in a cylindrical representation, which is made view-
invariant with respect to the vertical axis by applying the Fourier transform in cylindrical
coordinates. The same representation was used by Turaga et al. [92] in combination with
a more sophisticated action learning and classification based on Stiefel and Grassmann
manifolds. Later, Weinland et al. [98] proposed a framework, where actions are modeled
using 3D occupancy grids, built from multiple viewpoints, in an exemplar-based Hidden
Markov Models (HMM). Learned 3D exemplars are used to produce 2D image information
which is compared to the observations, hence, 3D reconstruction is not required during
the recognition phase.
Pehlivan et al. [64] presented a view-independent representation based on human poses.
The volume of the human body is first divided into a sequence of horizontal layers, and
then the intersections of the body segments with each layer are coded with enclosing
circles. The circular features in all layers: (i) the number of circles, (ii) the area of
the outer circle, and (iii) the area of the inner circle are then used to generate a pose
descriptor. The pose descriptors of all frames in an action sequence are further combined
to generate corresponding motion descriptors. Action recognition is then performed with
a simple nearest neighbor classifier.
Canton-Ferrer et al. [10] propose another view-invariant representation based on 3D MHIs
and 3D invariant statistical moments. Recently, Huang et al. proposed 3D shape matching
in temporal sequences by time filtering and shape flows [35]. Kilner et al. [44] applied
the shape histogram and evaluated similarity measures for action matching and key-
pose detection in sports events, using 3D data available in the multi-camera broadcast
environment. A different strategy is presented by Yan et al. [101]. They propose a 4D
action feature model (4D-AFM) for recognizing actions from arbitrary views based on
spatio-temporal features of spatio-temporal volumes (STVs). The extracted features are
mapped from the STVs to a sequence of reconstructed 3D visual hulls over time, resulting
in the 4D-AFM model, which is used for matching actions.
A 3D descriptors which are directly based on rich detailed motion information are the 3D
Motion Context (3D-MC) [32] and the Harmonic Motion Context (HMC) [32] proposed
by Holte et al. The 3D-MC descriptor is a motion oriented 3D version of the shape con-
text [7, 47], which incorporates motion information implicitly by representing estimated
3D optical flow (see Fig. 5.4) by embedded Histograms of 3D Optical Flow (3D-HOF) in
a spherical histogram. The HMC descriptor is an extended version of the 3D-MC descrip-
tor that makes it view-invariant by decomposing the representation into a set of spherical
harmonic basis functions.
5.3.3 Multi-View Datasets
A number of multi-view human action datasets are publicly available. A frequently used
dataset is the INRIA Xmas Motion Acquisition Sequences (IXMAS) Multi-View Human
Action Dataset1 [96]. It consists of 12 non-professional actors performing 13 daily-life
1The IXMAS dataset is available at http://4drepository.
inrialpes.fr/public/viewgroup/6
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Figure 5.5: Image and 3D voxel-based volume examples for the 13 actions from the
IXMAS Multi-View Human Action Dataset. The figure is organized such that the
columns correspond to the 13 different actions performed by the 12 actors. The first
5 rows depict images captured from the 5 camera views, while the 6th row shows
the corresponding 3D volumes.
actions 3 times: check watch, cross arms, scratch head, sit down, get up, turn around, walk,
wave, punch, kick, point, pick up and throw. The dataset has been recorded by 5 calibrated
and synchronized cameras, where the actors chose freely position and orientation, and
consists of image sequences (390×291) and reconstructed 3D volumes (64×64×64 voxels),
resulting in a total of 2340 action instances for all 5 cameras. Figure 6.9 shows multi-view
actor/action images and voxel-based volume examples from the IXMAS datasets.
Recently, a new high quality dataset has been produced, the i3DPost Multi-View Human
Action and Interaction Da-taset2 [27]. This dataset, which has been generated within
the Intelligent 3D Content Extraction and Manipulation for Film and Games EU funded
research project, consists of 8 actors performing 10 different actions, where 6 are single
actions: walk, run, jump, bend, hand-wave and jump-in-place, and 4 are combined actions:
sit-stand-up, run-fall, walk-sit and run-jump-walk. Additionally, the dataset also contains
2 interactions: handshake amd pull, and 6 basic facial expressions. The subjects have
different body sizes, clothing and are of different sex and nationalities. The multi-view
videos have been recorded by a 8 calibrated and synchronized camera setup in high def-
inition resolution (1920 × 1080), resulting in a total of 640 videos (excluding videos of
interactions and facial expressions). For each video frame a 3D mesh model of relatively
high detail level (20, 000-40, 000 vertices and 40, 000-80, 000 triangles) of the actor and
2The i3DPost dataset is available at http://kahlan.eps.
surrey.ac.uk/i3dpost action/data
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Figure 5.6: Image and 3D mesh model examples for the 10 actions from the i3DPost
Multi-View Human Action Dataset. The figure is organized such that the columns
correspond to the 10 different actions performed by the 8 actors, where the first 6
columns show the single actions and the last 4 columns show the combined actions.
The first 8 rows depict images captured from the 8 camera views, while the 9th row
shows the corresponding 3D mesh models.
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Table 5.8: Recognition accuracies (%) for the IXMAS dataset. The column named
“Dim” states if the methods apply 2D image data or 3D data, the other columns
states how many actions are used for evaluation, and if the results are based on all
views or cross-view recognition.
Year Method Dim 11 13 All Cross-
actions actions views view
2008 Turaga et al. [92] 3D 98.78 - x
2006 Weinland et al. [96] 3D 93.33 - x
2011 Pehlivan et al. [64] 3D 90.91 88.63 x
2008 Vitaladevuni et al. [94] 2D 87.00 - x
2011 Haq et al. [30] 2D 83.69 - x
2010 Weinland et al. [97] 2D 83.50 - x
2008 Liu et al. [51] 2D - 82.80 x
2011 Liu et al. [52] 2D 82.80 - x
2007 Weinland et al. [98] 2D 81.27 - x
2007 Lv et al. [53] 2D - 80.60 x
2008 Tran et al. [87] 2D - 80.22 x
2008 Cherla et al. [15] 2D - 80.05 x
2008 Liu et al. [50] 2D - 78.50 x
2008 Yan et al. [101] 3D 78.00 - x
2011 Junejo et al. [42] 2D 74.60 - x
2008 Junejo et al. [41] 2D 72.70 - x
2009 Reddy et al. [71] 2D - 72.60 x
2008 Farhadi et al. [22] 2D 58.10 - x
the associated camera calibration parameters are available. The mesh models were re-
constructed using a global optimization method proposed by Starck and Hilton [79]. Fig-
ure 6.8 shows multi-view actor/action images and 3D mesh model examples from the
i3DPost dataset.
Another interesting multi-view dataset is the Synchronized Video and Motion Capture
Dataset for Evaluation of Articulated Human Motion (HumanEva) [74], containing 6
simple actions performed by 4 actors, captured by 7 calibrated video cameras (4 grayscale
and 3 color), which have been synchronized with 3D body poses obtained from a motion
capture system. Among other less frequently used multi-view datasets are the CMU
Motion of Body (MoBo) Database [29], the Multi-camera Human Action Video Data-set
(MuHAVi) [1] and the KU Gesture Dataset [37].
5.3.4 Comparison
In this section we report a quantitative comparison of the reviewed approaches using two
publicly available datasets: IXMAS and i3DPost.
In Table 6.2 the recognition accuracies of several 2D and 3D approaches evaluated on
IXMAS are listed. It is interesting to note that all the 3D approaches except one are
the top performing methods. This indicates that the use of the full reconstructed 3D
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Table 5.9: Recognition accuracies (%) for the i3DPost dataset. *Gkalelis et al. [28] test
on 5 single actions.
Year Method Dim 8 actions
2011 Holte et al. [32] 3D 92.19
2010 Iosifidis et al. [38] 2D 90.88
2009 Gkalelis et al. [28] 2D 90.00*
information is superior to applying 2D image data from multiple views, when it comes
to recognition accuracy. However, the computational cost of working in 3D is usually
also more expensive. Hence, with respect to the application and demand for real-time
performance, 2D approaches might still be best choice. It should be noted that some
results are reported using cross-view evaluation, which is more challenging than applying
data from multiple and identical viewpoints, however, still some of these methods perform
very well. When both types of results are available in the original work, we have reported
the results for all views, since these are more comparable to the 3D Results, where all
views are used to reconstruct 3D data.
Table 6.1 shows the recognition accuracies of a few other approaches evaluated on the
i3DPost dataset. The evaluation has been carried out for 8 actions by combining the
6 single actions in the dataset with two additional single actions: sit down and fall by
splitting 2 of the 4 combined actions. Again the approach based on full 3D information
outperforms the 2D methods.
The top performing approaches for the two datasets are the 3D-based methods by Turaga
et al. [92], Weinland et al. [96] and Holte et al. [32], Where both [92] and [96] are based
on Motion History Volumes (MHVs), and [32] are based on 3D optical flow and Harmonic
Motion Context (HMC). However, it should be noticed that all these methods for human
action recognition are basically model-free, which means that they do not apply a specific
human body model to model and estimate the exact position and configuration of the body
parts and joints. Hence, these methods are only applicable for a set of the application in
Table 5.1. This results in a need for model-based approaches for 3D pose estimation and
exact modeling of the human body.
5.4 Discussion and Future Directions
In this paper, we provide a review and comparative study of recent developments for
human body modeling, pose estimation and activity recognition using multi-view data.
we give a overview of the different application areas and their associated requirements for
successful operation.
We provide a review of the sub-area of model-based method for real human body pose
estimation using volumetric data. After a brief overview to put in context this concerned
subarea, we focus on analyzing and comparing several selected methods, especially some
recent methods in the past two years to high light their important results including in-
creasing generality, real time performance, and a new general LE based method for voxel
segmentation. Based on this analysis, we discuss about our idea of a method combin-
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ing LE based voxel segmentation and KC-GMM methods for an automatic human body
model initialization and tracking using voxel data. A close follow up work for us is to
implement this idea. We may think of several other directions for future work in im-
proving performance and robustness of current pose estimation methods. First, we can
keep trying to combine good characteristics from different methods to have a more robust
one. For example, we may want to incorporate some kind of prediction information as
done in [9, 55] to the proposed combined method. Second, we can find some way to use
both 3D voxel feature and 2D features. In [9, 16] they have associate color information
to voxel data. Other 2D features like edges, appearance model, etc should be also useful.
Regarding the major difficulty of high-dimensional body pose configuration space, we can
also exploit the divide and conquer principle by trying to break the problem into smaller
dimensional ones like the hierarchical estimating of body pose in [55] (detect head first,
then torso and so on) or the breaking of complex human movement into basic motions in
[9].
There are also some opened related research areas that should be mentioned. First is the
issue of human body pose estimation at multilevel (e.g. body level, head level, hand level)
which was mentioned in [88]. We can see the benefits of having such a multilevel human
body pose estimation system: Combined information from different level is more useful
(e.g. in intelligent environment, the combination of body pose, hand pose, head pose
would give better interpretation of human status/intention); Information from different
levels can support each other and help to improve the estimation performance. However
typical approaches in the area only deal with each task of body pose estimation, hand
pose estimation, head pose estimation separately. Therefore, it is worth to have some
studies that analyze the reasons why typical approaches only deal with one task at a time
and find a way to achieve the goal of a full body model (e.g. including body, head, and
hand). Another opened related research area that is worth to dealing with is the issue of
pose estimation and tracking of multiple objects simultaneously.
Next, the sub-area of multi-view action recognition is reviewed, covering both 2D and 3D
multi-view approaches, and publicly available multi-view datasets. A qualitative compar-
ison of several promising approaches based on the IXMAS and i3DPost datasets, reveals
that methods using 3D representations of the data turn out to outperform the 2D meth-
ods. Although the reviewed approaches show promising results for multi-view human body
modeling, pose estimation and action recognition, 3D reconstructed data from multi-view
camera systems has some shortcomings. First of all, the quality of the silhouettes is
crucial for the outcome of applying Shape-from- Silhouettes. Hence, shadows, holes and
other errors due to inaccurate foreground segmentation will affect the final quality of the
reconstructed 3D data. Secondly, the number of views and the image resolution will influ-
ent the level of details which can be achieved, and self-occlusion is a known problem when
reconstructing 3D data from multi-view image data, resulting in merging body parts. Fi-
nally, 3D data can only be reconstructed in a limited space where multiple camera views
overlap.
In recent years other prominent vision-based sensors for acquiring 3D data have been
developed. Time-of-Flight (ToF) range cameras, which are single sensors capable of mea-
suring depth information, have become popular in the computer vision community. Espe-
cially, with the introduction of the Microsoft Kinect sensor [73], these single and direct 3D
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imaging devices have become widespread and commercial available at low cost. Hence, the
future of acquiring vision-based 3D data will move in this direction, and in the next years
we will see many new proposed approaches for human body modeling, pose estimation,
action recognition and other computer vision related topics.
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Chapter 6
Multi-View Human Action
Recognition
This chapter consists of the paper ”A Local 3D Motion Descriptor for Multi-View Human
Action Recognition from 4D Spatio-Temporal Interest Points” [A]. The paper presents
a local feature descriptor-based strategy for 3D Human action recognition in multi-view
video, where 3D motion descriptors are extracted locally from estimated 3D optical flow
at detected 4D spatio-temporal interest points. The survey in chapter 5 reveals that such
an approach has not yet been explored for 3D human action recognition. The paper is
based on the spatio-temporal interest point detector and 3D optical flow described in
chapter 2 and 3, respectively. Reference [B] describes intermediate work resulting in the
final outcome in [A].
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A Local 3D Motion Descriptor for Multi-View Human Action
Recognition from 4D Spatio-Temporal Interest Points
M.B. Holte, B. Chakraborty, J. Gonzàlez and T.B. Moeslund
Abstract
In this paper we address the problem of human action recognition
in reconstructed 3-dimensional data acquired by multi-camera sys-
tems. We contribute to this field by introducing a novel 3D action
recognition approach based on detection of 4D (3D space + time)
Spatio-Temporal Interest Points (STIPs) and local description of
3D motion features. STIPs are detected in multi-view images and
extended to 4D using 3D reconstructions of the actors and pixel-to-
vertex correspondences of the multi-camera setup. Local 3D motion
descriptors, Histogram of Optical 3D Flow (HOF3D), are extracted
from estimated 3D optical flow in the neighborhood of each 4D
STIP and made view-invariant. The local HOF3D descriptors are
divided using 3D spatial pyramids to capture and improve the dis-
crimination between arm- and leg-based actions. Based on these
pyramids of HOF3D descriptors we build a Bag-of-Words (BoW)
vocabulary of human actions, which is compressed and classified
using Agglomerative Information Bottleneck (AIB) and Support
Vector Machines (SVM), respectively. Experiments on the publicly
available i3DPost and IXMAS datasets show promising state-of-
the-art results and validate the performance and view-invariance of
the approach.
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6.1 Introduction
Using multi-camera setups for human action recognition has gained tremendous attention
in recent years, due to its large application area, e.g., Human-Computer Interaction (HCI),
intelligent environment, augmented reality, 3D gaming, local surveillance, mobile devices
etc. Several interesting approaches in the field of 3D human action recognition exist in
literature [44, 49, 65, 22], which explore 3D representation of the acquired multi-view data
for robust action recognition.
A 3D data representation is more informative than the analysis of 2D activities carried
out in the image plane, which is only a projection of the actual actions. As a result, the
projection of the actions will depend on the viewpoint, and not contain full information
about the performed activities. To overcome this shortcoming the use of 3D data has
been introduced through the use of two or more cameras. [8, 12, 53, 62]. In this way
the surface structure or a 3D volume of the person can be reconstructed, e.g., by Shape-
From-Silhouette (SFS) techniques [56], and thereby a more descriptive representation for
action recognition can be established.
2D human action recognition has moved from model-based approaches to model-free ap-
proaches using local motion features. In this context, methods based on Spatio-Temporal
Interest Points (STIPs) and Bag-of-Words (BoW) are successfully applied to this area.
On the contrary, 3D Human action recognition is more confined towards model-based
approaches or holistic features. To minimize this gap, we contribute to the field of multi-
view human action recognition, by introducing a novel 3D action recognition approach
based on detection of 4D Spatio-Temporal Interest Points and local description of 3D
motion features extracted from reconstructed 3D data acquired by multi-camera systems.
Opposed to other methods for 3D action recognition, which are solely based on holistic
features, e.g. [16, 47, 55, 62], our approach extends the concepts of STIP detection and
local feature description for building a Bag-of-Words (BoW) vocabulary of human actions,
which has gained popularity in the 2D image domain, to the 3D case.
6.1.1 Related Work
The use of 3D data allows for efficient analysis of 3D human activities. However, we are
still faced with the problem that the orientation of the subject in the 3D space should be
known. Therefore, approaches have been proposed without this assumption by introduc-
ing view-invariant or view-independent representations.
View-Invariant 2D Feature Description
One line of work concentrates solely on the 2D image data acquired by multiple cam-
eras [13, 20, 22, 55]. In the work of Souvenir et al. [55] actions are described in a
view-invariant manner by computing R transform surfaces of silhouettes and manifold
learning. Gkalelis et al. [13] exploit the circular shift invariance property of the discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT) magnitudes, and use Fuzzy Vector Quantization (FVQ) and
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) to represent and classify actions. Another approach
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was proposed by Iosifidis et al. [20], where binary body masks from frames of a multi-
camera setup are concatenated to multi-view binary masks.
Some authors perform action recognition from image sequences in different viewing an-
gles. Ahmad et al. [1] apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of optical flow ve-
locity and human body shape information, and then represent each action using a set
of multi-dimensional discrete Hidden Markov Models (HMM) for each action and view-
point. Cherla et al. [7] show how view-invariant recognition can be performed by using
data fusion of two orthogonal views. An action basis is built using eigenanalysis of walk-
ing sequences of different people, and projections of the width profile of the actor and
spatio-temporal features are applied. Finally, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is used for
recognition. A number of other techniques have been employed, like metric learning [58]
or representing action by feature-trees [50] or ballistic dynamics [61]. In [63] Weinland
et al. propose an approach which is robust to occlusions and viewpoint changes using
local partitioning and hierarchical classification of 3D Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(3DHOG) volumes.
Others use synthetic data rendered from a wide range of viewpoints to train their model
and then classify actions in a single view, e.g. Lv et al. [43], where shape context is applied
to represent key poses from silhouettes and Viterbi Path Searching for classification. A
similar approach was proposed by Fihl. et al. [11] for gait analysis.
Another topic which has been explored by several authors the last couple of years is
cross-view action recognition. This is a difficult task of recognizing actions by training on
one view and testing on another completely different view (e.g., the side view versus the
top view of a person in IXMAS). A number of techniques have been proposed, stretching
from applying multiple features [37], information maximization [39], dynamic scene ge-
ometry [14], self similarities [24, 25] and transfer learning [10, 40]. For additional related
work on view-invariant approaches please refer to the recent survey by Ji et al. [22].
3D Shape and Pose Descriptors
Another line of work utilize the full reconstructed 3D data for feature extraction and
description. ([2, 23, 27, 30, 46]). Johnson and Hebert proposed the spin image [23], and
Osada et al. the shape distribution [46]. Ankerst et al. introduced the shape histogram [2],
which is a similar to the 3D extended shape context [3] presented by Körtgen et al. [30],
and Kazhdan et al. applied spherical harmonics to represent the shape histogram in a
view-invariant manner [27]. Later Huang et al. extended the shape histogram with color
information [17]. Recently, Huang et al. made a comparison of these shape descriptors
combined with self similarities, with the shape histogram (3D shape context) as the top
performing descriptor. [18, 19].
A common characteristic of all these approaches is that they are solely based on static
features, like shape and pose description, while the most popular and best performing 2D
image descriptors apply motion information or a combination of the two [44, 34, 38, 65].
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3D Motion Descriptors
Instead of only relying on static features, some authors add temporal information by
capturing the evolvement of static descriptors over time, i.e., shape and pose changes,
by accumulating static descriptors over time, track human shape or pose information, or
apply sliding windows [47, 48, 62, 64]. Cohen et al. [8] use 3D human body shapes for
view-invariant identification of human body postures, which later was used by Pierobon
et al. [48] for human action recognition. The Motion History Volume (MVH) was pro-
posed by Weinland et al. [62], as a 3D extension of Motion History Images (MHIs) [4].
MHVs are created by accumulating static human postures over time in a cylindrical rep-
resentation, which is made view-invariant with respect to the vertical axis by applying
the Fourier transform in cylindrical coordinates. The same representation was used by
Turaga et al. [59] in combination with a more sophisticated action learning and classifi-
cation based on Stiefel and Grassmann manifolds. Later, Weinland et al. [64] proposed
a framework, where actions are modeled using 3D occupancy grids, built from multiple
viewpoints, in an exemplar-based Hidden Markov Models (HMM). Learned 3D exemplars
are used to produce 2D image information which is compared to the observations, hence,
3D reconstruction is not required during the recognition phase.
Pehlivan et al. [47] present a view-independent representation based on human poses. The
volume of the human body is first divided into a sequence of horizontal layers, then circular
features in all layers are used to generate pose descriptors in an action sequence, which
are combined to generate motion descriptors. Action recognition is then performed with a
simple nearest neighbor classifier. A different strategy is presented by Yan et al. [68]. They
propose a 4D action feature model (4D-AFM) for recognizing actions from arbitrary views
based on spatio-temporal features of spatio-temporal volumes (STVs) [69]. The extracted
features are mapped from the STVs to a sequence of reconstructed 3D visual hulls over
time, resulting in the 4D-AFM model, which is used for matching actions. Another pair
of 3D descriptors which are based on rich motion information are the 3D Motion Context
(3D-MC) and the Harmonic Motion Context (HMC) proposed by Holte et al. [16] The
3D-MC descriptor is a motion oriented 3D version of the shape context [3, 30], which
incorporates motion information implicitly from 3D optical flow. The HMC descriptor is
an extended version of the 3D-MC descriptor that makes it view-invariant by decomposing
the representation into a set of spherical harmonic basis functions.
Spatio-Temporal Interest Points
In common for these approaches is that they are all based on holistic feature representation
of the human body and its motion. In contrast, recent progress in the field of video-
based 2D human action recognition points towards the use of Spatio-Temporal Interest
Points (STIPs) for local descriptor-based recognition strategies. Laptev and Lindeberg
first proposed STIPs for action recognition [31], by introducing a space-time extension
of the popular Harris detector [15]. They detect regions having high intensity variation
in both space and time as spatio-temporal corners. It usually suffers from sparse STIP
detection. Later other methods for detecting STIPs have been reported. [9, 21, 45, 66,
67]. Dollar et al. [9] improved the sparse STIP detector by applying temporal Gabor
filters and select regions of high responses. Dense and scale-invariant spatio-temporal
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interest points were proposed by Willems et al. [66], as a spatio-temporal extension of
the Hessian saliency measure, previously applied for object detection. Instead of applying
local information for STIP detection Wong et al. [67] propose a global information-based
approach. They use global structural information of moving points and select STIPs
according to their probability of belonging to the relevant motion. Recently, Chakraborty
et al. [5] designed a selective STIP detector for recognition of human actions, which splits
up the spatial and temporal computation in two steps. First, it incorporates surround
suppression of the output of the basic Harris corner detector [15]. Hereafter, local spatio-
temporal constraints are imposed to obtain a final set of STIPs which is more robust,
while suppressing unwanted background STIPs.
Local Image Descriptors
For describing the local image region properties in the neighborhoods of the detected
STIPs, several local descriptors have been proposed in the past few years [9, 66, 28, 29,
33, 34, 51]. Local feature descriptors extract shape and motion information using image
measurements, such as spatial or spatio-temporal image gradients or optical flow. Laptev
et al. [34] introduced a combined descriptor to characterize local motion and appearance
by computing Histograms of Spatial Gradients (HOG) and Optic Flow (HOF) accumu-
lated in space-time neighborhoods of detected interest points. Willems et al. [66] proposed
the Extended SURF (ESURF) descriptor, which extends the image SURF descriptor to
videos. The authors divide 3D patches into cells, where each cell is represented by a
vector of weighted sums of uniformly sampled responses of the Haar-wavelets along the
three axes. Dollar et al. [9] proposed the Cuboid descriptor along with their detector.
The authors concatenate the gradients computed for each pixel in the neighborhood into
a single vector and apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to project the feature
vector onto a low dimensional space. Compared to the HOG-HOF descriptor proposed by
Laptev et al. [34], it does not distinguish the appearance and motion features. The 3D-
SIFT descriptor was developed by Scovanner et al. [51]. This descriptor is similar to the
Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT) descriptor [41], except that it is extended
to video sequences by computing the gradient direction for each pixel spatio-temporally
in three-dimensions. Another extension of the popular SIFT descriptor was proposed by
Kläser et al. [28]. It is based on histograms of 3D gradient orientations, where gradients
are computed using an integral video representation. Finally, a prominant descriptor is
the N -jets. [29, 32]. An N -jet is the set of partial derivatives of a function up to order N ,
and is usually computed from a scale-space representation.
Although STIP detection and local motion feature descriptors have proven to be very
successful for video-based 2D human action recognition, the concept has yet to be applied
to the 3D domain of action recognition, where model-based techniques or holistic features
are still dominating. Li et al. [35] proposed an approach based on bag of 3D points,
randomly sampled at the silhouette/contour of the human body in depth images. How-
ever, the sampled contour points only describe randomly extracted static information. In
contrast, STIPs are detected at positions with significant and descriptive motion regions,
and a feature descriptor like HOF is based on motion information, where optical flow is
always giving a true measurement of the motion.
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6.1.2 Our Approach and Contributions
In this work we perform 3D human action recognition using video data acquired by multi-
view camera systems and reconstructed 3D models. The contributions of this paper are
as follows: (1) We propose a novel 3D action recognition approach based on detection
of 4D (3D space + time) STIPs and local description of 3D motion features. STIPs are
detected in multi-view images in a selective manner by surround suppression of the out-
put of the basic Harris corner detector and imposing local spatio-temporal constraints [5].
Hereafter, the multi-view image STIPs are extended to 4D using 3D reconstructions of
the actors and pixel-to-vertex correspondences of the multi-camera setup (section 6.2).
(2) By introducing a novel local 3D motion descriptor, called Histogram of Optical 3D
Flow (HOF3D), we represent estimated 3D optical flow [16] in the neighborhood of each
4D STIP, and examine four solutions to make the HOF3D descriptor view-invariant (sec-
tion 6.3): (i) vertical rotation with respect to the orientation of the normal vector and
(ii) the orientation of the velocity vector, (ii) circular bin shifting with respect to the
horizontal mode of the histogram and (iv) by decomposing the representation into a set
of spherical harmonic basis functions. (3) The local HOF3D descriptors are divided us-
ing 3D spatial pyramids to capture and improve the discrimination between arm- and
leg-based actions. In section 6.4 we examine two pyramid divisions based on a horizontal
plane estimated as (i) the center of gravity of the 3D human model and (ii) the center
of gravity of the detected STIPs. Based on these pyramids of HOF3D descriptors we
build a Bag-of-Words (BoW) vocabulary of human actions, which is compressed and clas-
sified using Agglomerative Information Bottleneck (AIB) and Support Vector Machines
(SVM), respectively. (4) Experiments reported in section 7.5 on the publicly available
i3DPost and IXMAS datasets show promising state-of-the-art results and validate the
performance and view-invariance of the approach. Finally, in section 6.6 we give some
concluding remarks.
6.2 4D Spatio-Temporal Interest Point Detection
We detect STIPs using the selective STIP detector proposed by [5], which first detects
spatial interest points (SIPs), then perform surround suppression, impose local spatio-
temporal constraints and scale adaption, to obtain a final set of STIPs. Hereafter, we
extend the detected STIPs to 4D STIPs using pixel-to-vertex correspondences (Fig. 6.1).
6.2.1 Selective STIPs
The detector applies the basic Harris corner detector [15] and computes the first set of
interest points:
Cσ(x, y) =
I2xI
2
y − I2xy
I2x + I
2
y + ε
(6.1)
where σ is the spatial scale; Ix, Iy and Ixy are the partial derivatives over x, y and xy,
respectively; and ε is a small constant. Apart from the detected SIPs on the human actors,
the spatial corners Cσ contain a significant amount of unwanted background SIPs [5].
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Figure 6.1: Detection of STIPs in multi-frames, and extension to 4D STIPs using 3D
reconstructions of the actors and pixel-to-vertex correspondences, for extraction of
local 3D motion descriptors.
Surround Suppression
A surround suppression mask (SSM) at each interest point is employed, taking the current
point under evaluation as the centre of the mask, in order to eliminate these unwanted
background SIPs. The influence of all surrounding points of the mask on the central point
is determined, and accordingly a suppression decision is taken. Surround suppression is
implemented by computing an inhibition term for each point of Cσ. For this purpose a
gradient weighting factor 4Θ,σ(X,Xu,v) is introduced, which is defined:
4Θ,σ(X,Xu,v) = |cos(Θσ(X)−Θσ(Xu,v)| (6.2)
where Θσ(X) and Θσ(Xu,v) are the gradients at point X ≡ (x, y) and Xu,v ≡ (x−u, y−v),
respectively; u and v define the horizontal and vertical range of the SSM. If Θσ(X) and
Θσ(Xu,v) are identical, the weighting factor attains its maximum (4Θ,σ = 1), while the
value of the factor decreases with the angle difference and reaches a minimum (4Θ,σ = 0),
when the two gradient orientations are orthogonal. Hence, the surrounding interest points
which have the same orientation, as that of X, will have a maximal inhibitory effect.
For each interest point Cσ(X), a suppression term tσ(X) is defined as the weighted sum
of gradient values in the suppression surround of that point:
tσ(X) =
∫ ∫
Ω
Cσ(Xu,v)×4Θ,σ(X,Xu,v)dudv (6.3)
where Ω is the image coordinate domain. An operator Cα,σ(X) is introduced, which takes
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its inputs: the corner magnitude Cσ(X) and the suppression term tσ(X):
Cα,σ(X) = H(Cσ(X)− α× tσ(X)) (6.4)
where H(z) = z when z ≥ 0 and zero for negative z values, and α controls the strength
of the surround suppression.
Local Spatio-Temporal Constraints
Local spatio-temporal constraints are imposed by non-maxima suppression of the surround
suppression responses Cα,σ (Equation 6.4), and scale adaption is achieved by applying a
multi-scale approach [34] and compute suppressed STIPs in five different scales Sσ =
{σ
4
, σ
2
, σ, 2σ, 4σ}. We follow the idea of scale selection presented by Lindeberg [36] to keep
the best set of STIPs obtained for each scale. The best scales are selected by maximizing
the normalized differential invariant,
κ̃norm = σ
2γ
0 LyLxx (6.5)
where L = g(·;σ0, τ0)⊗ I, i.e. the image I is convoluted with the Gaussian kernel g; Ly is
the first order y derivative and Lxx is the second order x derivative of L. Lindeberg [36]
reports that γ = 7
8
performs well in practice to achieve the maximum value of (κ̃norm)
2
for spatial interest point detected at multiple scales.
For the temporal constraints, a frame-wise interest point matching algorithm is ap-
plied [26], and the points are kept based on the 1D Gabor filter response in the temporal
direction of the matching spatial interest points.
6.2.2 4-Dimensional STIPs
After detection of STIPs in multi-frame images we extend the resulting interest points
into 4D STIPs. For this purpose we use the camera calibration data for the multi-view
camera system [12], and project the vertices p of reconstructed 3D mesh models [56] onto
the respective image planes with coordinates (u, v), using the following set of equations:
pc = Rip + ti (6.6)
r =
√
d2x + d
2
y, dx = fi,x
pc,x
pc,z
, dy = fi,y
pc,y
pc,z
(u, v) =
(
ci,x + dx(1 + ki,1r), ci,y + dy(1 + ki,1r)
)
where R and t are the camera rotation matrix and translation vector; fx and fy are the
x and y components of the focal length f ; cx and cy are the x and y components of the
principal point c, and k1 is the coefficient of a first order distortion model for the i
th
camera, respectively. Since multiple vertices might be projected onto the same image
pixel, we create a z-buffer containing the depth ordered vertices pd, and select the vertex
with the shortest distance to the respective camera. The distance d is determined with
respect to the centre of projection o, as follows:
z-buffer = [pd,1,pd,2, . . . ,pd,n] (6.7)
d = |pi − oi|, where oi = −RTi ti
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V2Di Si Ri Vi Vres 
Figure 6.2: A schematic overview of the computation of 3D optical flow Vres, by fusing
optical flow estimated in multi-frames V2D,i, extended to 3D flow Vi, and weighted
by the significance of local motion Si and it reliability Ri.
This has proven to work well for selecting the best corresponding vertices in case of
multiple instances [16]. Figure 6.1 present an example of 4D STIP detection.
6.3 Local 3D Motion Description
We detect motion in Multi-frames F = (I1, I2, . . . , In), which is a set of image frames I
acquired by n synchronized cameras, using a 3D version of optical flow [16] to produce
velocity annotated point clouds [57] or scene flow [60] (3D optical flow), and combine the
estimated 3D optical flow for each view (Fig. 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4). The estimated 3D optical
flow is represented efficiently by introducing a local 3D motion descriptor, Histogram of
3D Optical Flow (HOF3D), which is made view-invariant.
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(a) Vi (b) Vres
Figure 6.3: Examples of (a) single-view 3D optical flow and (b) combined 3D optical
flow.
6.3.1 3-Dimensional Optical Flow
Optical flow is computed using the Lucas and Kanade algorithm [42] for each multi-frame
Fi of a multi-view sequence of images (F1,F2, . . . ,Fm), and based on data from two con-
secutive multi-frames (Fi,Fi−1). Each pixel of multi-frame Fi is annotated with a 2D
velocity vector v2D = (vx, vy)
T (see Figure 6.2), resulting in temporal pixel correspon-
dences between multi-frame Fi and Fi−1.
For each pixel in the multi-frames we transform the temporal pixel correspondences into
temporal 3D vertex correspondences (pik,p
i−1
l ) (Equation 6.6 and 6.7), which can be used
to compute 3D velocities v3D = (vx, vy, vz)
T = pik − pi−1l . Figure 6.2 and 6.3.a present
examples of estimated 3D optical flow. The 3D optical flow for each view Vi is combined
into a resulting 3D optical flow Vres, by weighting each component by the significance Si of
local motion and the reliability Ri of the estimated optical flow, as given by Equation 6.8:
Vres =
n∑
i=1
(
α
Si∑n
k=1 Sk
+ β
Ri∑n
l=1 Rl
)
Vi (6.8)
where n is the number of camera views, α and β are weights of the two measurements,
such that α + β = 1 (we set α = 0.75 and β = 0.25). Since we focus on motion
vectors, we are interested in robust and significant motion. Therefore, we apply a weight
S =
√
v22D,x + v
2
2D,y to each of the velocity components (vx, vy, vz) falling within the region
of interest, determined by the projected silhouettes of the 3D models onto the respective
image planes. In this way we give emphasis to the velocity components based on the
total length of the 2D optical flow vector, i.e., the significance of local motions. This had
proven to be an important asset, reducing the impact of erroneous 3D motion vectors,
when falsified pixel-to-vertex correspondences have been established. The reliability R
is a measure of the “cornerness” of the gradients in the window used to estimate optical
flow, and is determined by the smallest eigenvalue R = λ2 of the second moment matrix.
In this way we check for ill conditioned second moment matrices, and give emphasis to
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Figure 6.4: Examples of the resulting 3D optical flow for the 10 actions performed
by 8 actors in the i3DPost dataset. The velocity vectors are color coded, so blue
corresponds to low velocities and yellow/red corresponds to high velocities.
flow components based on their reliability. Figure 6.2, 6.3.b and 6.4 show examples of the
resulting 3D optical flow.
6.3.2 Histogram of 3D Optical Flow
The extracted 3D motion in the form of 3D optical flow is represented efficiently by
introducing a local 3D motion descriptor, Histogram of 3D Optical Flow (HOF3D), which
is based on similar concepts as the HOF image descriptor proposed by Laptev et al. [34].
It is based on a spherical histogram, which is centered in the detected STIP and divided
linearly into S azimuthal (east-west) orientation bins and T colatitudinal (north-south)
bins (see Figure 6.5). For each bin of the histogram the velocity vector of each vertex
falling within that particular bin, within a spherical support region with radius r, is
accumulated and weighted by the length of the velocity vector. Hence, the descriptor
captures both the location of motion, together with the amount of motion and its direction.
We set S = 8, T = 4 and r = 100 mm, resulting in a S × T = 32 dimensional feature
vector for each STIP.
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Figure 6.5: The HOF3D descriptor and its subdivision into 8 azimuthal and 4 colatitu-
dinal bins.
 
Figure 6.6: Circular bin shifting of the HOF3D histogram with respect to the horizontal
mode of the histogram (HOF3Dmode).
In the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [41], partial invariance to the effect of
illumination changes on the gradient magnitude is imposed by thresholding and normal-
izing the feature vector. In the same way we impose partially invariance to the velocity
of movements, like in the case where two individuals perform the same action at different
speed. Hence, the feature vector gives greater emphasis to the location and orientation,
while reducing the influence of large velocity values.
6.3.3 View-Invariance
View-invariance is an essential criterion of feature description and recognition in 3D, since
a feature (in our case the direction of extracted motion) might appear very differently de-
pending on the viewpoint. For view-invariant human action recognition it is sufficient
to consider the variations around the vertical axis of the human body. In the following
we propose four solutions to transform the HOF3D descriptors into view-invariant repre-
sentations: (i) vertical rotation with respect to the orientation of the normal vector and
(ii) the orientation of the velocity vector, (ii) circular bin shifting with respect to the
horizontal mode of the histogram, and (iv) by decomposing the representation into a set
of spherical harmonic basis functions.
Vertical Rotation
The HOF3D descriptor is rotated around the vertical axis with respect to an azimuthal
reference orientation ∠θref of the evaluated STIP: ∠θ−∠θref . We evaluate two reference
orientations. The orientation of the 3D models normal vector (HOF3Dnorm) and the
orientation of the velocity vector of the 3D optical flow (HOF3Dflow) at that particular
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STIP.
Circular Bin Shifting
We perform circular bin shifting of the histogram with respect to the horizontal mode of
the histogram (HOF3Dmode). The horizontal mode is determined as the set of vertical
orientation bins with the largest value. An example is given in Figure 6.6.
Spherical Harmonics
Finally, the HOF3D descriptor is made view-invariant with respect to the vertical axis
by decomposing the spherical Histogram representation f (θ, φ) into a weighted sum of
spherical harmonics (HHOF3D), as given by Equation 6.9.
f (θ, φ) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
Aml Y
m
l (θ, φ) (6.9)
where the term Aml is the weighing coefficient of degree m and order l, while the complex
functions Y ml (·) are the actual spherical harmonic functions of degree m and order l. The
complex function Y ml (·) is given by Equation 6.10.
Y ml (θ, φ) = K
m
l P
|m|
l (cos θ) e
jmφ (6.10)
The term Kml is a normalization constant, while the function P
|m|
l (·) is the associated
Legendre Polynomial. The key feature to note from Equation 6.10 is the encoding of the
azimuthal variable φ, which solely inflects the phase of the spherical harmonic function
and has no effect on the magnitude. This effectively means that ||Aml ||, i.e. the norm
of the decomposition coefficients of Equation 6.9 is invariant to parameterization in the
variable φ.
The actual determination of the spherical harmonic coefficients is based on an inverse
summation as given by Equation 6.11, where N is the number of samples (S × T ), and
4π/N is the surface area of each sample on the unit sphere.
(Aml )f =
4π
N
2π∑
φ=0
π∑
θ=0
f (θ, φ) Y ml (θ, φ) (6.11)
In a practical application it is not necessary (or possible, as there are infinitely many)
to keep all coefficient Aml . Contrary, it is assumed the functions f are band-limited,
hence it is only necessary to keep coefficient up to some bandwidth l = B, where the
dimensionality becomes D = (B + 1)(B + 2)/2. Concretely, we set B = 15, resulting in
136 coefficients.
6.4 Vocabulary Building and Classification
We apply a BoW model to learn the visual vocabularies of the extracted HOF3D descrip-
tors. We extend the idea of [38] by introducing pyramid levels in the feature space, but
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Figure 6.7: 3D spatial pyramid of level 2 with division by a horizontal plane estimated
by the center of mass of the reconstructed model (a) and the detected 4D STIPs
(b).
instead of applying a pyramid at feature level, as in [39], we apply it at STIP level in a 3D
coordinate system. This makes the problem of grouping the local features much simpler
yet robust, since our STIPs are detected in a selective and robust manner. Finally, we
apply vocabulary compression, at each pyramid level, to reduce the dimensionality of the
feature space.
6.4.1 3D Spatial Pyramids
Let IT be the T
th frame of the image sequence I. We then quantize this the set of detected
STIPs into q levels, S = {s0, s1, . . . , sq−1}. We examine two solutions for pyramid divisions
based on a horizontal plane estimated as (i) the center of gravity of the 3D human model
(SPmodel) and (ii) the center of gravity of the detected STIPs (SPSTIPs). Accordingly, we
group the HOF3D descriptors into different levels of the pyramid. The structure of the
2-level 3D spatial pyramid is illustrated in Figure 6.7. This horizontal division helps to
capture the distinguishing characteristics of arm- and leg-based actions. We do not apply
further pyramid levels or vertical division, since this will conflict with the view-invariance
of the approach.
6.4.2 Vocabulary Compression
After dividing the HOF3D descriptors into the described pyramid levels, we create initial
vocabularies of a relatively large size (200 words). To reduce the final dimensionality
of the feature space, we use vocabulary compression, as in [38], but at each level of the
pyramid to achieve a compact yet discriminative visual-word representation of actions.
Let A be a discrete random variable which takes the value of a set of action classes
A = {a1, a2, . . . , an}, and Ws be a random variable which range over the set of video-
words Ws = {w1, w2, . . . , wm} at pyramid level s. Then the information about A captured
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by Ws can be expressed by the Mutual Information (MI), I(A,Ws). Now, let Ŵs =
{ŵ1, ŵ2, . . . , ŵk} for k < m, be the compressed video-word cluster of Ws. We can measure
the loss of quality of the resulting compressed vocabulary Ŵs, as the loss of MI:
Q(Ŵs) = I(A,Ws)− I(A, Ŵs) (6.12)
To find the optimal compression Ŵs we use Agglomerative Information Bottleneck (AIB) [54].
We use the described vocabulary compression at each level of the pyramid per class, and
obtain a final class-specific compact pyramid representation of video-words.
6.4.3 Action Classification
After compression of the video-words at each pyramid level we compute a histograms
of the video-words, using the extracted HOF3D descriptors, and concatenate them to a
final feature set for SVM learning. We design a class specific χ-square kernel-based SVM,
SVMai(k, h
ai
Wai
) [6]. Where ai is the i
th action class A, k is the SVM kernel and haiWai
is
the histogram of action class ai, computed using the class-specific video-words Wai . For
a test set aTest we detect its action class:
i∗aTest = argmaxjSVMaj(k, h
aTest
Waj
),∀aj ∈ A (6.13)
6.5 Experimental Results
To test our proposed approach we conduct a number of experiments: (1) action recognition
using publicly available multi-view datasets and comparison with the state-of-the-art, (2)
an comparison of the different variants of the HOF3D descriptor and 3D spatial pyramids,
(3) an incremental analysis of the performance of the vocabulary building process, and
(4) evaluation of view-invariance using different camera views for training and testing of
the system.
6.5.1 Datasets
We evaluate our approach using the publicly available dataset: i3DPost Multi-View Hu-
man Action Dataset1 [12]. and the INRIA Xmas Motion Acquisition Sequences (IXMAS)
Multi-View Human Action Dataset2 [62].
i3DPost
The i3DPost dataset consists of 8 actors performing 10 different actions, where 6 are
single actions: walk, run, jump, bend, hand-wave and jump-in-place, and 4 are combined
actions: sit-stand-up, run-fall, walk-sit and run-jump-walk. The subjects have different
body sizes, clothing and are of different sex and nationalities. The multi-view videos
1The i3DPost dataset is available at http://kahlan.eps.surrey.ac.uk/i3dpost action/data
2The IXMAS dataset is available at http://4drepository.inrialpes.fr/public/ viewgroup/6
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Figure 6.8: Image and 3D mesh model examples for the 10 actions from the i3DPost
Multi-View Human Action Dataset. The figure is organized such that the columns
correspond to the 10 different actions performed by the 8 actors, where the first 6
columns show the single actions and the last 4 columns show the combined actions.
The first 8 rows depict images captured from the 8 camera views, while the 9th row
shows the corresponding 3D mesh models.
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Figure 6.9: Image and 3D voxel-based volume examples for the 13 actions from the
IXMAS Multi-View Human Action Dataset. The figure is organized such that the
columns correspond to the 13 different actions performed by the 12 actors. The first
5 rows depict images captured from the 5 camera views, while the 6th row shows
the corresponding 3D volumes.
have been recorded by a 8 calibrated and synchronized camera setup in high definition
resolution (1920 × 1080), resulting in a total of 640 videos. For each video frame a
3D mesh model of relatively high detail level (20, 000-40, 000 vertices and 40, 000-80, 000
triangles) of the actor and the associated camera calibration parameters are available.
The mesh models were reconstructed using a global optimization method proposed by
Starck and Hilton [56]. Figure 6.8 shows multi-view actor/action images and 3D mesh
model examples from the i3DPost dataset.
IXMAS
The IXMAS dataset consists of 12 non-professional actors performing 13 daily-life actions
3 times: check watch, cross arms, scratch head, sit down, get up, turn around, walk, wave,
punch, kick, point, pick up and throw. The dataset has been recorded by 5 calibrated
and synchronized cameras, where the actors chose freely position and orientation, and
consists of image sequences (390 × 291) and reconstructed 3D volumes (64 × 64 × 64
voxels), resulting in a total of 2340 action instances for all 5 cameras. I.e, compared to
i3Dpost the IXMAS dataset is of lower data quality and resolution. In the following we will
show how our approach performs on both of these datasets. Figure 6.9 shows multi-view
actor/action images and voxel-based volume examples from the IXMAS datasets.
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Table 6.1: State-of-the-art recognition accuracies (%) for the i3DPost dataset. The col-
umn named “Dim” states if the methods apply 2D image data or 3D data. *Gkalelis
et al. [13] test on 5 single actions.
Method Dim 8 actions 10 actions
HOF3Dnorm + SPmodel 3D 98.44 97.50
HOF3Dflow + SPmodel 3D 96.88 97.50
HOF3Dmode + SPmodel 3D 95.31 93.75
HHOF3D + SPmodel 3D 93.75 95.00
HOF3Dnorm + SPSTIPs 3D 96.88 95.00
HOF3Dflow + SPSTIPs 3D 98.44 96.25
HOF3Dmode + SPSTIPs 3D 93.75 93.75
HHOF3D + SPSTIPs 3D 93.75 92.50
Holte et al. [16] 3D 92.19 78.75
Iosifidis et al. [20] 2D 90.88 -
Gkalelis et al. [13] 2D 90.00* -
6.5.2 Evaluation on i3DPost
For the first test we use the data available for all 8 camera views and the full action set of
10 actions (single and combined). Additionally, we split the combined action up into two
additional single actions [20], resulting in a total of 8 single actions. We perform leave-one-
out cross validation, hence, we use one actor for testing, while the system is trained using
the rest of the dataset. Table 6.1 presents the results of our approach using the described
variants of the HOF3D descriptors and 3D spatial pyramids in comparison to Iosifidis et al.
[20] and Gkalelis et al. [13]. The results show comparable performance for the descriptor
and pyramid variants, but with a slightly better overall performance using HOF3Dnorm +
SPmodel, followed up by HOF3Dflow + SPmodel and HOF3Dflow + SPSTIPs. For the 8 single
actions, the accuracy of HOF3Dnorm + SPmodel and HOF3Dflow + SPSTIPs are 98.44%,
while for the full action set of 10 actions, the accuracy of HOF3Dnorm + SPmodel and
HOF3Dflow + SPmodel are 97.50%. The other two descriptor variants, HOF3Dmode and
HHOF3D, have slightly lower but comparable performance. These results are consistent
with our expectations, since HHOF3D is an approximation of HOF3D by decomposing
the representation into spherical harmonic basis functions within a certain bandwidth,
while the circular bin shifting variant HOF3Dmode can be seen as a fast but more coarse
vertical rotation. In general the 3D spatial pyramid divisions based on a horizontal plane
estimated as the center of gravity of the 3D human model (SPmodel) performs slightly
better considering all descriptors variants. This might be due to better location and
precision of the horizontal plane, compared to the one estimated as the center of gravity
of the detected STIPs (SPSTIPs), which can variate due to the amount of detected STIPs.
Incremental Analysis
Next we conduct an incremental analysis to investigate the performance boost by applying
the 3D spatial pyramids and vocabulary compression. Figure 6.10 shows the recognition
accuracy for the four HOF3D variants with and without 3D spatial pyramids (SPmodel
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Figure 6.10: Plot of the recognition accuracy of the four HOF3D variants with and
without spatial pyramids or AIB compression (i3DPost).
and SPSTIPs) or AIB vocabulary compression. The plot clearly indicates the performance
boost by using spatial pyramids and compression for all descriptor variants. The largest
performance increase occurs when applying spatial pyramids (∼5.5%). The vocabulary
compression improves the average accuracy by ∼1.5%, however, when AIB is applied at
pyramid level the performance boost is more significant (∼3%).
View-Invariance
To observe the view-invariance of our approach we evaluate its capability to recognize
actions using different camera views for training and testing. We train and test the
system by detecting STIPs, extracting HOF3Dnorm + SPmodel descriptors and building
vocabularies for classification for each of the 8 views, separately. Figure 6.11 shows a
plot of the results, when recognizing all 10 actions using each combination of the 8 views
for training and testing. As can be seen from the plot, the recognition accuracy is quite
stable over all view combinations (∼91% ± 6%). Note that only a small increase in the
accuracy can be observed, when training and testing with the same view.
6.5.3 Evaluation on IXMAS
Table 6.2 presents the results of our approach using the HOF3D descriptors and 3D spatial
pyramids (SP) in comparison to the state-of-the-art methods. Some authors only test on
11 actions performed by 10 actors (the test setup proposed by Weinland et al. [62]), while
others evaluate their algorithms on the full dataset. Hence, to compare our approach to
other works, we apply both test setups. As shown in the table our approach achieves a
perfect recognition for both the 11 and 13 action setup, and thereby outperforms other
proposed methods. The recognition accuracies are identical for all HOF3D descriptor and
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Figure 6.11: Plot of the recognition accuracy as a function of the applied camera views
for training and testing (i3DPost).
pyramid variants. Futhermore, this validates that our approach can be used for multi-view
data of lower data quality and resolution.
6.6 Conclusion
We have presented a 4D STIP and local 3D motion descriptor-based approach for human
action recognition using 3D data acquired by multi-camera setups. We contribute to this
field by: (1) the design of a 4D STIP detector, which operates in a selective manner by
incorporating surround suppression and local spatio-temporal contraints. (2) Introducing
a novel local 3D motion descriptor (HOF3D) for description of estimated 3D optical flow,
and examine a number of solutions to make it view-invariant. (3) Based on 3D spatial
pyramids of HOF3D descriptors we build a BoW vocabulary of human actions, which
is compressed and classified using AIB and SVM, respectively. (4) We have reported
superior performance on the publicly available i3DPost and IXMAS datasets, investigated
the incremental performance boost of the proposed 3D spatial pyramids and vocabulary
compression, and evaluated the view-invariance of the approach.
In future work it would be interesting to adapt the method to single view depth sensors
(Time-of-Flight range cameras and the Kinect sensor [52]), which in general are are more
flexible and applicable. Multi-camera systems are limited to a specific area of interest,
due to its nature. However, it also helps to uncover occluded action regions from different
views in the global 3D data, and allows for extraction of informative features in a more
rich 3D space, than the one captured from a single view.
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Table 6.2: State-of-the-art recognition accuracies (%) for the IXMAS dataset. The
column named “Dim” states if the methods apply 2D image data or 3D data.
Method Dim 11 actions 13 actions
HOF3D + SP 3D 100.00 100.00
Turaga et al. [59] 3D 98.78 -
Weinland et al. [62] 3D 93.33 -
Pehlivan et al. [47] 3D 90.91 88.63
Vitaladevuni et al. [61] 2D 87.00 -
Haq et al. [14] 2D 83.69 -
Weinland et al. [63] 2D 83.50 -
Liu et al. [39] 2D - 82.80
Liu et al. [40] 2D 82.80 -
Weinland et al. [64] 2D 81.27 -
Lv et al. [43] 2D - 80.60
Tran et al. [58] 2D - 80.22
Cherla et al. [7] 2D - 80.05
Liu et al. [37] 2D - 78.50
Yan et al. [68] 3D 78.00 -
Junejo et al. [25] 2D 74.60 -
Junejo et al. [24] 2D 72.70 -
Reddy et al. [50] 2D - 72.60
Farhadi et al. [10] 2D 58.10 -
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Chapter 7
Foreground Segmentation and
Shadow Detection
This chapter consists of the paper ”Shadow Tracking for Improved Detection and Removal
of Chromatic Moving Shadows” [A]. The paper presents work on foreground segmentation
and shadow detection using a multi-stage approach. The shadow detection is enhanced
by tracking both foreground objects and shadow using mutual information. Reference [B]
describes intermediate work resulting in the final outcome in [A].
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Shadow Tracking for Improved Detection and Removal of
Chromatic Moving Shadows
I. Huerta, M.B. Holte, T.B. Moeslund and J. Gonzàlez
Abstract
Segmentation in the surveillance domain has to deal with shad-
ows to avoid distortions when detecting moving objects. Most ap-
proaches for shadow detection are typically restricted to penum-
bra shadows, hence, such techniques cannot cope well with umbra
shadows. Consequently, umbra is usually detected as part of mov-
ing objects. In this paper, firstly a bottom-up approach using a
novel technique based on gradient and colour models, for separat-
ing chromatic moving cast shadows from detected moving objects,
is presented. Secondly, a top-down approach based on a track-
ing system has been developed, in order to enhance the chromatic
shadow detection. In the bottom-up step, both a chromatic invari-
ant colour cone model and an invariant gradient model are built to
perform automatic segmentation while detecting potential shadows.
Regions corresponding to potential shadows are grouped by consid-
ering the ”bluish effect” and an edge partitioning. Additionally, (i)
temporal similarities between textures and (ii) spatial similarities
between chrominance angle and brightness distortions are analysed
for all potential shadow regions, in order to finally identify um-
bra shadows. In the top-down process, after detection of objects
and shadows, both are tracked using Kalman filters. This implies
data association between the blobs (foreground and shadow) and
Kalman filters using Probabilistic Appearance Models. Based on an
event analysis, we are testing for temporal consistency in the asso-
ciation between objects and shadows and their respective Kalman
Filters. The results of tracking are used as feedback to recover
miss-detected shadows. Unlike other methods, our approach does
not make any a-priori assumptions about camera location, surface
geometries, surface textures, shapes and types of shadows, objects,
and background. Experimental results show state-of-the-art perfor-
mance for different shadowed materials and illumination conditions.
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7.1 Introduction
A fundamental problem for all automatic video surveillance systems is to detect objects
of interest in a given scene. A commonly used technique for segmentation of moving
objects is background subtraction [13]. This involves detection of moving regions (i.e.,
the foreground) by differencing the current image and a reference background image in a
pixel-by-pixel manner. An important challenge for foreground segmentation is the impact
of shadows. Shadows can be divided into two categories: static shadows and dynamic
(moving) shadows. Static shadows occur due to static background objects (e.g., trees,
buildings, parked cars, etc.) blocking the illumination from a light source. Static shadows
can be incorporated into the background model, while dynamic shadows have shown to
be more problematic. Dynamic shadows are due to moving objects (e.g., people, vehicles,
etc.). The impact of dynamic shadows can be crucial for the foreground segmentation, and
cause objects to merge, distort their size and shape, or occlude other objects. This results
in a reduction of computer vision algorithms’ applicability for, e.g, scene monitoring,
object recognition, target tracking and counting.
Dynamic shadows can take any size and shape, and can be both umbra (dark shadow)
and penumbra (soft shadow) shadows. Penumbra shadows exhibit low values of intensity
but similar chromaticity values w.r.t. the background, while umbra shadows can exhibit
different chromaticity than the background, and their intensity values can be similar to
those of any new object appearing in a scene. When the chromaticity of umbra shad-
ows differs from the chromaticity of the global background illumination, we define this
as chromatic shadow. Consequently, umbra shadows are significantly more difficult to
detect, and therefore usually detected as a part of moving objects. When a shadow has
successfully been detected it is usually removed instantly, since only the object is of in-
terest for further processing and not the shadow. As a result, the shadow information is
lost. Our idea is to use this information to improve other aspects of object and shadow
detection and tracking. Concretely, if a detected shadow is tracked over time instead of
being discarded, it could be used to improve the shadow detection and possible the object
detection and tracking as well.
Shadow detection is an important field of research within computer vision. Even though
many algorithms have been proposed, the problem of detection and removal of shadows
in complex environment is still far from being completely solved. A common direction
is to assume that shadows decrease the luminance of an image, while the chrominance
stays relatively unchanged [1, 10]. However, this is not the case in many scenarios, e.g., in
outdoor scenes. Other approaches apply geometrical information. Onoguchi [15] uses two
cameras to eliminate the shadows of pedestrians based on object height, where objects
and shadows must be visible to both cameras. Ivanov et al. [9] apply a disparity model,
which is invariant to arbitrarily rapid changes in illumination, for modelling background.
However, to overcome rapid changes in illumination at least three cameras are required.
In [19], Salvador et al. exploit the fact that a shadow darkens the surfaces, on which it
is cast, to identify an initial set of shadowed pixels. This set is then pruned by using
colour invariance and geometric properties of shadows. It should be noted that most of
the approaches which applies geometrical information normally requires shadows to be
cast on a flat plane.
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Another popular approach is to exploit colour differences between shadow and background
in different colour spaces. In [2], Cucchiara et al. consider the hypothesis that shadows
reduce surface brightness and saturation while maintaining the hue properties in the
HSV colour space. Schreer et al. [20] adopt the YUV colour space, while Horprasert
et al. [6], Kim et al. [10] and [16] build a model in the RGB colour space to express
normalised luminance variation and chromaticity distortions. However, these methods
require illumination sources to be white, and assume shadow and non-shadow have similar
chrominance. Some authors use textures to obtain a segmentation without shadows, e.g,
Heikkila et al. [5] apply Local Binary Patterns, but it also fails to detect umbra shadows.
To overcome these shortcomings, a number of approaches apply colour constancy meth-
ods, combine different techniques or use multi-stage approaches. A comparative study
of shadow detection techniques can be found in [17]. In addition to scene brightness
properties, Stauder et al. [22] extract edge width information to differentiate penumbra
regions from the background. In [3], Finlayson et al. use shadow edges along with illu-
minant invariant images to recover full colour shadow-free images. Nonetheless, a part
of the colour information is lost in removing the effect of the scene illumination at each
pixel in the image. Weiss [23] computes the reflectance edges of the scene to obtain an
intrinsic image without shadows. However, this approach requires significant changes in
the scene, and the reflectance image also contains the scene illumination. Martel et al.
introduce a parametric approach based on Gaussian mixtures GMSM [17]. Additionally,
they propose a nonparametric framework based on the physical properties of light sources
and surfaces, and apply spatial gradient information to reinforce the learning of model
parameters [18]. Finally, [14] proposes a multi-stage approach for outdoor scenes, which
is based on a spatio-temporal albedo test and dichromatic reflection model.
In this paper, firstly a bottom-up approach for detection and removal of chromatic mov-
ing shadows in surveillance scenarios is presented [8]. We apply a multi-stage approach
inspired by [14] but we use multiple cues: colour and gradient information, together with
known shadow properties. Secondly, a top-down architecture based on a tracking system
is proposed in order to enhance the chromatic shadow detection, where Kalman filters
are used for tracking. Shadows can be lost for a number of frames of a video sequence,
and in these cases the use of Kalman filters to track the shadows can improve the shadow
detection. Fig. 7.1 illustrates a high level scheme for our shadow detection and tracking
approach.
In contrast to the aforementioned approaches, this paper contains the following contri-
butions: (i) we combine an invariant colour cone model and an invariant gradient model
to improve foreground segmentation and detection of potential shadows. (ii) We extend
the shadow detection to cope with chromatic moving cast shadows, by grouping potential
shadow regions and considering the ” bluish effect”, edge partitioning, temporal simi-
larities between local gradient, and spatial similarities between chrominance angle and
brightness distortions. (iii) We track both objects and shadows, and thereby establishing
data association between them. Hereby, an enhancement of the chromatic shadow detec-
tion is achieved by recovering miss-detected shadows. To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to apply shadow tracking for improving object and shadow detection in surveil-
lance. As a result we obtain: (iv) a more robust tracking by using mutual information
and association of object and shadow, and (v) improvement of the segmentation for high
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Figure 7.1: Flowchart for the shadow detection and tracking system.
level processes, such as detection and tracking, by avoiding shadows. (vi) Unlike other
methods, our approach does not make any assumptions about camera location, surface
geometries, surface textures, shapes and types of shadows, objects and background.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In section 7.2, the theoretical concept
of our approach is outlined. The algorithm for foreground segmentation, along with the
detection and removal of chromatic moving shadows are described in section 7.3. The top-
down process used to enhance the shadow detection is described in section 7.4. Finally,
we present experimental results in section 7.5 and concluding remarks in section 7.6.
7.2 Analysis of Shadow Properties
The colour information ρ at a given pixel a obtained from a recording camera supposing
Lambertian surfaces depends on four components: the Spectral Power Distribution (SPD)
of the illuminant denoted E(λ), the surface reflectance R(λ), the sensor spectral sensitivity
Q(λ) evaluated at each pixel a and a shading factor σ.
ρa = σ
∫
E(λ)R(λ)Qa(λ)dλ (7.1)
The surface reflectance R(λ) depends on the material, i.e., materials have different re-
sponse to the same illumination.
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Figure 7.2: A sketch of the four main cases (c1 to c4: blue ellipses) and two anomalies
(c1-2 and c2-2: red ellipses) that can occur, when performing foreground segmenta-
tion with the influence of shadows, using the temporal local gradients. The ellipses
represent detection of potential chromatic shadows. They are grouped by consider-
ing an intensity reduction, ”the bluish effect” and an edge partition.
7.2.1 The bluish effect
In outdoor scenes, the environment is illuminated by two light sources: a point light source
(the sun) and a diffuse source (the sky) with different SPD E(λ). Besides a reduction
in the intensity, an outdoor cast shadow result in a change of the chrominance. The
illumination of the sky has higher power components in the lower wavelengths λ (450 -
495 nm) of the visible spectrum, and it is therefore assumed bluish as argued in [14].
When the direct illumination of the sun is blocked and an region is only illuminated by
the diffuse ambient light of the sky, materials appears to be more bluish.
7.2.2 Temporal local gradient information
By applying gradient information we can obtain knowledge about object boundaries, and
thereby improve the foreground segmentation. Additionally, the gradient provides tex-
tural information about both the background and foreground image. Although shadows
result in a intensity reduction of the illumination, and the texture of a given object or
the background has lower gradient magnitude, the structure remains the same, i.e., the
gradient orientation is unchanged.
7.2.3 Shadow scenaria and solutions
When performing foreground segmentation with the influence of shadows, and taking the
temporal local gradients into account, four main cases can occur as illustrated in Fig. 7.2.
The ellipses represent detection of potential chromatic shadows. They are grouped by
considering an intensity reduction, ”the bluish effect” and an edge partition.
Case1 : Similar local gradient structures are present in the background model and in the
current image. By examining similarities between the local gradients, and the fact
that there is no foreground object in the current image, potential shadows can be
detected and identified as shadow regions (case1-1 ). However, if a foreground object
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is present, it can be miss-classified as shadow if the gradients of the background and
the foreground object are similar (case1-2 ).
Case2 : There is no available background model nor local gradients in the current
image. Since, the change in illumination of all the potential shadow regions has to be
similar, temporal and spatial similarities between chrominance angle and brightness
distortions within the potential regions are analysed to detect chromatic shadows
(case2-1 ). However, a foreground object can be miss-classified as shadow if the
foreground object has no gradients. Furthermore, the chrominance angle distortion
can also be similar among the pixels in the region of the object (case2-2 ).
Case3 : Local gradient structure is present in the background model but not in the
current image. By examining similarities between temporal gradients, a potential
shadow can be detected as a foreground object, if there are background gradients
and a new foreground object in the current image.
Case4 : Local gradient structure is present in the current image but not in the back-
ground model. Then there must be a new foreground object in the current image.
In this case, the gradients in the current image are employed for object detection.
Hence, there is no need to analyse the potential region further.
The described characteristics are not sufficient to address the anomalies in case1-2 and
case2-2. Therefore, we take further assumptions and apply some additional steps, which
are explained next.
7.3 Bottom-Up Chromatic Shadow Detection
Our approach, depicted in Fig. 7.3 is a multi-stage approach. The first three stages
remove the pixels which cannot be shadow. The fourth step divide the regions of potential
shadows. Chromatic shadow detection is performed in stage 5 and 6 based on gradients
and chrominance angles, respectively. The last step avoids foreground regions to be
erroneously detected as chromatic shadows. An example is given in Fig. 7.4.
7.3.1 Moving foreground segmentation
In this stage foreground objects, shadows and some erroneous pixels are segmented. In
order to achieve moving foreground segmentation an improved hybrid approach based on
[7], which fuses colour and gradient information, is used. Note that this approach can cope
with several motion segmentation challenges, e.g., penumbra shadows, since it is based
on a chromatic colour model [6]. We use similar architecture and automatic threshold
selection as the hybrid approach in [7]. This architecture provides the highest detection
rate in comparison to other motion segmentation approaches. However, the colour and
gradient models are modified, in order to achieve a more accurate segmentation and to
become applicable for the next stages.
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Figure 7.3: A schematic overview of the chromatic shadow detection approach.
Figure 7.4: An example of chromatic shadow detection. The numbers added to the
image captions correspond to the respective sub-sections in section 7.3.
The chromatic cylinder model employed in several motion segmentation approaches [10,
6, 7] is changed into a new chromatic cone model. It is based on chrominance angle dis-
tortion instead of chromatic distortion. For a chromaticity line, the chromatic distortion
applied in the chromatic cylinder model depends on the brightness distortion, while the
chrominance angle distortion is invariant to the brightness, as it can be seen in Fig. 7.5
(the chromatic distortion δ increases proportional to the brightness distortion α, while
the chrominance angle distortion β is unaffected). The invariant chromatic cone model is
more robust to chromatic shadows, since these (umbra) shadows modify both the bright-
ness and the chromaticity. As argued in [12, 18], the gradient model has to be invariant to
global and local illuminations changes, i.e., shadows. The new invariant gradient model
presented in this section uses a combination of gradient magnitudes and gradient direc-
tions, which is invariant to illumination changes, and can be applied to identify the local
gradient structures of an image.
Invariant colour cone model
The Background Colour Model (BCM) is computed according to the chromatic invariant
cone representation shown in Fig. 7.5. First, the RGB mean µa =
(
µRa , µ
G
a , µ
B
a
)
and
standard deviation σa =
(
σRa , σ
G
a , σ
B
a
)
of every image pixel a during the time period
t = [1 : T1] are computed. Once each RGB component is normalised by their respective
standard deviation σca (where c ∈ {R,G,B} denotes the colour channel), two distortion
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Figure 7.5: A colour cone model, where µa represents the expected RGB colour value for
a pixel a, and Ia is the current pixel value. The line 0µa shows the expected chro-
matic line, and all colours along this line have the same chrominance but different
brightness. αa and βa give the current brightness and chrominance angle distortion,
respectively.
measures are established during the training period: the brightness distortion, αa,t, and
the chrominance angle distortion, βa,t. The brightness distortion can be computed by
minimising the distance between the current pixel value Ia,t and the chromatic line 0µa.
The angle between 0µa and 0Ia is the chrominance angle distortion. Hence, the brightness
and the chrominance angle distortions are given by:
αa,t =
IRa,tµ
R
a
(σRa )
2 +
IGa,tµ
G
a
(σGa )
2 +
IBa,tµ
B
a
(σBa )
2(
µRa
σRa
)2
+
(
µGa
σGa
)2
+
(
µBa
σBa
)2 (7.2)
βa,t = arcsin
√ ∑
c=R,G,B
(
Ica,t − αa,tµca
σca
)2
√ ∑
c=R,G,B
(
Ica,t
σca
)2 (7.3)
Next, the Root Mean Square over time of both distortions ᾱa and β̄a are computed for
each pixel:
ᾱa = RMS (αa,t − 1) =
√√√√ 1
T1
T1∑
t=0
(αa,t − 1)2 (7.4)
β̄a = RMS (βa,t) =
√√√√ 1
T1
T1∑
t=0
(βa,t)
2 (7.5)
where 1 is subtracted from αa,t, so that the brightness distortion is distributed around zero:
positive values represent brighter pixels, whereas negative values represent darker pixels,
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w.r.t the learnt values. These values are used as normalising factors so that a single global
threshold can be set for the entire image. This 4-tuple BCM = (µa,σa, ᾱa, β̄a) constitutes
the pixel-wise colour background model.
Invariant gradient model
The Background Edge Model (BEM) is built as follows: first the Sobel edge operator is ap-
plied to each colour channel in the horizontal and vertical directions. This yields a horizon-
tal Gcx,a,t = Sx∗Ica,t and a vertical Gcy,a,t = Sy∗Ica,t gradient image for each frame during the
training period t = [1 : T ]. Next, the gradient of each background pixel is modelled using
the gradient mean µGx,a = (µ
R
Gx,a, µ
G
Gx,a, µ
B
Gx,a) and µGy,a = (µ
R
Gy,a, µ
G
Gy,a, µ
B
Gy,a), and the
gradient standard deviation σGx,a = (σ
R
Gx,a, σ
G
Gx,a, σ
B
Gx,a) and σGy,a = (σ
R
Gy,a, σ
G
Gy,a, σ
B
Gy,a)
computed for all the training frames. Then, the magnitude and orientation of the gradient
mean (µG and µθ) and the standard deviation (σG and σθ) are computed in order to build
the background edge model:
µcG,a =
√
(µcGx,a)
2 + (µcGy,a)
2; µcθ,a = arctan
(
µcGy,a
µcGx,a
)
(7.6)
σcG,a =
√
(σcGx,a)
2 + (σcGy,a)
2; σcθ,a = arctan
(
σcGy,a
σcGx,a
)
(7.7)
resulting in the 4-tuple BEM = (µcG,a, σ
c
G,a, µ
c
θ,a, σ
c
θ,a). The thresholds employed for the
segmentation task are automatically computed for each model, as described in [7].
Image segmentation
The colour segmentation is achieved by following the rules in [7]. However, the edge
segmentation is achieved based on the following premises:
i Illumination changes modify the gradient magnitude but not the gradient orientation.
ii The gradient orientation is not feasible where there are no edges.
iii An edge can appear in a place where there were no edges before.
Assuming the first two premises, the gradient orientations will be compared instead of
the gradient magnitudes for pixels which have a minimum magnitude, in order to avoid
false edges due to illumination changes:
Fθ =
(
(τ ce,a < V
c
G,a,t) ∧ (τ ce,a < µcG,a)
)
∧ (τ cθ,a < |V cθ,a,t − µcθ,a|) (7.8)
For pixels satisfying the third premise, the gradient magnitudes are compared instead of
the orientations:
FG =
(
¬
(
(τ ce,a < V
c
G,a,t) ∧ (τ ce,a < µcG,a)
))
∧ (τ cG,a < |V cG,a,t − µcG,a|) (7.9)
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where V cθ,a,t and V
c
G,a,t are the gradient orientation and magnitude for each pixel in the
current image, respectively.
The invariant models provide a high detection rate in comparison to other motion seg-
mentation approaches. After the initial detection, moving foreground objects, chromatic
shadows and some isolated pixels are represented by a binary mask named M1. Similarly,
a mask is created using the gradient model and divided into two masks (Edneg and Ed-
pos), which are used for the next steps. The Edneg mask corresponds to the foreground
pixels belonging to the background model, while the Edpos mask corresponds to the fore-
ground pixels belonging to the current image. Furthermore, a third mask is created called
Edcom, which contains the common edges detected in the background model and in the
current image.
7.3.2 Shadow intensity reduction
In this step the M1 mask is reduced to avoid pixels which cannot be shadows. A fore-
ground pixel cannot be a shadowed pixel if it has a higher intensity than the background
model. Hence, a new mask M2 is created according to equation 7.10.
M2a,t = (I
R
a,t < µ
R) ∧ (IGa,t < µG) ∧ (IBa,t < µB) (7.10)
where a corresponds to the pixel location in M1.
7.3.3 The bluish effect
The effect of illuminants, which are different than white lights, provokes chromaticity
changes, since the intensity variates differently for each color channel. In outdoor se-
quences the main illuminants are the sky and the sun (any of them white illuminant).
The sky is the only source of illumination on shadowed regions, and it is assumed to be
bluish, as argued in [14]. Therefore, the intensity changes in the red and green channels
are larger than in the blue channel. This knowledge is used to reduce the potential shadow
region detected in the previous step:
M3a,t = (I
R
a,t − µR) > (IBa,t − µB) ∧ (IGa,t − µG) > (IBa,t − µB) (7.11)
where a corresponds to the pixel location in M2. Obviously, the bluish effect cannot be
applied for indoor sequences.
7.3.4 Potential chromatic shadow regions
It is supposed that shadow regions have similar intensity change for each channel, since
the illuminant is the same. However, different surfaces have different reflectance char-
acteristics, hence, the intensity change depends on the surface material. Therefore, we
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apply edges to describe region borders. Concretely, we build a new mask M4 using the
foreground edges detected in the current image (Edpos) to separate the potential shadow
regions from the moving foreground objects:
M4a,t = M3a,t ∧ ¬Edposa,t (7.12)
A minimum area morphology is applied in order to avoid smaller regions, which do not
contain enough information for the subsequent steps of the shadow analysis.
7.3.5 Chromatic shadow gradient detection
Next, the temporal gradients of the regions in M4 are analysed to identify, which case
of the theoretical shadow analysis (see section 7.2) each of the regions complies with. A
region will be considered a shadow if it complies with case 1. The negative foreground
edges (Edneg) of the region are compared to the common foreground edges (Edcom), in
order to test if the region is a shadow and avoid the anomaly case 1-2.
Txb =

∑
a∈Rb
(Rb ∧ Edneg)
|Rb ∧ Edtot|
· kn <
∑
a∈Rb
(Rb ∧ Edcom)
|Rb ∧ Edtot|
 (7.13)
where a is the pixel position; Rb is the evaluated region and b is the number of the
region; |Rb| denotes the number of pixels of region b; |Rb ∧Edtot| denotes the number of
pixels representing the edges detected in the background model and the current image; kn
corresponds to a confidence region, which is equal to the probability of the region belongs
to a shadow or a foreground object.
7.3.6 Chromatic shadow angle and brightness detection
In this step temporal and spatial similarities of the chrominance angle and brightness
distortion for all pixels belonging to regions, which have so far not been classified as
shadow, are analysed. A region will be considered a shadow if it complies with case 2. The
only regions analysed in this stage are those without gradients, neither in the background
model nor in the current image. If the pixels do not have a significant gradient, but
have similar chrominance angle distortion and similar brightness distortion, the region is
classified as shadow.
ABdb =
((( ∑
a∈Rb
(Rb∧Edneg)
|Rb∧Edtot|
∧
∑
a∈Rb
(Rb∧Edcom)
|Rb∧Edtot|
)
= 0
)
∨
( ∑
a∈Rb
(Rb∧Edtot)
|Rb|
< kt
))
∧ (σ(Rb ∧ ᾰ) < ka) ∧
(
σ(Rb ∧ β̆) < kb
)
(7.14)
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where σ is the standard deviation of ᾰ and β̆ which are the chrominance angle and
brightness normalised distortions calculated for each pixel in the region Rb, respectively;
kt
1 is a confidence region to avoid noise gradients; ka and kb are minimum thresholds
used to determine if the angle and brightness distortion are similar among the pixels of
the evaluated region.
7.3.7 Chromatic shadow edge removal
Pixels of the potential shadow regions, which were neglected in section 7.3.4, since they
were part of the Edpos mask, are included again in the new set of shadow regions.
7.3.8 Shadow position verification
A moving cast shadow is always caused by a moving foreground object. Therefore, in
this section it is tested if a detected shadow has an associated foreground object, in order
to avoid the anomaly in case 2-2. Only shadows detected in the chrominance angle and
brightness distortion analysis (section 7.3.6) will be tested. During a training period
T2, the angles between the detected shadows and the foreground objects are calculated.
Hereafter, the most probable angle obtained in the training period is used to discard
detected shadows, which do not have any foreground object in its direction.
7.4 Top-Down Shadow Tracking
When a shadow has successfully been detected it is usually removed, since it is the object
which is of interest for further processing. As a result, the shadow information is lost. Our
idea is to use this information a posteriori, in order to improve the shadow detection when
it fails (e.g., due to camouflage problems). Concretely, if a detected shadow is tracked
over time instead of being discarded, it can be used to recover miss-detected shadows,
and hereby improve the shadow detection.
In this section a top-down approach is applied to enhance the chromatic shadow detection
using a Kalman Filter (KF) based tracking. Fig. 7.6 shows an overview of the top-down
tracking process, and the complete algorithm is listed in Algorithm 6. Firstly, the tracking
module tracks objects and shadows through the scene. As input, the tracking module
receives a binary mask from the object and shadow detection described in the previous
section, as illustrated in Fig. 7.7. In the following subsections the tracker is explained
with special attention on data association, an event analysis and Probabilistic Appearance
Models (PAMs) (sections 7.4.1, 7.4.2 and 7.4.3, respectively). The output of the tracker is
a list of tracks for each object and shadow, and their mutual association, which is used as
feedback to improve the object and shadow detection. Secondly, the association between
objects and shadows is described and updated for the KFs (sec. 7.4.4). Thirdly, temporal
consistency is investigated in the association between FG and SH blobs, and their assigned
1Empirically found constant. If more than 10% of the pixels are considered edges then it cannot be
noise.
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Figure 7.6: A schematic overview of the top-down shadow tracking process to enhance
the chromatic shadow detection.
KFs, in order to identify possible lost shadows (sec. 7.4.5). Once the shadows are detected
and tracked, the information is used as feedback to the chromatic shadow detection to
recover miss-detected shadows in the original image (sec. 7.4.6). Finally, the KF and the
PAM are updated, by taking the information from the new data association into account,
and used for tracking in the next frames (sec. 7.4.7). An example of the entire process
can be seen in the Fig. 7.7.
Figure 7.7: An example of the top-down tracking process. The figure illustrates the
steps, within the tracking and the motion segmentation, applied to enhance the
shadow detection, when a shadow is lost (lost shadow case). See the main body
text for further details.
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Algorithm 6 Top-down shadow tracking approach
For each blob from the chromatic shadow detection:
• Create a new Kalman Filter (KF) for each new blob and delete KFs, which have not been use in
a period of time (Tdead).
• KF Prediction: Time update KF.
• Data Association between blobs (FG and SH) and KFs.
– Build a Probabilistic Appearance Model (PAM) for each KF.
– Compute weights for the association: two correspondence matrices using:
∗ Euclidean distance based on the position (x,y) and the size (major and minor axes of
an ellipse).
∗ Matching of PAM and blob.
– Case detection, see Algorithm 7:
∗ Five possible cases: object match, new object, lost object, object splitting and object
merging.
– Establish association between the blobs (FG and SH) and the KFs.
– Manage the KFs: updating, creating and deleting the KFs.
• Update KF: the association of the blobs and the KFs.
• Test for temporal consistency in the data association between FG, SH and their assigned KFs.
– Case detection (see Fig. 7.10):
∗ Three possible cases: FG and SH match, new shadow (FG-SH splitting) and lost shadow
(FG-SH merging).
– Lost Shadow case:
∗ Detect possible shadow regions from the org. FG blob.
∗ Compute weights for the association: two correspondence matrix using:
· Euclidean distance based on the position (x,y) and the size (major and minor axes
of an ellipse).
· Matching of blobs.
∗ Establish association between KF predictions of FG and SH, and the regions extracted
from the org. FG blob.
• Feedback (top-down) from the tracking to the shadow detection:
– Classify the original image using the data association and the new FG and SH blob infor-
mation.
– Update blob information for the original image.
• Manage the KFs: updating and deleting the KF:
– Update the KF info related to the new associations between new FG and SH blobs, and their
correspondent KFs.
– Delete and create new KFs if it is needed.
• KF Prediction of the new KF created: Time update KF.
• KF Correction: Measurement update.
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7.4.1 Tracking using Kalman filters
The detected foreground objects and shadows are tracked using first order Kalman filters.
The tracking and data association are based on a number of estimated parameters for the
detected objects and shadows:
• The centroid of an ellipse fitting.
• The major and minor axis length of the ellipse.
• The probabilistic Appearance Model.
Each track is associated with these parameters, and a Kalman filter is used to predict the
object’s location using a first order motion model. Hence, the target state is defined by
xt = (posxt, posyt, velxt, velyt, majt,mint, θ), which establishes a state vector for every
observation, and adds the target speed and the size deformation rate at time t. Where
posxt and posyt define the position (the centroid of the ellipse); velxt and velyt are velocity
components; majt and mint are the major and minor axis of the ellipse, respectively; and
θ is the orientation. The KFs are initialised based on the detected foreground and shadow
blobs, and the uncertainties are empirically estimated according to the precision of the
detector.
7.4.2 Data association between blobs and Kalman filters
When performing data association five situations can occur:
i A new object: a new track is created.
ii A lost object: a track is destroyed if the object does not reappear within a certain
number of frames (Tdead).
iii Object match: a one-to-one match, where the track is updated using the detected
object assigned to it.
iv Object splitting: more than one detected object match a track. This is resolved by
selecting the object with the highest probability of the matches, and creating new KFs
for the other objects.
v Object merging: a single detected object matches two or more tracks, this is caused
by inter-object occlusion, and is handled using probabilistic appearance models.
Data association algorithm
The foreground blobs extracted and classified as object or shadow (see section 7.3), are
associated with a list of possible Kalman filters using Algorithm 7, which is based on the
stable marriage algorithm [4].
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Algorithm 7 Data Association between blob and KF
- while the list of blobs is not empty, then:
• Evaluate the current blob (newblob).
• if there is a KF associated to this blob, then:
– if the best KF for this blob is not used, then:
∗ if the position of the blob is close to the prediction and have similar appearance,
or the blob position is far away but it has been lost previously and have similar
appearance, then:
· Match KF-newblob, KF Tstable.
∗ else KF is invalid, then:
· new KF.
· Match newKF-newblob.
– else KF is used, then:
∗ Get the blob associated to the KF (oldblob).
∗ if the newblob is more similar and has a better PAM match than the oldblob,
then:
· Match KF-newblob, KF Tstable.
· Free KF-oldblob and add oldblob to blob-list.
∗ else, then:
· Check next best KF for this object.
• else no KF is associated to this blob, then:
– new KF.
– Match newKF-newblob.
- for KFs not associated, then:
• Lost KF, KF Tdead.
7.4.3 Probabilistic appearance models
Probabilistic appearance models inspired by [21] are applied for data association and to
resolve inter-object occlusion. Each track has its own PAM, which consists of an RGB
colour model with an associated probability mask. An example of a PAM is illustrated in
figure 7.8. The colour model, which is denoted MRGB(x), shows the appearance of each
pixel of an object. Pc(x) denotes the probability mask and represents the probability of
the object being observed at that pixel. The use of PAMs can be viewed as weighted
template matching, where the template is MRGB(x) and the weights are given by Pc(x).
The coordinates of x are expressed using the coordinate system of the model, which is
normalized to the object centroid. For each new track, a new PAM is created. In the
object match situation, a track refinement step is applied before updating the model by
finding the best fit in a small neighbourhood, e.g. 5×5 pixels. Track refinement increases
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Figure 7.8: An example of a probabilistic appearance model, where the input Image,
the shadow detection Image, the probability mask Pc and the color model MRGB
for the detected agent and shadow are shown.
the accuracy of the model; especially the colour model becomes sharper. When updating,
the model usually stabilizes after less than 10 frames. Detail on building the model can
be found in [21]. In the object merging situation the PAMs of the tracks are used to
assign pixels of the detected object between the tracks using the estimated probability,
as discussed in the following.
The foundation of the PAM is the ability to estimate the probability that a given pixel x
of a detected object belongs to the modelMj of track j. This is denoted by P (Mj|I (x)).
I is the colour input image and is assumed to be normalized to the centroid of the detected
object. The probability is calculated using Bayes’ rule:
P (Mj|I (x)) ∝ PRGB,j (I (x) |Mj) · Pc,j (x) (7.15)
The a priori probability is given by the probability mask of model Mj, Pc,j (x), and
PRGB,j (I (x) |Mj) is the color appearance likelihood, and this is approximated using a
Gaussian color distribution:
PRGB,j (I (x) |Mj) =
1
(2π)3/2 |Σ|1/2
· (7.16)
exp
(
−1
2
(I (x)−MRGB,j (x))T Σ−1 (I (x)−MRGB,j (x))
)
The colour model for track j, MRGB,j, represents the mean colour for each pixel. To
reduce the complexity, the covariance matrix Σ can be assumed to be a diagonal matrix
with identical variance σ in each colour channel. Given these assumptions Equation 7.16
reduces to:
PRGB,j (I (x) |Mj) =
(
2πσ2
)−3/2 · exp(−‖I (x)−MRGB (x)‖2
2σ2
)
(7.17)
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Figure 7.9: An example of the data association between FG, SH and the assigned KFs.
The first image represents the FG detection. The second image shows the shadow
detection, and how the analysed FG is divided into FG and SH blobs. In the third
image the tracker has assigned one KF to each blob.
7.4.4 Object-shadow association
After the blobs (belonging to a FG or a SH) have been assigned to the KF, as described
in sec. 7.4.2, the association between which shadow belongs to which FG and vice versa
is saved in the KF info for use in the next frames. This information is used to identify
the possible cases in the association between FG and SH. An example showing the data
association between the blobs and the KFs, and how the data association between FG and
SH is saved in the KF info, can be seen in Fig. 7.9. The first image of Fig. 7.9 represents
the FG detection provided in section 7.3.1. The second image shows the shadow detection
presented in sec. 7.4.2, and how the FG segmentation is further analysed and divided
into FG and SH blobs. These blobs are associated, since both are part of the same FG
object. In the third image the tracking system has assigned one KF to each blob, and the
data association between the FG and the SH blobs is saved in the KF info.
7.4.5 Temporal consistency in the data association
The information related to the association between FG and SH saved in the KF is anal-
ysed, in order to check the possible data association cases, e.g., if a shadow has been lost.
Fig. 7.7 shows an example of how the approach works in the case, when a miss-detected
shadow is recovered by the shadow tracking. The shadow tracking (and the figure) is
explained further in the following.
When testing for temporal consistency in the data association between FG and SH with
their respective KF, three situations can occur:
• FG and SH match:
The association created at time t-1 continues at time t, which is the ideal case.
• New shadow: FG/SH splitting.
A new association between the FG and SH is created at time t. Temporal association
of a splitting shadows is applied, in order to avoid miss-detected shadows in posterior
frames.
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Figure 7.10: The three possible data association situations between FG, SH and their
KFs. A rounded rectangle illustrates an original FG blob before shadow detection,
a circle illustrates a FG and a square illustrates a SH from the shadow detection. A
double red arrow indicates an association between FG and SH, and a black arrow
indicates an association between FG and SH in the next frame.
• Lost shadow: FG-SH merging.
The association between the FG and SH at time t-1 is lost at time t, since the
shadow is miss-detected (Fig. 7.7).
The three cases are illustrated in the Fig. 7.10. It is possible that a new shadows appears
or a shadow is lost, without a splitting or merging of the FG object. However, these
cases are not of interest, since they do not have any FG-SH association, hence, they will
be tracked in an usual manner by the KFs. A shadow is considered lost when the blob
(the KF that is associated with this blob) fulfill a set of conditions: it was classified as
SH at time t-1 (the previous frame), and it had a FG associated, which also had this
SH associated. At time t (the current frame), this FG has no shadow associated and the
SH has also lost the association with this FG, then the shadow is considered lost. The
shadow region can be recovered by evaluating the FG blob (which contains the merged
FG and SH), the blob prediction for the FG KF, and the blob prediction for the lost SH
KF. The next subsections explains the recovery process for the lost shadow case.
Recovering lost shadows
The FG blob which belongs to the FG KF, associated in the previous frame with the
shadow considered lost, is analysed in order to recover the possible shadow region. To do
so, the mask of the positives edges (Edpos mask) plus morphological operators are applied,
to divide the FG blob into FGs and possible shadow regions. Multiple regions can be found
but theoretically only one is the shadow. This happens because the positive edges are
used to divide the image, and these edges come from the current image. As explained
in sec. 7.2, one of the characteristics of shadows is that they can only have negative
edges, i.e., the edges from the background image. Therefore, theoretically several FG
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regions can be found but only one SH region. In Fig. 7.7 it can be seen how the original
FG blob detected, as described in section 7.3, is subdivided into the possible chromatic
shadow regions (image Chr.Sh.Regions in the figure; the regions in the image are shown
in different colours) using the Edpos mask. In the following, the new divided blobs of the
regions are associated with the predictions of the KFs, in order to recover the chromatic
shadows.
Correspondence matrix for the new divided blobs
The weights of the blob prediction for the FG KF and the SH KF are calculated w.r.t.
all possible regions found in the previous step. Therefore, two correspondence matrix are
computed, where one contains the euclidean distance between the new blobs and the FG
and SH KF predictions, and the other the overlapping (matching) between the new blobs
and the FG and SH KF predictions. Next, these weights are applied to associate the SH
and FG KF predictions with the blobs.
Association between KF predictions and the new blobs
The best match (shortest distance and best overlap) between the SH KF predictions and
the blob will be considered as the shadow region, while the other blobs will be considered
as FG blobs, since only one region can be shadow. Hence, the other blobs have to be FGs.
In this way, by using the tracking information, the original FG blob can be segmented
into FG and SH regions, and thereby recover miss-detected chromatic shadows. This
information is used as a feedback from the tracking to the shadow detection step. Fig. 7.7
shows how the blobs extracted from the divided regions are associated with the prediction
of the KFs, in order to detect the chromatic shadow.
7.4.6 Feedback to the chromatic shadow detection
Once the chromatic shadows are detected, the original image (original FG blob) is divided
into only one blob for the FGs and only one blob for the SHs, using the information from
the positive edges and the shadow tracking. Hence, the FG blob will be associated with
the FG KF and the SH blob will be associated with the lost SH KF. Next, the original
image is updated, so the miss-detected chromatic shadows are now marked as detected.
Fig. 7.7 shows how the detected chromatic shadow is updated according to the original
blob after the feedback from the shadow tracking.
7.4.7 Managing and updating KFs and PAMs
Finally, the information related to the new associations between the FG and SH blobs,
and their respective KFs have to be updated. Additionally, the KFs have to be updated
with the new associated blobs, and the PAMs have to be updated considering the new
blobs. It is possible that a new KF is erroneously created because one object together
with its shadow were considered as a new object. Therefore, the new KFs created in the
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Figure 7.11: An original image from the Outdoor Cam1 sequence, and foreground results
after shadow removal using the Huerta et al. approach [7], the Zivkovic et al.
approach [24] using a shadow detector [17] and our approach, respectively.
data association between the blobs and the KFs have to be checked. Any unused KFs,
which were assigned to blobs considered as lost shadows, are deleted.
Consequently, due to the data association between FG and SH we have achieved: (i)
enhancing the chromatic shadow detection by recovering miss-detecting shadows, which
were incorrectly detected by the shadow detector (sec. 7.3). (ii) Improving the segmen-
tation for high level processes, such as detection and tracking, by avoiding shadows. (iii)
A more robust tracking by exploiting FG and SH association. In Fig. 7.7 an example
is given, where the output of the tracking process is shown with and without our Top-
down approach (the last two images at the right called “Tracker End”). The figure of
the Top-down approach shows how the system recovers detecting the chromatic shadow,
hence, the FG KF and SH KF are correctly updated. On the other hand, the image of
the tracker, without taking the association of the FG, SH and their assigned KFs into
account, shows how the FG and SH KF are lost and a new false KF is created.
7.5 Experimental Results
The results presented in this section are from tests conducted on datasets selected from
well-known databases2 and our own recordings. Our approach is tested on sequences
of outdoor and indoor scenarios, and compared to other statistical approaches when re-
sults are available. The chosen test sequences are relatively long and umbra and penum-
bra shadows are cast by multiple foreground objects. The sequences analysed are Out-
door Cam1 (800 frames, 607x387 pixels), HigwayIII1 (2227 frames, 320x240 pixels), Hall-
wayI1 (1800 frames, 320x240 pixels) and HERMES ETSEdoor day21 I4 (6500 frames,
640x480 pixels).
Figure 7.11 and 7.12 show the results when comparing our shadow detector with state-
of-the-art approaches [10, 17, 12, 7, 24]. As it can be seen in these figures our approach
outperforms the other analysed methods. However, in a few cases the gradient masks
cannot be accurately build due to camouflage and noise problems. Thus, the separation
of a foreground object and a shadow region can fail. Occasionally, when the anomaly
in case 2-2 (see sec. 7.2.3) occurs and a part of the foreground object or the shadow is
not segmented due to segmentation problems, the shadow detection can miss-classify the
shadow as a foreground object (see Fig. 7.14.c and 7.14.h. The top-down shadow tracking
approach can solve some of these problems, as it can be seen in Fig. 7.14.d and 7.14.i.
2http://vision.gel.ulaval.ca/∼CastShadows/
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Figure 7.12: Original images from the HallwayI and HighwayIII sequences, and fore-
ground results after shadow removal using the Huerta et al. approach [7], the Kim
et al. approach [10], the Zivkovic et al. approach [24] using a shadow detector [17],
the Martel et al. approach [12] and our approach, respectively (read row-wise).
To evaluate our approach in a quantitative way, it is compared with the approaches in
[12, 11] using the most employed quantitative expressions utilized to evaluate the shadow
detection performance: the Shadow Detection Rate (SR) and the Shadow Discriminate
Rate (SD). Refer to [17] for the exact equations. The results in Table 7.1 shows that our
method outperforms both the parametric approach based on Gaussian mixtures GMSM
[11] and the nonparametric physical model [12]. Note that the results for the GMSM [11]
and the physical model [12] on the Hallway sequence have been obtained directly from
[12]. Additionally, it should be noted that our approach needs a reasonable resolution to
work correctly. Furthermore, shadow regions need to have a minimum area for analysis, or
there might not be enough information for a proper shadow detection and classification.
Fig. 7.13 shows examples of the foreground and shadow detection.
The top-down process assists the chromatic shadow detector when it fails to detect
shadows, as shown in Figure 7.14.c and 7.14.h. The tracking system is able to track
the shadows, and use this information as feedback to the chromatic shadow detector.
Hence, the miss-detected shadows can be recovered and correctly detected. Figure 7.14
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Figure 7.13: Chromatic Shadow detection results for the CVC Outdoor Cam1,
LVSN HallwayI, LVSN HighwayIII and HERMES ETSEdoor day21 sequences us-
ing our shadow detector. Foreground segmentation results are coloured in cyan, and
the shadow detection results are coloured in blue.
Method HallwayI HERMES ETSEdoor day21 I4
SR SD SR SD
GMSM 0.605 0.870 – –
Physical model 0.724 0.867 – –
Bottom-up 0.807 0.907 0.363 0.983
Top-down – – 0.417 0.978
Table 7.1: SR and SD results for our approach (bottom-up: chromatic shadow detec-
tion and top-down: shadow tracking) and two other successful methods: Gaussian
Mixture Shadow Models (GMSM) [11] and a physical model of light and surfaces
[12].
and 7.15 present examples of shadow recovery using our top-down approach for the
LVSN HighwayIII and the HERMES ETSEdoor day21 sequences. Fig. 7.14.a and 7.14.f
show the foreground detection results achieved by our combined approach for the LVSN -
HighwayIII and HERMES ETSEdoor day21 I4 sequence, respectively. In Fig. 7.14.b and
7.14.g the chromatic shadow detection results of our detector are shown. Note that the
shadows are not correctly detected. Fig. 7.14.c and 7.14.h show the output of the tracker
without applying our top-down approach, while Fig. 7.14.d and 7.14.i show the results
of our top-down approach. Finally, Fig. 7.14.e and 7.14.j show how the chromatic shad-
ows are accurately detected after the feedback from the tracker to the chromatic shadow
detector.
For the LVSN HighwayIII sequence shown in Figure 7.14 our top-down approach is able
to detect the chromatic shadows However, this scenario is very difficult to track, since
the objects move very fast compared to the frame rate of the sequence. Additionally, the
appearance of the objects changes very quickly. In this case the tracks are sometimes
lost, and therefore it is not possible to run the top-down process throughout all of the
sequence.
The input image from the HERMES ETSEdoor day21 I4 sequence in Figure 7.14 is cap-
tured without a detected shadow for 10 frames. Hence, this example illustrates (Fig.
7.14.h) how the tracker’s KF assigned to the shadow is completely lost without the top-
down approach, while the other tracker’s KF is tracking the combined FG and SH blob
(a Red ellipse depicts the a posteriori state of the KF). In some cases the tracker will
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
Figure 7.14: Examples of shadow recovery using our top-down approach for the
LVSN HighwayIII and HERMES ETSEdoor day21 I4 sequences. (a) and (f) fore-
ground detection images. (b) and (g) chromatic shadow detection results of our
detector. Note that the shadows are not correctly detected. (c) and (h) output of
the tracker without applying our top-down approach. The KFs associated to the
shadows are lost and therefore falsely updated. (d) and (i) output of the tracker,
after the chromatic shadows are recovered, using our top-down process. The shad-
ows are accurately detected, therefore the FG KFs and the SH KFs are correctly
updated, and none of them are lost. The a posteriori state of the tracker is depicted
with a red ellipse. Image (e) and (j) shows the final chromatic shadow detection
results in the original image (the shown image examples are cropped).
create a new KF, since the combined FG and SH blob is so different that the system
thinks it is a new object. In contrast, Fig. 7.14.i shows the output of the tracker using
our top-down process. In this image the shadow is accurately detected, and the KFs are
correctly updated. This is illustrated by the red ellipses in the image. Fig. 7.15 shows a
number of processed frames, depicting the results using our top-down approach. In the
figure it can be seen how our approach is able to track the objects and the shadows, and
when the chromatic shadow is lost, the system is able to recover it.
The quantitative results in Table 7.1 for the HERMES ETSEdoor day21 I4 sequence show
how the shadow detection rate (SR) is improved from 0.363 to 0.417, which effectively
means that we detect more shadow regions using shadow tracking, while The shadow
discriminate rate (SD) is pretty stable: 0.983 and 0.978. Hence, the foreground is still
robustly segmented when shadows are tracked.
7.6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented two main novelties: (i) a bottom-up approach for de-
tection and removal of chromatic moving shadows in surveillance scenarios, and (ii) a
top-down approach based on Kalman filters to detect and track object and shadows to
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Figure 7.15: Chromatic Shadows detection results using our top-down approach for the
HERMES ETSEdoor day21 I4 sequence. First column shows the chromatic shadow
detection results. Note that the shadows are not correctly detected. Second column
shows the output of the tracker without the association between FG-SH, where
the tracks for the shadows are lost. Third column shows the tracker output using
our top-down approach. The chromatic shadows are detected and the tracker are
correctly updated for the FG and the SH. The a posteriori state of the tracker is
depicted with a red ellipse. The last column shows how the chromatic shadow is
recovered and correctly detected in the original image (the shown image examples
are cropped).
enhance the chromatic shadow detection. The Bottom-up part the shadow detection
approach apply a novel technique based on gradient and colour models for separating
chromatic moving shadows from moving objects. Firstly, we extend and improve well-
known colour and gradient models into an invariant colour cone model and an invariant
gradient model, respectively, to perform automatic segmentation, while detecting poten-
tial shadows. Hereafter, the regions corresponding to potential shadows are grouped by
considering ”a bluish effect” and an edge partitioning. Lastly, (i) temporal similarities
between local gradient structures and (ii) spatial similarities between chrominance angle
and brightness distortions are analysed for all potential shadow regions, in order to finally
identify umbra shadows.
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The resulting shadow detection can detect and remove chromatic moving shadows (umbra
shadows) and penumbra shadows, while several other methods are restricted to the latter.
However, in some cases the separation between a foreground object and a shadow region
can fail. Occasionally, a part of the foreground object or the shadow is not accurately
segmented due to segmentation problems, e.g., camouflage. Therefore, the shadow detec-
tion can miss-classify a shadow as being a part of a foreground object. In order to solve
this problem a top-down approach has been developed, which tracks both objects and
shadows using Kalman filters. Consequently, due to the data association between FG and
SH we have achieved: (i) enhancement of the chromatic shadow detection by recovering
miss-detected shadows. (ii) A more robust tracking by using mutual information and
association of object and shadow. (iii) Improvement of the segmentation for high level
processes, such as detection and tracking, by avoiding shadows.
Qualitative and quantitative results of tests for both outdoor and indoor sequences from
well-known databases validate the presented approach. Overall, our approach gives a
more robust and accurate shadow detection and foreground segmentation compared to
the state-of-the-art methods. Unlike other approaches, our method does not make any
a-priori assumptions about camera location, surface geometries, surface textures, shapes
and types of shadows, objects, and background.
However, some remarks have to be made with respect to the bottom-up part (chromatic
shadow detector) and the top-down part (shadow tracking). The chromatic shadow detec-
tor needs a reasonable resolution to work correctly, and noisy and blurred images intensify
the camouflage problems. Furthermore, shadow regions need to have a minimum area for
analysis, or there might not be enough information for a proper shadow detection and
classification. The ”bluish effect” gives very good results for some outdoor sequences.
However, sometimes it does not work as defined theoretically, since it is affected by exter-
nal factors, such as the sensibility of the camera and image compression. For the tracking
process, targets are assumed to move with a reasonable velocity compared to the frame
rate, since objects which move quickly with rapidly appearance changes can cause tracking
difficulties.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this chapter a discussion and concluding remarks on the findings of this Ph.D. study
will be given. This Ph.D. study has lead to several publications, where six of them
are included directly in this thesis. The presented work targets and deals with several
important aspects of human activity recognition: different kinds of activities, 2D and 3D
techniques, simple constrained and complex unconstrained scenes, global and local feature
representations, a review of recent developments in the field, foreground segmentation and
shadow detection.
Robust methods for recognizing different kind of activities have been developed, from
one and two arms gestures (e.g . point, wave, clap etc.) to full-body actions (e.g . walk,
run, jump etc.). The activities have been recorded by standard color cameras, multi-
view camera setups and time-of-flight (ToF) range cameras, enabling analysis of both 2D
and 3D video data. The 2D image data recorded by standard color cameras captures
both activities performed in simple scenes with controlled settings (i.e. one actor, steady
camera, simple and clean background, and low variation in scale, rotation, viewpoint
and illumination) and complex scenes with unconstrained settings (i.e. multiple actors,
moving camera, background clutter, and high variation in scale, rotation, viewpoint and
illumination).
Activity recognition in simple scenes with controlled settings, like laboratory environments
or carefully designed scenes can provide valuable information about the performance of
methods and systems. However, the variability and challenges of real-life scenes are
not investigated in this way, often leading to less general and less applicable methods.
Hence, the the presented work also focuses on scenes that are not carefully constrained.
Furthermore, The use of both global and local image features have been investigated for
activity recognition
The presented work on 2D action recognition specifically targets dynamic outdoor scenes
and addresses multiple people. For this purpose an approach based on detection of spatio-
temporal interest points (STIPs) and local description of image features has been devel-
oped, where robust and selective STIPs are detected by applying surround suppression
combined with local and temporal constraints. The approach is especially robust to
camera motion and background clutter, where other detectors fails, and improves the
performance by detecting more repeatable, stable and distinctive STIPs for human ac-
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tors, while suppressing unwanted background STIPs. Using this approach we have shown
state-of-the-art performance on several challenging and benchmark datasets.
Although the research within vision-based human activity recognition has come far the
past decade, which has lead to development of systems capable of simple action recognition
in constrained scenes and controlled settings, the problem of robust recognition of daily
activities in complex scenes with several challenges, like scale-, rotation and viewpoint
changes, difficult lighting conditions, moving camera, background clutter, occlusion and
multiple people, is far from being solved. This can especially be seen on the results
reported for the challenging Hollywood 2 dataset of human actions from selected movies,
where state-of-the-art recognition accuracy is still pretty low (58.45%).
For acquisition of 3D data both direct 3D imaging devices (ToF range cameras) and
3D reconstruction from multiple camera views are applied, to explore the challenges of
different quality of 3D data and the advantages of each technology. To this end, 3D
approaches for robust human activity recognition using both type of sensors have been
presented. The approaches are based on extended concepts of the developed 2D techniques
for feature extraction and classification strategies. Especially, the local 3D motion feature
description from 4D multi-view STIPs has shown state-of-the-art performance on publicly
available datasets.
Regarding the work on multi-view camera systems, a review and comparative study of
recent developments for human 3D body modeling, pose estimation and activity recogni-
tion using multi-view data has been provided to give the reader an overview of proposed
approaches, seen with respect to the different application areas and their associated re-
quirements for successful operation.
The main strength of multi-view setups is the high quality full-volume 3D data, which can
be provided from 3D reconstruction by shape-from-silhouettes and refinements techniques.
It also helps to uncover occluded action regions from different views in the global 3D data,
and allows for extraction of informative features in a more rich 3D space, than the one
captured from a single view. However, although the reviewed approaches show promising
results for multi-view human body modeling, pose estimation and action recognition, 3D
reconstructed data from multi-view camera systems has some shortcomings. First of all,
the quality of the silhouettes is crucial for the outcome of applying shape-from-silhouettes.
Hence, shadows, holes and other errors due to inaccurate foreground segmentation will
affect the final quality of the reconstructed 3D data. Secondly, the number of views and
the image resolution will influent the level of details which can be achieved, and self-
occlusion is a known problem when reconstructing 3D data from multi-view image data,
resulting in merging body parts. Finally, 3D data can only be reconstructed in a limited
space where multiple camera views overlap.
In recent years other prominent vision-based sensors for acquiring 3D data have been
developed, like ToF range cameras. Especially, with the introduction of the Microsoft
Kinect sensor, these single and direct 3D imaging devices have become widespread and
commercial available at low cost. Although these sensors only captures 3D data of the
frontal surfaces of humans and other objects, their applicability are much broader due
to the convenience of using a single sensor, avoiding the difficulties inherent to classical
stereo and multi-view approaches (the correspondence problem, careful camera placement
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and calibration). Additionally, the need for multiple calibrated and synchronized cameras
is obviously not desirable. Hence, the future of acquiring vision-based 3D data will move
in this direction, and in the next years we will see many new proposed approaches for
human body modeling, pose estimation, activity recognition and other computer vision
related topics using these sensors. In future work it would be interesting to adapt the
multi-view approach based on local 3D motion feature description from 4D STIPs to
single view depth sensors, like Kinect.
Finally, an approach for automatic foreground segmentation and shadow detection has
been designed. Foreground segmentation is one of the most used preprocessing steps for
many computer vision algorithms to extract regions of interest, e.g . for activity recog-
nition, while the impact of shadows is a notorious problem in computer vision. The
work explores a multi-stage approach for foreground segmentation and shadow detection.
Firstly, a bottom-up architecture using a novel technique based on gradient and color
models has been presented for separating chromatic moving cast shadows from detected
moving objects. Secondly, a top-down architecture based on a tracking system using mu-
tual object-shadow information has been developed, in order to enhance the chromatic
shadow detection.
Although, detection and removal of shadows is important for successful and precise fore-
ground segmentation, and the approach has shown promising performance on publicly
available datasets, the problem of shadow detection is still far from being solved. The
proposed chromatic shadow detector needs a reasonable resolution to work correctly, and
noisy and blurred images intensify the camouflage problems. Furthermore, shadow regions
need to have a minimum area for analysis, or there might not be enough information for a
proper shadow detection and classification. The ”bluish effect” gives very good results for
some outdoor sequences. However, sometimes it does not work as defined theoretically,
since it is affected by external factors, such as the sensibility of the camera and image com-
pression. For the tracking process, targets are assumed to move with a reasonable velocity
compared to the frame rate, since objects which move quickly with rapidly appearance
changes can cause tracking difficulties. The proposed tracking system performs well for
basic scene situations. However, for more complex scenario, such as crowded scenes or
situations with multiple grouping and splitting processes, the tracks are sometimes lost
and the tracker information becomes corrupted. Thus, in future work a high level tracker
is needed, which can manage the low level trackers in a top-down architecture.

